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G5RV
MULTIBAND DIPOLES

size
40-10 mtrs

£12.95
-£1.30 p&p

size
80-10 mtrs

£14.95
+ £1.30 p&p

Now with slotted 'Bofa' plus silver
plated PTFE connector

Trap dipole kit
80-10 mtrsC=3:011

N

THE
HB9CV
2 mtrs

and
70 cms

TAR AERIALS
AND COMMUNICATIONS

Contains all
that's required
for this popular
multiband dipole

£24.95
+E1.75 p&p

Now in kit
form

assembly onlylti
both models

£3.95
+0.30

P&p

V V

THE COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE
KING WILLIAM STREET, AMBLECOTE

STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS DY4 4CY
NOW AVAILABLE AS A PACKAGE DEAL

THE NEW TAR 40 MAST
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CONTENTS
8-5' x 2" dia Aluminium Mast Sections
2 -Tar Professional Guy Rope Kits
1 - Base Plate

T&K brackets
12" -E4.50
18" -f5.50
24"-E6.50
+E2 p&p

Need an SWR/PWR
meter for 70cms7

THEN LOOK NO FURTHER
The T-435 covers both 2mtrs
and 70cms. Two bands for
the price of one.
Rated at 200 watts.
Professional quality N. type
socket
£39.50 inc p&p

ZL SPECIALS

A proven performer with an
inexpensive price tag.
5 ele only £9.90 + £2.50 p&p
7 ele only £12.50+£2.50 p&p

3 -way Guy Ring
£1.75+E1 p&p

2" mast sleeves
£3.50 + £2 p&p

,

Mast to
mast clamp
£2.50+E1 p&p

Swivel clamps

f1.50
+ El p&p

Model SU 4000
(similar to KR 4001

Base Plates
any size made
to order

A 20' 4 section li" dia
aluminium mast

Ideal for base or portable use

1

ONLY
£12.50 + E2.50pErp

ri

0
140' hard drawn
copper wire
£6.95 + £1.30pEtp

NEW ITEMS
A A 2 element loop
YAGI assembly only

Kit. boom 22"
GAIN 8.2db
ONLY £10.95+£2 p&p
B The 12 element end fired

YAGI based on the "ZL
special"

Twin Driven elements with
slotted Bofa phasing
Line boom 10' 6" £25

-i-E2.50 p&p

Sky King Rotators

Will take up to 200kg vertical load
Ideal for VHF/HF arrays.
Free bottom brackets.
Value E15-ONL Y £85 E5 p&p

Our products are
too numerous to list
Send £1.00 refundable against
any purchase for our catalogue
listing our entire range.

Our Factory and Showroom
are open 6 days per week 10am-6pm
call in and see our range of new and
secondhand equipment. Inc. Yaesu, Trio, etc.

2mtr
gamma

twin
Based on

the
'Slim Jim'
a popular

base
antenna

for
only

£7.95
+E1.15

P&P

PROFESSIONAL Gus ROPE KITS

A -standard 7 x .56mm strands
B - heavy duty 7 x lmm strands

A = £8.95 B = £9.95
+ £2.25 p&p £2.25 p&p

1.1 & 4.1 Baluns £12.95 inc.
p&p

Dipole centres £1.40&f3.50
Egg insulators 40p

Copper wire in all sizes &
gauges

REMEMBER
We either make or stock a
large selection of aerial brack-
ets, mast, clamps, insulators,
etc. Please ring if you have a
specific requirement.

BARCLAYCARD

The
TAR PORTOMAST

A 4 section
aluminium mast
8 metres high

that will collapse
into a single unit

under 2.5 mtrs long.
Ideal for portable use
£25.00+£3.00 carr.

MORSE

SPECTRUM OWNERS
Take morse direct from the
air and read it with your
Sinclair Spectrum. No inter-
face needed. Just load the
program.
Speeds 3.30wpm-self
tracking.
ONL Y f6.50 inc. p&p

Also Tutor @ £5 inc. p&p

Nom
2.5.nts

Jr

%togs

STOURBRIDGE

(0384)
390944

370987
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MAIDENHEAD ROA?
Sir, I have read you contributor (Old
Cheshire Tom) on the Maidenhead
QTH (Not QRA) Locator with some
interest, and am sorry that your Table
1 may have mislead some readers.
The first two indicators, representing
the major fields are correctly referred
to as being "letters" but your table
has printed them (apart from J) as
figures. I almost feel that a repeat of
the Table, correctly set up, might be
of advantage.

His final comment about "it is not
yet really possible . . . etc." is hardly
fair to the originator of the system.
The 576 squares (AA - XX) are quite
easy to determine, remembering only
that AA is a square of 5 minutes
longitude and 2% minutes latitude
east and north of, say, 4 degrees W.
Long and 50 degrees N. Lat. It is even
easy to determine one's final two
letters by investing in a map such as
Bartholomew's National Map series
1:100 000. The whole of Great
Britain is covered by 62 separate
sheets, and the advantage of these
maps, compared with any of the
Ordinanace Survey series, is that they
are provided with ruling at ten minute
intervals for both Latitude and
Longitude. It is easy to interpolate the
5 minute longitude by halving the
distance, and the 21/2 minute latitude
by means of an accurate rule.

Just two words of warning: i. it is
not an easy computer job to convert
XK55E to 1070KG, remembering that
the computer will only give you the
mid point of the relative squares in
any case and ii. it is imperative that
the exact latitude and longitude are
necessary to be sure that one's new
locator is correct. Many quite small
towns in Cornwall are in at least two
squares, and parts of Newquay
feature in four of the squares!

A final point about the
Bartholomew Maps: while I do not
know whether the smaller squares will
be identical through the UK, they will
measure about 7cms by 5cms which
should be sufficient for the station to
be reasonably sure of his location!

Ron Ledgerton, G2ABC

In Table 1 of 'Through My Filter', the
first indicator of the new squares
which are indicated as 1 should have
been I. This was a simple typesetting

error, which should have picked up by
the article's editor - for which I
apologise. If you have brought this
issue, you will have found a series of
Grid Overlays to suit 'The Penguin
Map of the British Isles'. The
combination of the two should enable
enthusiasts to find new IARU QRA
locators the length and breadth of
'Gran Bretannia' and Eire, with some
considerable accuracy.

You seem to have some ability as
a proof reader Ron, I could offer you a
position, unpaid of course . .

Incidentally, the code QRA (What
is the name of your station. . . my
name is. . . ) has been misused, nay
re -interpreted for some 15 years now.
Words and phrases often change their
meaning over a period of years, for
instance the meaning of the word
'sentiment' is radically different from
the time of its coining in the 18th
century. Why should 'Co' codes be
exempt. . .

CHARITABLE AMATEURS
With reference to the letter in the
October edition from John H. Clifton
(Whisky Sierra 96).

As the Chairman of the QTI
Talking Newspaper Association, which
provides reading to over ninety blind
radio amateurs around the world, a
service which provides three hours
reading each fortnight, I can only give
credit to members of Amateur Radio
Clubs all over the country.

Our service is incredibly expensive
- the Radio Amateur Invalid and Blind
Club have very kindly provided us with
two tape recorders of a very superior
quality and one radio dealer made up
the takings from a collection made at
a rally to buy us a high quality tape
recording machine. Other dealers
provided over £400 some three or
four years ago to buy a fast copying
machine for QTITNA. By means of the
"underground" another set of fast
copying machinery, worth at new
prices over £5,000, was provided to
us at a cost which exactly matched
the small amount in our funds at the
time.

One of the most surprising things
in this "underground" charity are the
number of sighted Radio Amateurs
who adopt a Blind Radio Amateur and
provide them with the necessary
tapes and pouch to use QTITNA either
by a small donation or actually

purchasing them for the Blind Radio
Amateur and sending them off on their
behalf.

There are a larger number of
Radio Amateurs who, quietly and
without any publicity seeking, record
on to tapes for Blind Radio Amatuers
to listen to in their own homes. There
are to my knowledge about four
organisations of this kind operating in
the United Kindgom, of which we are
perhaps the largest Technical Service.

When we are really tight on
funds, we find that Amateur Radio
Clubs will let us take up a collection,
and we're usually invited along to the
rallies at our local radio clubs. Yes
indeed, Mr Clifton is correct, he has
never read in Amateur magazines
about Amateurs doing this kind of
work, because by and large, they are
a quiet bunch, and they tend to do
their fund-raising and charity work
quietly, "underground."

If anyone wants to join QTITNA,
particularly those who've got a decent
tape recorder, a little bit of technical
knowledge, and not necessary the use
of their limbs or a lot of cash in their
pockets, contact us here. We can give
them tapes, postage and articles to
read, which will then be assembled
into a Magazine which will then be
distributed all over the world. We are
particularly interested in anybody who
feels that they can put some meaning
into their particular specialist part of
the hobby, be they DX er, constructor
or just an electronic hobbyist.

John F. Feeley, Chairman QTITNA,
G4MRB

CONVERTING 'ILLEGAL' CB
SETS II
Sir, I was intrigued by the
mathematics which Basil Spencer used
in his article "Converting Illegal CB
Sets to 10m" (August edition).

Using the worked example to
demonstrate the use of a 21.5MHz
crystal in the band selector function,
he assumes that the VCO would still
start at 1 7.555MHz for channel 1 on
Band 1 to give an input/output
frequency of 28.3MHz.

If this was so then the input to
the programmable divider would be
21.5 - 17.222 = 3.945 lie 2.55
-2.11MHz) which would be outside
the range which the programmable
divider would accept. Surely the VCO
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would have to move up in frequency,
unless I have missed a vital point?

I think the more usual relationship
for this kind of loop is:

f. = (fc + fo1+2) + (fp,o-r, 21
where f.= Band selector xtal
frequency
fc= Wanted input/output frequency
fa= 1st if frequency
fprog =Programmable divider input
frequency
Rearranging for f, this would yield a
value of f, (channel 1) for the
21.5MHz band selector crystal:-

= 2f. - f g f,r
= (2 x 21.V1 - 2.55 - 10.695
= 29.755MHz
If we now wish to specify the three
crystals to cover
1. 28.36 to 28.8 MHz
2. 28.81 to 29.25 MHz
3. 29.26 to 29.7 MHz
these become:
20.8025 MHz
21.0275 MHz
21.2525 MHz
I would like Mr Spencer's comments
on this.

J. Tournier

Basil Spencer, G4YNM replies: For the
rig I used in the example (Ham
International Concorde), the VCO
internal frequencies do not vary
outside the range of 17.555 MHz to
18.445MHz when a crystal change is
undertaken. The frequencies of the
VCO for these three bands are shown
below.
Band 1 17.555-17.995MHz
Band 2 17.780-18. 220MHz
Band 3 18.005-18.445MHz
Thus when the rig is on channel 1 of
band 1, the VCO runs at 17.555MHz
and if fitted with a 21.5MHz crystal
has a high local oscillator of
39.055MHz, which is mixed with the
10.695MHz 1st IF to give a Tx
frequency of 28.360MHz.

The second output from the
mixing (of the VCO at 1 7.555MHz
and the crystal at 21.5MHz) is at
3.945MHz for this channel and band.
This is not outside of the range that
the Programmable Divider can handle.
The 3.945MHz is fed into the
Programmable Divider, and the one
fitted to the Concorde has nine binary
inputs (Pins 7 to 15) equating to a
maximum divide by N of 5 11,
although some of the pins are
permanently held in one logic state of
the other and only six being actually
varied by the channel selector (divide
by 0 giving infinity).

This means that the maximum
input frequency to the Programmable
Divider must not exceed 5. 1 1MHz,
which would be given by using a
crystal of 23.115MHz for Band 3
covering 30.425MHz to 30.865MHz,

well outside the limit. Bearing in mind
that, as the channels go up, the divide
by N comes down - so that in the
fortieth channel, the divide by N
would be 467. This is the theoretical
maximum that a CB set can go up to
without resorting to divide -by -two
chips to halve the input to the
Programmable Divider. In reality it may
be somewhat hard to get a CB to go
up to the 511 limit, it is certainly not
at all difficult to get them up to
29. 7MHz!!

Therefore, the formula given in
the article for calculating the crystals
that are required is entirely sound, and
the crystal frequencies given for the
said coverage shown are correct in
respect of the Ham International
Concorde, I trust that this clarifies the
matter.

NOVICE CONTROVERY
Sir, I was pleased to see in the
"Letters" section of your October
issue how you have dispelled (or tried
to) the illusions held by Mr. Clifton,
"Whisky Sierra 96'.

This gentleman does not know
much about the American scene either
- there are in fact five classes of
licence, Novice, Technician, General,
Advanced and Extra, not eight as he
states. I am surprised you did not
point this out also.

One imagines that Mr. Clifton, in
addition to having troubles passing the
RAE, cannot handle morse very well
either. Perhaps he thinks that if he
passed a halting 5wpm "Novice" test
this would mean easy access to some
of the HF Spectrum.

Is it not time that this "Novice"
nonsence was squashed once and for
all? Let this vociferous mini -minority
accept the world as it really is and, by
guts and determination, and a little
hard work (that's the part they don't
like) obtain their 'A' licences.

Yes, many amateurs appear
stand-offish, by the same token many
beginners alienate themselves by
pretending to know things about
which they have no experience.

EG Allen, G3DRN

PIE IN THE SKY?
Sir, With reference to the photograph
and caption on page 10 of HRT for
October 1984, regarding the intention
of Frank Ogden, G4JST, to make 2m
FM contacts whilst airborne in his
'Micro-lite'. I fear that if he does so,
he may well be in breach of his
Amateur Licence A, in particular
Section (2)(a) which states - 'The
Station shall not be established or
used in an aircraft or public service
vehicle'. As the holder of a PPL for
hot-air balloons, I have always been
aware of this restriction, as balloons,
in common with powered hang-gliders,

are registered as aircraft. While this
may not at first appear to be relevant
to non -powered hang-gliders, which
are not registered as aircraft, it may
also affect them. Ian, G4MWD, a
fellow member of the Horsham
Amateur Radio Club, made telephone
enquiries via Waterloo Bridge House a
year or two ago, when he was
planning to use his 2m hand-held
while making a free -fall parachute
jump, but was told that it was not
worth pursuing, as permission would
not be granted. Mike, G4LAP, another
member of HARC, also entered into
correspondence with the Home Office
a while ago and received the same
message.

From my own, admittedly very
cursory, enquiries I have gathered the
impression that, as soon as your feet
leave the ground under the influence
of any aerial conveyance - powered
or otherwise, you become subject to
other sections of the Wireless
Telegraphy Act, the provisions of
which appear to be administered by
the CAA. (Incidentally, all the
foregoing remarks also apply to CB
operators).

Now, it may be that Frank has
applied for and been granted
exemption from those provisions, in
which case he presumably isn't liable
to be the recipient of one of Jack
Hum's 'pink tickets'. If he has been
granted exemption, I for one would be
interested to discover what paper-
work is involved, as I would love to
take my IC2E up in my balloon and
operate /AM. Unfortunately, I don't
believe that there is such a mode
available in the UK.

There is always the possibility
that the caption was a 'wind-up', in
which case the joke is on me, but you
have at least discovered the identity
of one of your regular readers!

CJ Smith, G4NUX

I regret that you are quite correct -
amateur radio operation from a 'Micro-
lite' would indeed be illegal. According
to the CAA, a Micro-lite is classified
an 'aircraft' and therefore operation is
illegal under Section (2)(a) and Frank's
plans therefore scuppered. (Shame!)
That being said, operation from a
balloon or a parachute would seem to
be quite legal: neither is catagorised as
an aircraft by the CAA as far as I am
aware - they are certainly not usually
'public service vehicles'! (If you were
licenced to give commercial rides in
your balloon, then the latter could be
said to be true. . . )

As far as I can see, no permission
is required from the Home Office for
private balloon or parachute operation
under the terms of our licence,
although operation in close proximity
to an airfield would clearly be foolish.
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 FACTORY APPOINTED IMPORTER
 FREE SECURICOR DELIVERY ON

ALL MAJOR ITEMS Amateurv
Fr -ONE HF transceiver with gen coverage RX
FMU-1 FM unit
DCL-1 DC lead
RAM -B Non-volatile MEM
Kuftone Curtis Keyer
XF-8.9KC CW filter (600 Hz)
XF-8.9KCN CW filter (300 Hz) narrow
XF-10.7KC CW FSK (800 Hz)
XF-8.9KA AM filter (6 Hz)
FT -980 HF transceiver with gen coverage HX

(CAT system)
SP -980 External speaker with audio filter
FC-757AT Automatic antenna tuner
FIF-232C Computer interface RS -232
FIF-65 Computer interface Apple II
FIF-80 Computer interface N.E.C.
XF-8-9HC CW filter (600 Hz)
XF-8.9HCM CW filter (450 Hz)
XF-8.9HCN CW filter (300 Hz)
XF-455MC CW filter (ceramic)
XF-455MCN CW filter (ceramic)
FT-757GX HF transceiver gen coverage all modes
FC-757AT
FP -757
FP-757HD
FIF-65
FIF-80
FIF-232C
FAS-14R
MMB-20
FT -77
FP -700
FC-700
FV-700DM
FTV-700
FTV-2M
FTV-70
FTV-4M
MU -77
XF-8.9KC
XF-8.9KCN
Fr -728R
21/24/28
501726
430/726
SAT -726
XF-455MC
XF-455MCN
FT -290R
FL -2010
MMB-11
NC11C
CSC -1A
YHA -15
YM-49
YH-1
SB-2
MF-1A3B
FT -230R
YM-49
MF-1A3B
SB-2

FT -209R
FT-209RH
NC -15
NC -18

Automatic antenna tuner
Switched mode PSU - 50% duty
Heavy duty PSU - 100% duty
Computer interface Apple II
Computer interface N.E.C.
Computer interface RS -232
Remote antenna selector
Mobile mount
HF transceiver 8 band mobile/base 100W
Matching power supply
Matching antenha unit
Digital VFO
Transverter frame only
2m module
70cm module
4m mpdule
Marker unit
CW filter (600 Hz)
CW filter (300 Hz)
Multimode transceiver 2m fitted
HF module
6m module
70cm module
Duplex module
600 Hz CW filter (ceramic)
300 HZ CW filter (ceramic)
2m Portable/mobile/base multimode
10W linear for above
Mobile mount
Charger
Case
Helical antenna
Spkr mic
Headset mic
Switching unit
Mobile mic
2m mobile 25W FM
Spkr mic
Mobile boom mic
Switching unit
2m synth FM handie 350mw/3W
2m synth FM handie 500mw15W
Base stn charger/adaptor
Standard charger (FNB-4)

YAESU
1569.00

4499
10.84
14.49
28.50
19.35
19.35
17.49
1935

1329.00
61.50

245.00
59.00
54.00

105.00
29.50
29.50
29.50
49.00
49.00

719.00
245.00
145.00
179.00
54.00

105.00
59.00
49.00
18.50

507.55
14500
10184
209.00
125.00
119.00
241.00
95.00
10.84
19.35
19.35

774.99'
209.00
195.00
259.00
99.95
4900
49.00

279.00
66.55
28.19
1035
4.45
5.65

19.25
15.75
14.50
18.95

26900
1925
18.95
14.50

239.00
259.00
49.94
10.35

NC -9C
MH-12A2B
MMB-21
YH-2
PA -3
FNB-3
FNB-4
FBA -5

FT -203R
FT -203R
FT -203R

FT -790R
MMB-11
NC -11C
CSC -1A
YM-49
YHA -44
YH-1
SB-2
MF-1A3B
FT -730R
YM-49
YM-1
SB-2
MF-1A3B
FT -708R
NC -8A
NC -7
NC -9C
YHA -44D
YM-24A
DA -3
MMB-10
FNB-2
FBA -2
FT -703R
FT -703R

FRG -7700
FRG -7700/M
FRV-7700/A
FRV-7700/B
FRV-7700/C
FRV-7700/D
FRV-7700/E
FRV-7700/F
FRT-7700
FRA-7700
FF-5
Base station
RSL-145GP
RSL-435GP
Mobile
RSL-3.5
RSL-7A
RSL-14
RSL-21
RSL-28
RSM-2
RSL-145S
RSL-150SS
RSL-435S
RSM-3R
RSM-4M

Standard charger (FNB-3) 9.20
Spkr mic 17.69
Mobile mount 8.00
Headset mic 14.49
DC adaptor 16.00
10-8V batt pack 33.50
12V ban pack 38.25
Batt case for 6 AA dry cell 6.85

2m synth handie thumbwheel tuning + FNB-3 175.00
2m synth handie thumbwheel tuning + FNB-4 184.00
2m synth handie thumbwheel tuning + FBA -5 155.00
(Accessories as for FT -209R)
70cm portable/mobile/base multimode 25900
Mobile mount 28.19
Charger 10-35
Case 4.45
Spkr mic 1925
1/4 wave helical antenna 7.00
Headset mic 15.75
Switching unit 14.50
Mobile boom mic 1895
70cm 10W FM mobile 239.00
Spkr mic 19.25
Headset mic 15.75
Switching unit 1450
Mobile boom mic 18.95
70cm synth handie 18900
Base stn. charger/adaptor 5675
Base stn. charger 34.65
Standard charger 9.20
1/2 DC grounded antenna 9.50
Spkr mic 22.50
DC adaptor 16.00
Mobile mount 8.45
Battery pack 23.00
Battery pack adaptor (NC8A-NC-7) 3.65
70cm handie thumbwheel tuning + FNB-3 TBA
70cm handie thumbwheel tuning + FNB-4 TBA
(Accessories as for FT -209 - FT -203R)
General coverage receiver 385.00
General coverage receiver + 12CH memory 455.00
VHF converter 89.95
VHF converter 9075
VHF converter 84.50
VHF converter 91.74
VHF converter 94.25
VHF converter 94.25
Antenna tuning unit 48.25
Active antenna 43.95
Filter 11.25

YAESU antennas
2m %A ground plane 24.75
70cm 5/8 over % ground plane 36.25
Stub mast RSE-2A 4.95
80m mobile whip 13.85
40m mobile whip 13.50
20m mobile whip 12.99
15m mobile whip 12.75
10m mobile whip 12.45
Gutter clip for above 12.45
2m b/i3A whip 10.50
2m 1/4 Awhip 4.25
70cm 5/e over %X whip 17.74
Gutter clip for above 9.25
Mag mount for above 15.00
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Electronics UK
General accessories
YC-500J Frequency counter
YC-500S
YP-150Z
SP -55
FCC -5

DCL-ONE
DCL-480

Frequency counter
Dummy load wattmeter
Mobile ext spkr
Leather case FT -208708
DC lead FT -ONE
DC lead FT -480R

YAESU

189.75 DCL-230730
270.00 FF-501DX
103.95 LB

16.50 QTR -24D
32.57 YH-55
10.84 YH-77
6.55 MU -7700

 FA.
 FREE.

DC lead FT -230/730
Low pass filter
Log book
World clock
Headphones
Headphones (lightweight)
Memory unit for FRG -7700

HB23SP
HB33SP
HB23M
HB33M
MV3BH
MV4BH

2 element tri-band beam 10, 15, 20m
3 element tri-band beam 10,15, 20m
2 element tri-band beam (mini) 10, 15, 20m
3 element tri-band beam (mini) 10, 15,20m
Vertical antenna 10, 15, 20m
Vertical antenna 10, 15, 20, 40m

T.E.T. antennas
172 50
231 50
169 50
230 00
49.95
59.49

MV5BH
MV3BHR
MV4BHR
SQ22
SQY06
SQY08

Vertical antenna 10, 15, 20, 40, 80m
Vertical antenna 10, 15, 20m + trapped radials
Vertical antenna 10, 15, 20m + trapped radials
Double quad 144 mhz 0
Swiss quad/yagi 144 mhz 6 element
Swiss quad/yagi 144mhz 8 element

ATU's
HC -200 HF bands ATU 200W PEP
HC -400L HF bands ATU 350W PEP
HC -2000 HF bands ATU 2Kw PEP
Linears VHF
HL -30V 30W 2m linear 0.5-3W input
HL -82V 85W 2m linear 10W input
HL -110V 110W 2m linear
HL -160V 160W 2m linear 10W input
HL -160V25 160W 2m linear 25W input
Linears UHF
HL -20U 20W 70cm linear
HL -45U 45W 70cm linear 10W input
HL -90U 90W 70cm linear 10W input

Tokyo Hy Power
82.95 Pre -amps

149.00 HRA-2 2m mast head pre -amp
TBA HRA-7 70cm mast head pre -amp

39.99
14450
179.95
244.52
20973

77.99
152.77
268.59

Hi Mound
HK708 Hand morse key with A.B.S. base 13.67
HK707 Hand morse key with A.B.S. base and dust cover 1448
HK706 Hand morse key with A.B.S. base and dust cover 15.60
HK705 Morse key with A.B.S. base 1460
HK704 Morse key, A.B.S. base, dust cover 18.97
HK702 Morse key, marble base, dust cover 29.65
HK808 Morse key, heavy marble base and dust cover 3900
H K802 Polished brass key with weighted wooden base 82.00
MK704 Squeeze key heavy base required 12.76
MK705 Squeeze key on a heavy marble base 23.78
COK-2 Code oscillator for practice 7.99
Toyo meter
YM1X 3.5-150 MHZ 12(.1 watt SWR/PWR meter 18.80
T430 145/430 MHZ R.F. Thru-line watt meter, 120W 44.65
T30 30 watt 3.5-500 MHZ dummy load 8.05
T100 100 watt 3.5-500 MHZ dummy load 28.18
T200 200 watt 3.5-500 MHZ dummy load 42.26
T435 145/430 MHZ R.F. Thru-line watt meter, 200W 49.35

95.00
103.30

3ch. 70cm handie lch. fitted
200mw FM £99.00'
Pairs of crystals 10.00

Baluns
BL4OX
BL50A

SA450N
SA450M
RF2000
5M
8M
5nnm

Insulators
AE/EGG
AE DOG

7b
95.5.
58.95
45.75
52.74

50 ohm -50 ohm 1-1 Balun 1 kw pep 14.90
50 ohm -50 ohm 1-1 Balun 4 kw (pep)
2 kw (cw) 1869

2 way antenna switch, 'N' connectors 16.66
2 way antenna switch S0239 connectors 12.65
2 KW, 3.5-150 MHZ SWR meter 19.50
PL259-PL259 patch lead 50 cm 2.24
PL259-PL259 patch lead 80 cm 2.36
PL259-PL259 patch lead 3.8 m 2.99

Ceramic egg insulator 0.40 each
Ceramic dog bone insulator 0.60 each

FREEPOST Amateur Electronics Ltd.
MAIL ORDER FREEPOST

ENQURIES Birmingham B8 1BR

504-516 Alum Rock RoodBirmingham 8 Telephone: 021-327 1497 / 021-327 6313
Telex:334312 PERLEC G Open : 9.30 to 5.30 Tues.to Sat.CLOSED all day Monday.

BRANCHES
NORTHERN
Amateur Electronics UK/Holdings, 45 Johnston St.,
Blackburn. Tel: 10254) 59595

YORKSHIRE
Amateur Electronics UK/Hooker, 42 Nether Hall Rd.,
Doncaster. Tel: (0302) 25690

AGENTS
SHROPSHIRE
Syd Poole, G31MP, Newport SALOP (0952) 812134

EAST ANGLIA
Amateur Electronics UK, 31 Cattlerparket St.,
Norwich. Tel: (0603) 667189

SOUTH WEST
Amateur Electronics UK/Uppington,
12-14 Pennywell Rd., Bristol. Tel: (0272) 557732

NEW Branch...
EAST MIDLANDS

R. A. S. Notts,
3 Farndon Green,

Wollaton Park, Nottingham.
Tel: (0602) 280267

NORTH STAFFS
Bob Ainge, W5MJQ (0538) 754553

WALES & WEST
Ross Clare, GW3NWS (0633) 880 146
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Yo Ho
Ho . . . And A
Bottle Of
Sawdust
Many radio enthusiasts have an in-

terest in the pirate radio scene, which,
after a lull in the late seventies, is now
booming, particularly as the present
government show very little interest in
extending the existing commercial fran-
chises. There is also considerable an-
noyance about the lack of true 'com-
munity radio' in this country, ag-
gravated by the free and easy situation
existing on the other side of the Chan-
nel. Many local communities and most
minority groups in this country have lit-
tle voice in existing commercial and
BBC stations.

An interesting story recently reach-
ed the HRT News Desk of a radio
amateur who had been involved on the
fringes of 'offshore radio' for some
years. We thought that readers might
find this of interest. Before the Editorial
staff are accused of condoning pirate
radio, we would like to point out, as
does the story, that the gentleman con-
cerned may have lost a large sum of
money through his involvement with
this. No, not through the Law Courts -
it seems that 'pirates' are not always
keen on paying their bills. You are in-
vited to draw your own conclu-
sions . . G3ZZD

Paul Rusling, a licensed amateur,

self-confessed "radio junkie" and one-
time disc -jockey on Radio Caroline, has
mixed business with pleasure more than
once in the clandestine world of pirate
broadcasting reports Steve Anderson,
G6VBU.

Paul's latest venture involved help-
ing to set up Britain's new offshore sta-
tion, "Laser 558", which beams Top
40 material and 'golden oldies' from a
former survey ship anchored in interna-
tional waters off the Thames Estuary.
But his forays into pirate radio began in
a much smaller way when, as a

teenager, he lent a handl!) in launching
a 50 -watt 'rag station' for students at
the University of Hull. The year 1967
also saw the young Mr Rusling compil-
ing a petition aimed at saving his native
Yorkshire's only commercial radio sta-
tion, Radio 270, from the clutches of
the Marine Broadcasting (Offences)
Act.

Paul lost that particular battle, as
did the station itself, Radio London and
countless other individuals throughout
the land. The legislation, coupled with
earlier legal action and threats, consign-
ed a lot of dreams to a watery grave!
But Bridlington -born Mr Rusling, who
later went on to study radio engineering
and pass the RAE and to own a suc-
cessful taxi company in Kingston -upon -
Hull, has never been one to concede
defeat without a fight. Government ac-
tion or not, he has always been deter-
mined to maintain his particular, direct
interest in offshore radio.

He spent some time in the 1970s
spinning records aboard Radio

Paul Rusling, seen here holding a tape of the last minutes of the Dutch pirate,
Radio Veronica.

Caroline's longest -serving base, the MV
Mi Amigo, which foundered in the
English Channel earlier this decade.
Caroline returned to the airwaves in
August 1983, in readiness for its 20th
anniversary earlier this year, but it was
that station's new neighbour, "Laser
558", which played a much larger role
in Paul's career as a broadcasting con-
sultant. Employed by representatives
eager to set up the new operation, but
who were lacking the contacts and
technical skills, he helped to secure the
Laser ship - the 490 -ton Gardline
Seeker, which was subsequently re-
named the MV Communicator - and to
build and test the twin 25 -kilowatt
transmitters.

But, by supervising the RF and
studio installations while the vessel was
being fitted out in Florida, Paul says he
has not contravened British
law . . which could account for his
willingness to talk to journalists about
his experiences! In addition, G4LBC's
connections with the project were
severed before the station went on the
air in the spring, although Paul's voice
has been heard on Laser, courtesy of
pre-recorded tapes.

Despite his pride in having helped
to establish the station, however, Paul
has had serious misgivings about its
management and method of operation.
Paul claims he is still owed some
£7000 for his work on the Laser pro-
ject. Laser itself has provoked extensive
inquiries by the British authorities and a
crop of complaints from other broad-
casters at home and abroad. The
aforesaid to one side, Paul's amateur
radio activities have certainly been
enlivened by his 'professional interest'.
"I can't go on any of the local repeaters
without being asked for the latest news
from the North Sea," he told me.
"Everybody expects me to know
what's happening."

"Let's face it, though. If there
weren't any pirates there would be
nothing exciting for the Radio Investiga-
tion Service to do!" . . Ed)

Paul is hoping to recoup some of
his losses from the publication of a book
simply called "The Lid Off Laser 558".
This tells the inside story of the
station's conception and birth.

Mr Rusling, a publican, believes the
volume's detailed contents may have
been the reason for an arson attack on
his 'Punch Tavern' in mid-Septemberl!)
Fire reportedly caused £10,000 worth
of damage to the premises and Kent
police are said to have taken away an oil
can recovered from the scene of the
blaze. No-one was hurt in the fire,
which has led to the tavern being closed
for more than a month.

Undeterred, with the losses
covered by insurance he has continued
to sell his Laser exposé. "It has sold
over 1000 copies in the first three
weeks," he told me.
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Roger Whitehead, G3ZUK, and Dr Tim Cole, G4RHQ, of the Dunn Nutrition
Unit watching the AMTOR terminal in action.

AMTOR And ICS
To The Rescue
The Medical Research Council's

Dunn Nutrition Unit in Cambridge has
been a licenced amateur radio club sta-
tion, G4DUN, since 1976. Part of their
work involves research into malnutri-
tion and the Nutrition Unit have a

research station in Keneba, an isolated
village in The Gambia, West Africa.

The radio link is apparently in-
valuable for keeping in touch with col-
leagues in Keneba, both for maintaining
morale in difficult circumstances and
for helping out in the occasional crises
that blow up there. Last year, for exam-
ple, an epidemic of the potentially dead-
ly disease, meninococcal meningitis,
was averted by the Dunn unit being able
to obtain drugs from France and send
them to The Gambia, on the same day
as the disease was diagnosed in the
village.

The Club station is run by the
Unit's director, Dr. Roger Whitehead,
G3ZUK, C53U and previously 5X5NA
in Uganda, (right in the picture) and Dr.
Tim Cole, G4RHQ (left); also newly
licenced in Cambridge is Dr. Chris
Bates, G1DAR. Six other members of
staff have had Gambian callsigns at dif-
ferent times, the current holders being
Dr. Bill Lamb, C53EE, and Dr. Mark
Lawrence, C53EW.

Until last year they had daily voice
skeds between the Dunn and Keneba
using a Yaesu FT101ZD at each end,
but with the drop in sunspot activity the
skeds became more and more difficult.
The purchase of two ICS AMT -1 AM -
TOR units in May last year lone for each
end) has seemed to transform their
radio contacts. Previously, anything
factual had to be repeated several
times, where as with the AMTOR unit,
information typed in at one end only ap-

pears on the sender's screen when it has
been received at the other end. All the
uncertainty about whether or not the
message was copied correctly vanished
with the change to the AMTOR Mode.

The two AMTOR units, connected
to BBC Model 'B' micros, are left on
standby during the day, so that either
end can call up the other whenever
necessary, The Dunn uses selcal
GDUN, while Keneba is selcal CCEE or
(when Bill is on leave) CCEW. They can
usually be found on 21.110 kHz, so
give them a call!

'ere John, Got A
Racal?

A new group has been started to
bring together radio amateurs who own
and use communications equipment
made by Racal. Large numbers of
RA17/117 receivers and ancillaries
have been available for some time in the
surplus sales and at various emporiums.
In order to share information and
knowledge of Racal equipment, a group
of enthusiasts banded together and
recently brought out their first quarterly
newsletter.

The newsletter tries to give advice
on the continual problem of any older
equipment - where to obtain valves
and spares - as well as a feature on
SSB/ISB adaptors and a section giving
lesser known information about the
equipment.

So far the organiser, Peter Barker,
G8BBZ, has had 45 enquiries from out-
siders and hopes that more will come
along as the word goes through the
grapevine - which, of course, is the
idea of this piece. For more details of
the group and newsletter, contact Peter
at 8A Alwyne Place, London, N1 2NL
and enclose an SAE.

TAU Try Ready
Made
Following on from their successful

launch of their range of ATU kits at the
RSGB Amateur Radio Convention at the
NEC earlier this year, TAU are now set
to launch a new addition to their range.
The venue will be the Leicester Amateur
Radio Show on Friday and Saturday
26/27th October at the Granby Halls,
Leicester.

In response, apparently to both
public and trade requests for a cabinet
finished ATU "with all the features that
operators now demand", TAU in-
stigated a development programme,
reportedly investing "very heavily" in
their new product, the SPC-3000.

The SPC-3000 uses a design bas-
ed upon the classic "Super
Transmatch" from the American ARRL
Radio Amateurs Handbook and features
'transmitter type' wide spaced
capacitors rated at 5kV (and tested to
7kV); 'roller coaster' inductors; built-in
4:1 balun, rated at 1 kW; a switched Tx
input, either direct to the antenna or via
ATU; switched 5 position ATU output
ie balanced, unbalanced etc and twin

TAU SPC-3000

meter SWR/Power meter. The
SPC-3000 also exhibits TAU's commit-
ment to producing high quality ATUs
which are also aesthetically pleasing
(see photo). Retailing at £349.95 in-
cluding VAT this may be obtained direct
from TAU (carriage is extra) or from
"authorised retail dealers", such as
SMC or Amateur Electronics UK.

Repeater News
From the Central Scotland FM

Group, HRT has received some news of
VHF/UHF repeaters in Scotland. In an
example of goodwill on the airwaves,
the Anglo Scottish Repeater Group has
agreed to move their 2m repeater,
GB3AS, from R1 to RO. This will enable
a proposed Isle of Man repeater, sited
on Snaefell, to use R1. If the DTI agrees
to these changes, GB3IM, as the pro-
posed repeater has been tentatively
designated, will come on the air in
1985.
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The Grampian Repeater Group are
considering making a proposal to the
RMG for a 2m Repeater on the Buchan
Peninsula, which would cover the area
between GB3GN (Durris), GB3SS
(Speyside) and GB3BI (Mounteagle).

Members of the Sussex Repeater
Group are currently building and testing
a 23cm repeater and beacon, GB3CP.
The receiver has yet to be added to the
much modified Pye Westminster
transmitter, which runs on 70cm into a
varactor tripler. However, the beacon is
sending its callsign, QRA locator and
channel number, RM3, on
1297.075MHz.

Crawley and District Video
Repeater Group have applied for a

licence for a 24cms ATV repeater. The
project has reached an advanced stage.
Field trials show good coverage of
North Sussex and South Surrey. The
design uses circuitry which is fairly
readily available: Control logic is the
GB3US sound repeater PWB, with addi-
tional video detection and switching
and the video caption generator is a

Cropedy Electronics design. The Tx
gives an ERP of 20W from a 6dB
horizontally polarised Alford Slot anten-
na on 1318.5MHz. Rx frequency is
1 249.0MHz, with FM in and out.

The complete unit, which cost
about £150 to build, will be sited in
Crawley at 325 feet ASL, ZL8OH. Fur-
ther information from Bob, G6LVN
(hon. secretary) or Jack, G4TVC, on
0293 28612.

On the 24cm ATV scene, it seems
that there is a veritable hive of activity
at present. A number of radio amateurs
in the Bournemouth/Southampton area
have met to discuss the possibility of a
24cm ATV repeater for this area.
Several possible locations are being
discussed. Suggestions have been
made that it may be better to have two
repeaters - one for the
Poole/Bournemouth area, and one for
the Southampton area. This would per-
mit better coverage of the low lying
areas in the central parts of Southamp-
ton, Bournemouth and Poole. In order
that any proposals can take into ac-
count all interested amateurs in the
areas concerned, it would be most
helpful if those genuinely interested in
23cm TV operation in the areas in ques-
tion could contact Nick Foot, G4WHO,
47 Mallard Road, Colehill, Wimborne,
and let him know of their interest.

Alarming
Developments at
muTek On
10GHz!
muTek Ltd's, new GDIF 107ub

back -end processing system makes the

completion of a 10GHz WBFM
transceiver apparently much easier. It
contains all the necessary audio and IF
processing to turn a good quality in-
truder alarm module(I) (e.g. So/fan
type) into a 10GHz WBFM system -
just add an antenna, microphone,
loudspeaker and a few controls!

The receiver IF is 10.7MHz. With
typical modern Gunn diodes, this is suf-
ficiently high so as not to incur sensitivi-
ty limitations due to oscillator sideband
noise. A low noise integrated circuit
head amplifier (the Plessey SL560)
takes the signal from the microwave
head mixer diode, and drives a

passband-defining ceramic filter.
Following the filter, a multi -function in-
tegrated circuit provides limiting,
demodulation (muting) drive for signal
level and centre -zero meters, and AFC
and DC voltage reference outputs for
the Gunn power supply circuitry. An
audio power amplifier completes the
receive signal path.

The power supply is short-circuit
protected and has been designed to
allow limited tuning of the Gunn
oscillator by supply voltage pushing.
Typical oscillators will have a tuning
rate of about 10MHz/volt within the
range 5-8 volts. With the imminent
amendment to the 10GHz bandplan
putting WBFM operation between
10370 and 10400MHz, this would
seem to be quite adequate without
recourse to mechanical tuning
methods. Voltage tuning allows the
provision of frequency modulation and
AFC means of power supply modulation
- this is all done by the GDIF 107ub.
The GDIF 107ub contains both an AGC
controlled microphone preamplifier and
a tone oscillator for initial setting up of
contracts.

The GDIF 1 07ub comes as a ready

GDIF 107ub PCB

assembled, aligned and tested PCB,
with instructions and helpful hints on
how to get the whole system together
and is available from muTek at Brad -
worthy, Holsworthy, Devon EX22 7TU
(040924 543) for £49.65 plus £1.50
postage.

Leslie McMichael
Commemoration
A Special Event Station, GBOLMC,

will be on the air the weekend of the
17 -18th November to commemorate
the birth of Leslie McMichael 100 years
ago. The station will be operated by
members of the McMichael ARS from
their clubhouse in Stoke Poges, Bucks.

Leslie McMichael, who held the
callsign MXA from 1913 until the first
world war, was one of the founders of
the London Wireless Club (later to
become the RSGB) in July 1913. He
became the first Vice -Chairman in
1914 and then Secretary in 1919. The
following year he was licensed as 2FG,
and allowed to use up to 10 watts on
180 metres. The licence allowed him to
contact only three named stations!

In 1921, on behalf of the Wireless
Society of London, he successfully peti-
tioned the Postmaster General to allow
the broadcasting of speech. This led to
the establishment of the Marconi Com-
pany's Station 2MT, which broadcast
speech and music for nearly a year, and
soon after, to the formation of the BBC.

Leslie McMichael was one of the
few Honorary Members of the RSGB,
and died on his birthday in 1951.

Details of the station are available
from R.F. Muggleton, G6AMN, 23 Ran-
dolph Road, Langley, Berkshire. SL3
7QF.
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Soldering Can Be
A Gas . . .

Greenwood Electronics claim a

world first with a 'revolutionary' new
butane powered, portable soldering
iron, the Oryx Portasol.

Little bigger than a felt tip pen, the
Portasol works on different principles
from conventional gas -powered irons.
There is no flame during operation, the
chemical energy of the butane gas be-
ing converted directly to heat by means
of a patented catalytic converter in the
solder tip. Conversion rate is adjustable
to provide control over tip temperature
and, at its maximum setting, the iron
delivers power equivalent to a 60W
electric soldering iron, the tip
temperature being adjustable between
250 and 450 degrees centigrade.

The Oryx Portasol iron will run for
up to 60 minutes on its internal gas sup-
ply and refuelling is identical to that of a
gas cigarette lighter. The same prin-
ciples that make gas cigarette lighters
safe are applied to the Portasol.

The Oryx Portasol can be carried in
the pocket. It is supplied with a protec-
tive cap and is immediately ready for
use, the cap including an igniter to start
the catalytic conversion. Further infor-
mation from: Greenwood Electronics,
Portman Road, Reading, Berks RG3
1NE. Tel: 0734 595844.

AJH Electronics
On The Move
Tony Hibberd, G8AQN, has been

around in amateur radio for many years
and is known with respect for his
various kits and components he has
supplied to the amateur since the mid
60's.

In the early seventies, a good
percentage of the population on 2m
seemed to have transmitters built
around Pye Vanguard and Cambridge
strips purchased from his emporium.

We can now report that Tony has
recently opened a new emporium in
Rugby and HRT's Dave Gadsden,
G4NXV, recently spent a pleasant cou-
ple of hours there, being shown around
and listening to Tony's thoughts on our
hobby.

The shop is easy to find, located on
the Rugby to Leicester road on the out-
skirts of Rugby in a small main road
shopping precinct, with easy parking
close by.

Tony offers a wide range of
goodies for sale, but is particularly
pleased to be offering the Yaesu range
of equipment together with Sun, TET
and J Beam antennas, the Tokyo range
of power amps, RSGB books, com-
ponents and of course the AJH range of

11401116414fted

kits and a wealth of information and ad-
vice to those who need it. Zycon equip-
ment is also available, as is a range of
PMR equipment for the professional.
Tony promises his customary service
with a smile. You can pop in and see for
yourself at 1 51 a Bilton Road, Rugby
(0788 76473).

Crash Morse
Course
An all day Morse course is being

run on the 1st November at the Amer -
sham College, Amersham-on-the-Hill,
Bucks. The course tutors are Shirley,
G4HES, and Ron, G3NCL, originators
of the HRT Morse course, who will
cater for all speeds. (Wow - Ed.) A
Post Office examiner will be present in
the afternoon to conduct the 12wpm
test - for the more fluent of the
students! The course should cost bet-
ween £5 and £6, a very reasonable
price for getting you at least started on
your way to an 'A' licence. Contact the
college on Amersham 21121 between
9am and 4pm for further details.

Yet More
Societies? Yes!
The founding of the Hilderstone

Radio Society, Thanet, Kent, took place
in the Nottingham Castle, Westwood
during July this year. The Group has
evolved from a successful RAE course
run in the local Adult Education Centre
last session. The activities envisaged in-
clude the usual talks, demonstrations,
visits and things like Junk Sales.

The constitution will make a special
point about beginners and listeners, as
well as those who are especially keen
on constructional work in Radio/Elec-
tronics. In other words, there will be no
prejudice or status differences between
those with different interests, ie the
possession of a callsign will not confer
status and so on.

All interested persons in the Socie-
ty venture - irrespective of age, race,
sex etc. are very welcome to con-

tact Dr Smith, G3JIX, Staple Far-
mhouse, Staple, Canterbury, regarding
meetings, visiting and joining. An SAE
would be appreciated.

Anyone interested in joining a club
in South London, but wary of anything
formal, should try the new club which
has recently started meeting every
Wednesday at Danielle's Nightclub(!) in
Eltham. This can be found just off the
A2 at Eltham, next door to the Dutch
House Public House.

The club started out simply as a
meeting of friends in the bar, but has
grown to include anyone in the locality
interested in amateur radio. The
regulars are friendly and not in the least
standoffish. The unique style of the
club comes with being very informal;
having no name or committee.

There is usually a lecture and/or
demonstration of a particular aspect of
the hobby. In the past few weeks,
they've had a computer night, a lecture
on AMSAT UK given by no less a per-
sonage than Ron Broadbent, G3AAJ,
with a demonstration of OSCAR 10
working, and a demonstration of AM -
TOR and an HF station. But you can
simply go along for just a drink and a
chat.

The average attendance for one of
these meetings is about 45 people -
including wives and girlfriends. There is
no membership, merely a 50p entrance
fee. After the expenses are paid, the re-
maining door money is raffled off.

Having visited a couple of clubs
and felt out of place, I found this group
welcoming, keen but not pushy. Worth
a visit, since there's no one person to
contact, just go along any Wednesday
at just after 8pm. I think you'll enjoy it!
G 1 CKF

Transatlantic
Special Event
Stations
The Sidmouth (Devon) Amateur

Radio Society are organising a special -
event station, GB2UST, in preparation
for the fourth annual Transatlantic link
with Plymouth, Massachusetts on
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American Thanksgiving Day, Thursday
22nd November.

The US station, WA1 NPO, will be
located in Plimoth Plantation, a living -
history museum which vividly depicts
life in Plimoth Colony, the first perma-
nent English settlement in the New
World. The museum's exhibits include a
reproduction of the Pilgrim Village as it
existed in 1627, and a full-size replica
of the Mayflower.

WA1 NPO will be looking for calls
from any UK station, and an attractive
certificate featuring the Mayflower will
be available for confirmed contacts on
receipt of QSL and three IRCs to: Box

48, Whitman, Mass. 02382, USA.
The operating schedule will be:

14180 or 14255 kHz SSB from 1300
to 1400,

14180 kHz CW from 1400 to 1500,
14180 or 14255 kHz SSB from 1 500

to 1600,
14345 kHz SSB from 1600 to 2000;

and on 1 5m:
21260 kHz SSB from 1 300 to 1430,

and
21385 kHz SSB from 1700 to 2000.

All times GMT.
Sidmouth ARS will be looking for

Stateside contacts on 20 & 15m, but
will be pleased to work UK stations all
day on 80 & 40m under the callsign
GB4UST; special QSL cards will be

available.

The link between GB2UST (upper pic.)
and WAINPO (lower) is an annual
event, celebrating the departure of the
Pilgrim Fathers from Sidmouth and
their arrival in Plymouth, Massuchetts.

STOP PRESS!

IS NOW
ON THEIST MAY AMBIT BECAME CIRKIT

C. arnpcteres

i>
1, No.

Constructors everywhere will be
pleased to note that Cirkit have just
brought out their Autumn '84
catalogue. Priced at 85p, this is
available from WH Smiths or direct
from Cirkit at Park Lane, Broxbourne,
Herts and contains 3 £ 1 vouchers,
each of which may be redeemed for

1 against a £15 order, plus a rather
unusual competition - which involves
spotting "frogs hiding among the
components"! Yes, honestly!
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Wastarn
YAESU PRICE LIST (INC. VAT. FREE DELIVERY)
Cat No Item Description

inc
HF EQUIPMENT

11-102
'196 SP 102
1797 SP -102P
190 iv 7132IN

1199 FC107
1206 FAS 1 4R
1204 FT1
1224 FT 101Z/A11
1225 FT 1072D/AM
1221 016701
1274 Fan B
1229 71.77
1256 F1700DM
1217 FT980
1243 SP 980
1244 FT 757GX
1245 FP -7526X
1264 FC 75767

Transceiver
Sr/taker
Elletnal speaker 6 phone
970 54.41889,
Al u
Antenna Smicb
Tran6:eivet All ModerGenera Coverage
Trans ever with AM um!
1,4854409er i0.91140 re811 AM J8.1

bolai Vol
Fan

Compact T'anscemer
bgttal VFO
Transcemer ICATI/General Coverage
Speaker
All Mode TranscentetrGenera Coverage
AC MU
AT U

Price
VAT Er carr.

61400
52 00
6900

219 00

175 00

40 00

1490 00

515 DO

509 00

99 00

1300
455 00

199 00

1250 00

59 00

675 00

139 00

239 00

1248

1249

1251

1255
1257
1273
1246
1251
1276
1200
1201

1205

1220

1234
1202

1210

1211

1242

1241

1212
1218

'273

ERG -2700
FAG 770011
FAT 7700
FRA-7700
FRY 7700
0E117700
F021002

NC -1

PA -I

FP 4
FP BOA

FT 29011

CSC IA
MIN 11
11C -11C

Ft 2010
17720RU
E 171.

720
2017

KENWOOD PRICE LIST. 2 YR WARRANTY. FR
Cat. No. Type Description Price E

Inc. VAT & Carr.
7331 1S -930S Transceiver HF x gin cor recei' 1125.00
1330 IS 9305 As ascot withaulomabc All, 122518
1329 SP -930 Speaker and liltets 57.N
1313 MC 60A Desk Top latuNtOne scanning 54 N
1357 08 6092 AM IOW 37 00
1356 09-8801 50090 CW finer 32 00
1348 01455C-1 50090 CW biter 25 00
1349 YG-455C14-1 270112 CW line, 900D
1324 15-4305 transceiver HE vr awn cov receike 730 00
1310 PS -4300 DC power suppty de 0ive cooed 113 00
1319 0143c ble,na make' 30 50
1314 FM -430 FM Un,t 13 75
71321MB-430 Modic Mount 12 50
1352 860859 1 88132 5S8 finer
1314 PS 30 DC MU 714 00
1325 TS -5300 Transom., 717 619 00
1327 SP -230 Ekletnal ScNker 45 00
1325 67-230 Antenna 4.1.4 unit 149 00

1302 11 1
1328 R600
1333 X6.7
1332 1000
1335 9.2000
1337 ,R-2400
1301 518
1309 MC 305

'322AT-250
7338 IR 2500
7304 ST2
1342 913-2530
1306 SMC 25
1361 877
1311 P8-25
1305 SC 4
1375 19-2300

"1st" with YAESU in the UK and
"1st" with the discerning buyer

YOUR ONLY INDEPENDENT IMPORTER OF

AND
A15u

\-/ SYMBOLS OF
INDEPENDENCE AND EXCELLENCE!

Genera. Coverage Ream.,
General CCAVAN Receiver rt, V. ',
110
Active Antenna
Canceller 118/130 141150 70/80MH2
Memory unn
HE 1200W Linear Amodier
Catone1 lo, SP -101
AM und ICr 971012
Desk GNI., w 97.2028
129 Adapter tor 97.2028
AC PSU 4 Amp
AC IOU 4 5 Amp
277 Ali Mode 7140MeiVe, Portable
Carrying Case
Mobt4 Moot
[Harder
2m 10W Linear Ampube,
70CM Moble Transcerver 70w
F41.11000 cable 4e,
SvoHning bp.
,,,,,,f ,,d,e ,M ,a,,s-e re

EE DELIVERY.

De iuve vF11 knob
Receive,
DC Operation Cabe 00
Recover
Receive-
Transcevar 1 5W FM IOCH Mem
Base Stand
Hand MictoptkOne
Automutic AT U

277 FM Transceiver
Bass Stand
251 Amplitwr
sonar 'miaow.*
Manganese Battery Case
PliCA0 Battey
Soy case
177 transceiver !demo,

1325 AT 230 Antenna Tuning Unit

* 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE
* AFTER SALES SERVICE
* FACTORY SALES
* FULL WARRANTY

305 00
430 00

461
421

1258 NCIC
1260 111.2
7267 MMB 10
1262 NC 9C

Base.Cnarper 101 FT 208,708
Battery Sletve tor NC 718
Mode Brack.
Compact Trickle Chjrger

33 00
3 50
8 00
9 00

$5 N 1263 7123061 277 FM Moot. T,ansatmer 25W 255 DO
73 00 1237 FT 7269 VHF/UHF Muiltband muittnkode Tr carver 0/0 . 735 00

4111 00
77 00

1238 430/726
1239 SA1726

70cm 7700.34
Satellite Use

245 00
95 00

75 DO 111311NIMIEVACCLUNIE1
19 00
79 00

M111110
1214 71135

Hand me scanning
Hand 7794 scanning lot FT 73702/7D:

75 00
75 95

42 00 1235 111-38 Desk reo scanning lot FT -1,102/70i -,mr 26 50
53 00 1250 008 49 Speakerrmic lot FT 790/230R IS 00

260 00 1213 OTR 240 24 bout guarlz cock 32 00
4 00 1216 YH-55 Ligtinvetant neadpnones 17 00

27 00 1219 87877 L.gnimeignt neadPKOneS 72 00
to 00 1278 Raney wad. FRG 7 4 00
61 00

210 00
14.N
37.N

119.88

11 50
259 00

1340 91-220
1344 OS -2

Slalton Monitor
DC/DC Convene, lot TS830S

275 00
52 00

26 1343 18.100 70crn Transccvet 279 00

299 00
415 00

1369 SP 40
1371 MC -46

Compact 61014 SONkm
Auto patch Up-Davn mr-.^^r

15 75
41 50

195 00 1339 TA -9130 277 17, Mode Truism.. t. 435 00
45 00 1373 SP -I20 barna' Speaker 34 00
1460 1370 BC -I AC Adaptor for menbr, tQL 43

714.66
211.N

1307 FS 20
1316 70-922

DC Porter Supo,y
29W HE Linear Ampater

59 00
929 00

52 91 7351 HC 10 0.9.71 Word C.k 65 00
75 00 1350 PCIA P1C410 Pilot 50 00
17 00 1303 RAt Antenna 00

6 50
26 00
14 00

770 DO

130 00

ROTATORS . . . we only stock the best . . . buy RELIABILITY . . buy EMOTO

EMOTO
. . WE ARE THE SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS'

EMOTO 105TSX For light HF and large VHF arrays
EMOTO 105PSX Pre-set controller
EMOTO 502SAX For heavier HF beams plus VHF UHF
EMOTO 1102MXX The really big one for large HF monobanders
EMOTO 1103MXX As 1102MXX but greater turning power
EMOTO 1 102MSAX Circular dial
EMOTO 1103SAX Circular dial
MB -300 Rotary bearing
450 Flexible mount for '103'
451 Flexible mount for 1102.3

1131.10
146.00

1181 70
1251.85
12'37 60
1338.10
1343.85

119.55
16.32

112.65

.
HF/VHF ROTATOR
only £39.95 Now!

ask for Cat. No. 1145

HF ROTATOR
only £92.00

ask for Cat. No. 1144

Penetrate the four corners of the earth with the

DX "PENETRATOR"
HERE'S THE SPECIFICATION .

* 3 elements on each band
* heavy duty 2kW rated
* Gain up to 8dB

* Broadband operation
* Stainless steel hardware
* SWR less than 1.3:1

HERE S WHAT THE CUSTOMERS SAY'
1 VK7NOW "I have recently installed a DX -33 beam and I would like to advise you that I am extremely satisfied
with it. It certainly outperforms the TH3JNR which I previously used and a,so the VSWR is lower
2 G3AAE "This letter is to tell you how pleased I am with the DX -33 antenna On unpacking the DX -33 I
was immechately impressed with the quality of the hardware. and in operation it is lust as impressive I have
used it on all three bands and have been obtaining excellent reports from DX stations all over the world

I have
conducted tests with other stations and these show the electrical figu'es ,nc'Jcted in the DX -33 specification are
fully met in practice
Congratulations on a very fine product."

DX -33
3 Element
3 Bands

NOW IN USE
FROM VK7 TO VE7!

PRICES (INC. CARR. AND VAT)
ANTENNAS

Cat. No.
WESTERN ANTENNAS (Carriage paid)
:ors 00 7 , r anted 20 ivom
'076 DX 713 Ilartz 2 et 'au. Gen, ,l(hel 10 Wpm
'077 DX 51 807010 1007e In 28 24 21 18 and 14M91
1080 DX 6V 10 80m Mum Dana relax plus 3077
7081 DX 31 boot 10/15/20m 2Ktk p e p
1002 DX 3? 2 cement 10/15/20m 214 pep
1083 DX 33 3 Cement 113/75t2077 2016 L7

70114 DX 31 4 eereeet 7175/20m 21bet pep
7085 DX 31/32 Convetston Xn

1086 DX 32/33 Conwtston
7087 DX 33/34 Conversion Kit
7089 DX 103 3 cement lOrn Vagi
1090 DX 105 5 cement Ibm Vaal
1093 DX 411 Convens DX 31/2/3/4 to 40.81 d',O4
7094 DX 27/1 Rotary WON Or 21MHz Co
1095 DX 27/3 3 ere Beam for 2711m7 Gamma matcne3
1096 DX 240 2 et 0440 2 10 15 2. 20m
1092 DX 260 2 ate Quad 2 10 75 lb 8 207.

Price

24- 35
364 55
93 15

102 35
13 95

12110
1111 60

21.50
11.71
61.10
76.20
83.11

117.1
11 30
13 71

3 35

205 15
330.00

BARCIAVCARD

TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN ON BARCLAYCARD/ ACCESS E3
FAIRFIELD ESTATE, LOUTH, LINCS LN11 OJH

Wcutan EleCtiOniC/ (UK) ltd Tel: Louth (05071 604955. Telex: 56121 WEST G
OPEN HOURS: 09.00 12.00: 13.00 17.00 Mon/Fri; SATURDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
Goods ex -stock supplied by return. Prices ruling are those at date of despatch.

Agent
Northern Ireland
Torn Greer G14TGR
Norma Greer G14TBP
Tel. Drumbo 1023 126) 645
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Cirkit miniature
2m FEr-

If you are sensitive to comments
about you receiver's sensitivity this
high quality pre -amp should silence
the critics noise as well as your
rig's.

Q1 is taken straight to ground
thereby eliminating any possible
impedance that would be present in
any parallel RC network.

The FET, a NEC 3SK88 is a

Improve the performance of your 2m receiver with
this miniature, high quality design from Cirkit.

Many 2m receivers and
transceivers have 12dB SINAD
sensitivities of around 1.0-0.5uV
with some of the best available of-
fering only 0.25uV. Use of the Cir-
kit pre -amp in a transceiver with a
low loss changeover relay will
typically produce 12dB SINAD on
an FM signal of less than 0.1uV.
Not bad when in practical terms a
12dB SINAD roughly equates to a
5 and 5 signal.

The purist might suggest that
fitting any pre -amp could degrade
the intermod performance of a

receiver. While this is the case in
theory, in practice it has not caused
any problems, although if one lives
next to a Home Office or taxi
transmitter a cautious approach
should be taken. Crossmod and in-
termod in the pre -amp itself is very
unlikely as the maximum output is
65mW.

Circuit Description

The capacitively tapped tuned
circuit Cl , C2, L1 matches the 50R
input to gate 1 of the MOSFET.
With the values of Cl and C2 com-
puted to give the correct im-
pedance transformation, the noise
figure was measured at 4-5dB, this
is to be expected as the optimum
noise figure very rarely coincides
with the best impedance or gain
match. The values finally chosen
consistently give noise figures less
than 1.5dB. The potential divider
formed by Al and R2 supplies ap-
proximately 5 volts to gate 2,
which according to the NEC data
sheet for Ql, gives the lowest noise
figure and the highest gain. This is
realised in practice. The 'source' of

900MHz device chosen because of
its noise figure which is, at
144MHz almost as low as that
achievable. It is relatively inexpen-
sive, shows no signs of instability
and has proper gate protection,
unlike some of the earlier BF900
series.

The output network of C4, C5
and L2 was derived to match into
50R with a consistently adequate
RF band width.

Construction

Mount all the components,
leaving the coils and cans until last.

Note that the source leg of Q1 and
the can legs of Ll and L2 are
soldered on both sides of the PCB.

To install the pre -amp first cut
the co -ax cable to the receiver.
Then carefully solder the co -ax go-
ing to the receiver to the track
under C5, inner to the small track
outer to the larger track. The other
cable is soldered under C2 in a

similar fashion. As a guide the
direction of signal flow is shown by
an arrow on the track side of the
PCB. Note that if the unit is to be
used with a transceiver it must be
connected between the aerial
changeover relay and the receiver
input. Do not try to transmit
through the pre -amp by putting it in
the aerial lead. A suitable (less than
16V) supply should be located
within the receiver and taken to the
track on the free end of R3.

Alignment

Pre-set the cores of L1 and L2
to be flush with the tops of their
formers - use a correctly fitting
non metalic trim tool. If all is well at
switch -on there will already be an
improvement. Tune to a weak
noisy signal and adjust L2 for max-
imum signal strength meter
reading, or minimum background
noise. Tune L1 for a dip in the noise
of the same noisy signal, do not ad-
just L1 for maximum signal

0

INPUT

C6
1n0

/7

C1
6p8

C2
27p

Circuit diagram of the 2m pre- amplifier.

L2

R3
220 R

g1 g2

TOP VIEW
C4 OF Q1
10P (3SK88)

C5
22p

0
OUTPUT

12V

ye
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Los./ "da 3
Bottom foil pattern.

..00
0 0.000 0 0

Top foil pattern.

Etched areas for both foil patterns are shown in white.

strength reading on a meter. The
pre -amp has sufficient bandwidth
to cover all of 144-146MHz for use
in multimodes etc. Tuning the unit
at 145MHz will give very accep-
table performance over the whole
band.

A large quantity of these pre -

amps have been built and all have
worked perfectly the first time. If
however, yours doesn't, double
check the position of all the com-
ponents and the orientation of Ql.
Check for dry joints and solder
splashes between tracks and finally
test the DC voltages shown on the
circuit diagram, these are measured
with a 12V supply and will vary
slightly with a different voltage
supply.

Conclusion

The pre -amp should perform
better than most commercially
available models and will un-
doubtedly cost less.

The spectrum analyser
photographs were taken with mat-
ching tracking generator to give a
measured performance of 'wanted
signal', band -width and 'out of
band' response. It can be seen that
the pre -amp provides useful extra
rejection at 27MHz.

A complete kit of parts is
available for this project price
£4.50 inc. VAT (Stock No.
41 -01 307) from: Cirkit Holdings
PLC, Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts.
EN10 7NQ.

SPECIFICATION

3dB bandwidth:
Noise figure:
Gain:
1 dB compression:
Saturated output:
Supply voltage:
Input Et output impedance:
Size:

6.0MHz
Less than 1.5dB

22dB
+ 15dBm (30mV) for - 6dBm input

+ 18dBm (65mW)
8-16V nominally 12V

50R
34mm x 9mm x 15mm

Ultimate Rejection: Vertical 10dB/
div, Horizontal 50MHz/div.

:4k U. ivAi

-ZiPt '

Gain.:OdB set to +40dB (Center line)
Vertical 10dB/div, Horizontal 2MHz/div,
centered on 145MHz.

Bandwidth: Vertical 2dB/div,
Horizontal 2MHz/div, centered on 145MHz.

COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors( YaW carbon film)
R1

R2
R3

Capacitors
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

100K
120K
220K

6p8
27p

1n
10p
22p
1n

Semiconductor
Q1 3SK88

Inductors
11,L2 MC108 7.5 turns

7mm type

Miscellaneous
Coil cans
PCB

HAM RADIO TODAY DECEMBER 1984
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Cirkit. Making it per
Cirkit's got the kits you need

to make your copy loud and
clear.

In all there are over 100 kits to
choose from. Selected and
designed to offer the best
possible standards at the best
possible price.

Delivery is fast and reliable.
We keep in touch with the

manufacturers and we know
what's going on. So as soon as
new products are available,
Cirkit has them.

Cirkit means a bigger
catalogue. A better company to
deal with.

And a wide range of kits and
products that's growing all the
time.

At Cirkit, we're tuned in to
your needs.

Just send for our catalogue or
visit one of our three outlets at:

200 North Service Road, Brentwood,
Essex. CM1 4 4SG;
53 Burrfields Road, Portsmouth,
Hampshire. P03 5EB;
Park Lane, Broxbourne,
Hertfordshire. EN1 0 7NQ.

Please add 15% VAT to all advertised
prices and 60p post and packing.
Minimum order value £5 please.
We reserve the right to vary prices in
accordance with market fluctuation.

10MHz DFM
A DFM capable of operating at frequencies up to

10MHz. The kit can be configured in six different
measurement modes including: frequency, period,
elapsed time and unit counter. Applications can be
extended using the CIRKIT prescaler and preamp.

SPECIFICATION: Input signal: 2.0V (min) TTL.
Frequency range:0 to 10MHz. Period measurement:
0.5 to 10 secs. Time measurements: up to 10 secs.
Output: BCD multiplexed. Display:8 digit 12mm
LED. Supply: 6-9V DC at 100rnA(nom).

41-01500 54.10

10MHz DFM
DFM PRE -AMPLIFIER

The rise time of some low frequency signals,
even apparent square waves, is often too slow to
give a constant readout from a DFM. The use of a
pre -amp ensures that these signals are input to the
DFM at the correct level and with the correct
shape. This simple addition greatly increases the
effectiveness of a DFM at low frequencies.

SPECIFICATION: Frequency range: 1Hz-5MHz.
Sensitivity: 1Hz-3MHz20mV, 3MHz-5MHz: 40mV.
Max input voltage: 100V (220V instantaneous).
Power supply: 5V 8mA. Input signal: Any. Output
signal: TTL square wave.

41-01502 5.13

DFM PRESCALER
This prescaler is intended for use with the Cirkit

10MHz DFM, although it is compatible with other
frequency counters. The function of the prescaler
is to divide the incoming frequency by ten and to
shape it into a waveform suitable for the digital
input requirements of the DFM. This enables the
frequency range of the DFM to be extended up to
50MHz.

SPECIFICATION: Supply voltage: 5V DC. Nominal
current:25mA. Frequency range: 101(11z-50MHz.
Input sensitivity: 20mV(typical). Output: 5V TTL
level. Dimensions: 80mm x 50mm.

41-01501 8.55

To: Cirkit Holdings PLC, Park Lane, Broxbourne, Hertfordshire. ENIO 7NQ.
I enclose 85p. Please send me your latest catalogue and 3 x & I discount vouchers!
If you have any enquiries please telephone us on Hoddesdon (0992)444111.

Name

Address

Area of Special Interest

HRT12

////

Telephone

Cirkit
Bigger Stock. Better Service.
%IV

77

2m POWER AMP
A carefully designed 20W, 144MHz linear power

amplifier, to boost the output of hand-held and
transportable transceivers such as the TR2400
IC2E, FT208, FT290 etc. With 10dB gain to give a
20W output from a 2W input. Automatic
changeover relay - switched from RF sense circuit.
High power - output relay, robust construction
with die-cast box, plus RX pre -amp.

SPECIFICATION: Bandwidth -3dB:144-146MHz.
Power gain: min 10dB. Output power; 1W input:
I OW, 2W input:20W. Supply voltage: 10-16V. Supply
current (at 12V): <3amps-20W output.
Input'Output impedance: 500. Size (excluding
sockets): 122 x 96 x 44mm. Pre -amp section spec as
2m Pre Amp Kit.

41-01404 32.87

2m CONVERTER
Low noise 2m to 10m converter. This design uses

low noise dual gate MOSFETs in the RF and mixer
stages which, together with a TOKO pre -aligned
helical filter and pre -wound coil, give a high
specification and repeatable performance.

A reliable 116MHz overtone oscillator circuit is
followed by a double tuned stage which gives a
very clean output, this reduces spurii to a
minimum. As the circuit is basically linear any
mode - AM, FM or SSB - can be converted. The
complete circuit is built onto a double -sided PCB.

SPECIFICATION:Noise figure:Less than 2dB.
Gain: Min 22dB. 3dB Bandwidth:144-146MHz. IF
Output: 28-30MHz. Input/Output impedance: son.
Supply voltage: 10-16V. Supply current (at 12V):
28mA. Size:97 x 57 x 22mm.

41-01306 17.35

2m Converter
2m PRE -AMP

Very compact low -noise MOSFET 2m pre -amp.
The overall PCB is sufficiently small to be installed
inside receivers or transceivers.

SPECIFICATION: Noise figuye: Better than 1.5dB.
Gain:18dB Min. InputOutput impedance: 500.
Size:34 x 13 x 10mm.

KIT INCLUDES: Double -sided PCB - All resistors
- All capacitors - MOSFET - Coils and cans.

ff

41-01307 3.91
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fectly loud and dear.
70cm CONVERTER

70cm to 144MHz low profile converter employing
high level Schottky diode double balance mixer,
pre -aligned helical filter and low noise transistors.
The complete design gives a low noise figure and
uses pre -aligned filters and pre -wound coils to give
repeatable performance with minimum alignment.

SPECIFICATION: Bandwidth: 430-440MHz. RF
Gain:8dB min. Noise figure: <25dB. IF output: 144-
146MHz. Supply voltage: I OV. Supply current:
30tnA. Size:97 x 57 x 15mm.

41-01405 21.50

7(km I OW Power Amp

70cm IOW POWER AMPLIFIER
The current generation of UHF handheld

synthesised transceivers have almost all the
facilities found in mobile base transceivers, the
only major limitation being their output power. For
handheld operation 1 watt or so is adequate, but
for mobile to mobile and for use wth higher power
repeaters, the addition power provided by the
CIRKIT amplifier increases the range considerably.
This is especially noticeable,as is to be expected,
at the limits of the service area.

The Cirkit 70cm Power Amp will boost the
output power of hand held transceivers up to 12W.
Automatic relay switching between TX and RX, is
provided via the RF sense circuitry. The finished
unit is mounted in a tough pre -drilled die-cast box,
which provides sufficient heatsinking while
providing a rugged low profile housing.

SPECIFICATION: Power gain (2W 151:7 2dB.
Output power (13.8V) 2W input: 10W(min).
Saturated power output: 14W. Supply voltage:
10-16V (13.8V nom). Input/Output impedance: 50R.
Bandwidth:430-440MHz. Supply current:2 amps at
12W. Dimensions: 119 x 94 x 34mm.

41-01505 33.82

70cm PRE -AMPLIFIER
This high performance pre -amp offers increased

receiver sensitivity and a corresponding extension
of the useful communication range. The completed
unit is sufficiently compact to be built into virtually
any existing receiver and does not require the use
of any test gear when setting up.

SPECIFICATION: 3dB bandwidth: 425-445MHz.
Noise figure <2dB. Gain: 13dB(min). 1dB
compression: -3dBm (0.5mW). Saturated output:
-2dBm (0.7mW). Supply voltage: 8-I2V ( 12V nom).
InputOutput impedance: 50R. Dimensions 50 x 10 x
17mm.

41-015(16 4.78

NOW AVAILABLE
exclusively from CIRKIT,

TAU high quality ATU kits
and accessories.

Full HF coverage, tunes from 1.5MHz
continuously to 29350MHz. Based on the
reknowned SPC transmatch configuration, TAU
innovated this composite module design with large
air -spaced capacitors rated at 5kV, tested to 7kV.
Roller inductor infinitely variable. Solid precision
radio engineering. Heavy weight long life
construction. Will tune any transmitter aerial
combination to optimum. A lifetime investment
and should never need replacing. Power handling
capabilities from a few milliwatts to above 3000
watts PEP. Undoubtedly the finest ATU module
available today.

STU 5K ATU Kit 41-50500 130.00

CABINET - custom-made for STU 5K ATU
41-50510 62.50

DIGITAL TURNS COUNTER
Multi -turn, vemier scale with digital indication, for
use with roller coaster, with or without cabinet.
Turns counter 41.50520 27.94

BALUNS
To complete the ATU. we have the following
Baluns:

Location PEP Ratio Stock No.
Outdoor OB141 I kW 4:1 41-50141
Outdoor OB111 IkW IA 41-50111
Indoor 18241 200W 4:1 41-51241
Indoor 18141 1kW 4:1 41-51141

Price
27.35

27.55
1725
22 35

ROI I FR COASTER
To complement existing equipment, covers 1-
30MHz, 28uH inductance, tapered pitch for 10 and
15 meters.
Roller Coaster 41-50540 46.00

n
AKC AERIAL KIT
Unique clip -on spacer system for open wire
feeders. Patented design manufactured from an
ultra -violet resistant poly -propylene the spacer
can be configured to give a 75,300,400 or 600 ohm
system. Kit contains 20 spacers. I Tee piece and 2
Ceramic insulators.

AKC Aerial Kit 41-50530 12.70

CIRKIT ELECTRONICS TOOL KIT
Contains: I5W Soldering Iron, 2 spare bits, heat
shunt, solder, pliets, cutters, and screwdriver.

Selected Lines

41-00007 15.56

PB2720 80dB Piezo Buzzer 43-27201 0.55
IOM 15A 10.7MHz Filter 20-10152 2.10
FC177 LCD Freq. Meter 39-17700 20.00
CM161 Min LCD Clock 40-80161 825
8 x 03" IC socket 28-00800 0.12
14 x 03" IC socket 28-14000 0.13
16 x 03" IC socket 28-16000 0.13

46-90120 11.96
CX520D COAX relay (N type) 46-90520 26.98
CX540D COAX Relay (BNC) 46-90540 26.98
HC6010 10MI/ DMM 56-06010 33.00
HC7030 0.1% Acc DMM 56-07030 43.00
Meteor 100MHz DFM 56-00100 95.00
Meteor 600MHz DFM 56-00600 121.00
Meteor 1000MHz DFM 56-01000 165.00
CS240 Antex 17W Iron 54-22300 520
TCP3 Weller temp cont iron 54-20007 17.63
PU3D Weller 24V PSU for TCP3 54-20026 30.74

Books
The Radio Arnateurs:Q & A

Reference Manual 02-02157 5.95
Oscilloscopes: How to use

them, how they work 02-21300 4.35
The World's Radio

Broadcasting Stations 02.11564 7.00
The ZX Spectrum 02-00100 5.95
Electronics Pocket Book 02-21309 7.50
Practical Design

of Digital Circuits 02-11831 10.45
Projects in Amateur Radio 02-21304 3.80
Active Filter Cookbook 02-21168 12.70
Beginners Guide to

Amateur Radio 02-11262 4.50
CMOS Cookbook 02-21398 11.85
Design of Active Filters 02-21539 10.15
Design of Op -Amp Circuits 02-21537 930
Design of Phase -Locked

Loop Circuits 02-21545 930
Design of VMOS Circuits 02-21686 10.15
Effectively Using the

Oscilloscope 02-21794 9.30
Foundations for Microstrip

Circuit Design 02-79447 21.00
Handbook of Electronic

Tables Formulas 02-21532 11.00
111. Cookbook 02-10358 11.00
TV Antennas and Signal

Distribution Systems 02-21584 10.15
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The most effective route yet
to your Class A amateur
licence!

Professionally produced for
HAM RADIO TODAY by Shirley
Hesketh G4HES and Ron Ray
G3NCL, this advanced interac-
tive learning system makes use
of the stereo cassette format to
provide tuition to the 12wpm
test standard.

With its carefully designed
structure, we think that the HRT
MORSE COURSE is more effec-
tive than either morse classes
or electronic morse generators.

Based on TWO C-60 cassettes,
it offers the controlled promp-
ting so necessary for the initial
stages of morse tuition, fol-
lowed by carefully paced test
material to bring the student up
to speed. Full tuition notes are
provided with the cassettes.

To receive your MORSE
COURSE simply fill in the
coupon below and return it to:
'HRT MORSE COURSE', Argus
Press Software, No. 1 Golden
Square, London W1R 3AB.

MORSE COURSE
.."-.......It's elementary Watson - now

that I've taken the
HRT Morse Course!

Photograph reproduced by kind perm,ssion of Marconi Ltd

Please send me the 'HRT Morse Course' at £11.45 all inclusive of P & P and VAT.
I enclose cheque PO for £ (payable to ASP Ltd) OR Debit my Access Barclaycard (delete as
necessary).

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS
Name (Mr Mrs Miss)

Address
Postcode

Signature Date
Please allow 21 days for delivery



So you really
want to go on a
DXpedition?
Over the last few years a large
number of DXpeditions have set off
for exotic island countries. Most
made it there and back successful-
ly, giving DXers a new one" for

had broken down several hundred
miles away and would not be
repaired for some time. The expedi-
tioners proceeded to scour every
bay and harbour on the west coast

Martin Atherton, G3ZA Y, has come across some
curious and highly dangerous setbacks that have
been incurred on some of the more outlandish
DXpeditions undertaken to obtain the coverted

DXCC awards.
their DXCC, Worked All Zones, or
other award. But, a few had pro-
blems. All three phases of an ex-
pedition - getting there, staying
there, and getting back - caused
trouble.

If you are considering a DX-
pedition yourself then this article
may help you to avoid some of the
pitfalls. If you are more of an arm-
chair expeditioner, the mishaps re-
counted here may reassure you
that your approach is the right one.
First let's look at the problems in-
volved in getting there.

Clipperton Island (F08)

In March this year, a large
number of operators from all
around the world, assembled in
Manzanillo, Mexico, to await the
arrival of the chartered boat that
was to take them to Clipperton
Island. Clipperton, an uninhabited
atoll named after an English pirate,
is a French possession in the
eastern Pacific and a DXCC country
in its own right.

Seven days after the group
assembled on the quayside they
were still sitting there waiting for
the boat to appear. Eventually, a
message arrived to the effect that it

of Mexico for an alternative, but
after a further week had to concede
defeat and return to their various
homes. The total value of wasted
airline tickets must have run into
many thousands of pounds.

At the time of writing, their
equipment is still in store in Mexico
and various possibilities are being
examined fopr an expedition in
early 1985.

ZK1CG in Mannihiki

Victor Rivera, ZK1CG, is a

young American living on
Rarotonga, the main island of the
Southern Cooks group in mid -
Pacific. (Many HRT readers will
have seen him, without realising it,
as he appeared as a stretcher
bearer in the film Merry Xmas Mr.
Laurence" much of which was shot
on Rarotonga).

Back in early 1982, Victor
decided to pay a visit to Mannihiki,
an atoll in the Northern Cooks,
several hundred miles from
Rarotonga. For DXCC purposes
Northern Cooks is a separate coun-
try, and quite a rare one with no
more than one or two permanent
amateur residents in all the islands.

There are two ways of getting

to the North Cooks - expensively
by light aircraft, and less expen-
sively on one of the inter -island
trading schooners. Victor decided
to travel as a deck passenger on a
schooner, the very cheapest way,
and we'll let him pick up the story
in his own words.

"As we headed out to sea, the
waves started to wash over the
deck, at times hitting the tarpaulin
under which the passengers were
trying to sleep. My tool box and a
case of rum were washed over-
board almost immediately and I

decided to stay with my gear to
prevent it going the same way. I lay
down to sleep with the waves
breaking on the deck and washing
over my feet and was falling asleep
when there was a loud roar, the tar-
paulin burst open, and a large wave
swept me and my gear across the
deck. I became entangled with a
bicycle which had come adrift from
the bulkhead and could feel nothing
but water under me. When the
wave receded, a woman was hang-
ing over the railings and I helped
pull her back on board. My boxes
had split open, the plastic rig
covers had torn off, one rig had
gone, and everything was soaked in
salt waterYI will stop here because
it only gets worse.

Despite being washed into the
sea on another occasion, Victor
made it to Mannihiki successfully
and DX News Sheet reported
numerous Europeans working him
on 15 Et 20 metres. Although a
success from a radio point of view,
the DXpedition was a financial
disaster as Victor lost equipment
worth several thousand dollars.

As a postscript to this tale, Vic-
tor is still QRV from Rarotonga,
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though a wife and a new baby are
restricting his DXing.

K6LPL/KH5 Palmyra

The atoll of Palmyra lies about
1000 miles south of Hawaii and
together with Jarvis Island, counts
as a DXCC country. Back in
January 1980, a group of
American DXers including Dave
Gardner, K6LPL, chartered an air-
craft to fly them down to Palmyra's
abandoned World War 2 airstrip,
some of the group intending to con-
tinue by boat to Kingman Reef, yet
another DXCC country.

The first flight had to be
aborted after about half an hour,
when the plane's radio failed and
the attempt was re -scheduled for
the following day. This time the
flight down from Hawaii was
uneventful, but disaster struck as
their aircraft came into land. A
wingtip caught one of the palm
trees which had sprung up along
the edge of the runway and the
plane slewed into the jungle.
Miraculously no-one was killed
through WA6YQW was severely
injured and had to be evacuated by
a US Coast Guard helicopter. The
rest of the group took the view that
the show had to go on and con-
tinued with their plans, almost as
though nothing had happened. The
equipment was undamaged and
they managed many thousands of
QSOs from Kingman and Palmyra.
They even used a picture of the

crashed plane for the front of their
QSL card!

Fate had another trick to play
when K6LPL slipped while holding
a glass mug and severely cut his
hand. As he was the only doctor on
the island, he had to use his good
hand to make temporary repair to
his injured one, and the Coast
Guard were again summoned for a
medical evacuation. This time they
removed the whole group. The
island's runway is now officially
listed as -unserviceable".

Being the USA, the story has a
legal postscript. On the group's
return, law suits flew in all direc-
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tions. When the blizzard of paper
cleared, the expedition member
who had arranged the transporta-
tion and signed the contracts found
himself in considerable financial
difficulties, as a result of being
found personally liable for a wide
range of crash damages.

PYOZSA etc St. Peter Er
Paul Rocks

600 miles from the coast of
Brazil, in mid -Atlantic, is an exten-
sive reef with a few rocks poking
about 30 feet out of the water -
the St. Peter Et Paul Rocks. This
reef is another of the DXCC coun-
tries and is visited every few years
by an amateur DXpedition. In the
autumn of 1982, it was the turn of
the US based International DX
Foundation to sponsor a group con-
sisting of WA2MOE, K8CW, N4B-
QW, PY2BZD and PY2CPU, for a
stay of about one week on the
rocks.

A sailing boat was chartered
and its skipper assured the the
Foundation that he was competent
and adequately equipped for an
ocean voyage. Unfortunately, such
did not prove to be the case. Not
only did he fail to supply food and a
landing dinghy as had been agreed,
but he signed the amateurs on as
crew and made them perform all
the work of sailing the boat.
Navigation was a task he kept to
himself until, after several days, he
admitted he was lost and handed
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the job over to Stu Greene,
WA2MOE, a former World War 2
air navigator. Stu eventually
located the rocks after a sleepless
night peering into the darkness, but
tying up proved to be another job
the skipper was unable to perform.
After five attempts, it was manag-
ed by K8CW Et N4BQW.

The operation proved to be
reasonably successful, with some
1 4,000 QSOs being made, though
it did attract some criticism at the
time for spreading its pile-ups
across almost the entire 20m
phone band!

That seems to have covered
most of the problems that have
arisen in getting to remote places.
Now let's look at a few of the pro-
blems involved in staying on them.

Nauru (C21)

The Pacific island of Nauru
presents a major problem to would-
be DXpeditioners - obtaining a

tourist visa. The island is one enor-
mous pile of fossilised bird dropp-
ings and the revenues from fer-
tiliser exports have made the in-
habitants some of the wealthiest
people in the Pacific. They seem to
like to keep their island to
themselves, land it has to be admit-
ted that most foreigners are quite
happy to let them!) and have never
tried to develop a tourist industry.
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In consequence, it is usually only
possible to get a transit visa, which
allows the holder to stay for the
time needed to catch a connecting
flight on the national airline - Air
Nauru. The challenge for DXers is
thus to find a combination of in-
coming and outgoing flights which
gives a reasonable length of time
on the island. Three days seems to
be about the maximum. For those
who manage to get at least one
overnight stay, the club station

C21 NI is usally made available

St. Peter Et Paul Rocks
Bird droppings seem to be the

theme of this section! The expedi-
tions that have made it to these
rocks have discovered that almost
every flat surface is at least ankle
deep in guano - to get it its polite
name. The only clean areas are the
ones that are washed by the
waves. Thus the technique usually
adopted has been to set up the sta-
tions just below the high water
mark, shroud them with plastic
sheets to protect them for the
spray which is a problem even at
low tide, and dismantle them en-
tirely when the water starts to lap
up around the operator's feet! The
rocks are razor sharp, finding
somewhere to sleep is virtually im-
possible, and for a tropical location,
the nights are surprisingly cold.
Nobody stays there very long.

Okino-Torishima (Parece
Vela - 7J1)

One of the strangest places to
make an appearance on the DXCC
list in recent years was Okino-
Torishima, or in European atlases,
Parece Vela. This is several hun-
dred miles south of Japan and is no
more than a semi -submerged reef.
At high tide, a few boulders pro-
trude a few inches above the
water!

Finding a natural feature from
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which to operate was clearly im-
possible, and the approach adopted
by the two expeditions that went
there before the ARRL yielded to
common sense and deleted it from
the lists, was to construct a multi-
storey scaffolding platform perch-
ed hazardously on the rocks. The
first floor of the platform housed
the generators, and the second
floor the operating position. A ship
was kept standing by at all times
because any large waves would
have brought the entire structure
crashing down. The operators re-
mained on the air as long as the
weather allowed.

The QSL cards for both opera-
tions have a picture taken at high
tide, showing what appears to be
open ocean with scaffolding grow-
ing out of it. The widespread
distribution of these cards was pro-
bably responsible for the country's
deletion.

Other Tropical Islands

There is usually a good reason
why an island is uninhabited and
DXpeditions tend to discover that
reason quite quickly. Wildlife is a
recurring theme. Birds have already
been discussed, but rats, mice and
crabs can be equally troublesome.
Many DXers have reported having
to fight off these creatures with
one hand while operating with the
other. Some of the wilder CW
heard from DXpeditions has been
attributed to the operator losing the
fight! Crabs in particular, seem to
be designed for iambic keyers as
their claws give them a good grip
on the paddles. Presumably the
lack of a regular human presence
makes the creatures more 'friendly'
than they are on inhabited islands.

Soaring daytime and plunging
night-time temperatures can also
make life unpleasant, and it is often
quite difficult to get advanced in-
formation aout the climate. Few of
the more remote DXCC spots are
listed in the holiday information
brochures at travel agents.

Once the operation is over and
the logs have been safely wrapped
up, the only problem is getting
home. This hasn't always been
easy.

VKOJS Heard Island

One of the longest return
journeys of recent DXpeditions was

that made by VK9NS, VK9NL,
WA8MOA, 0E1 LO and VK7ZSJ
after their operation from the An-
tarctic location of Heard Island in
early 1983. Their vessel was a
converted whale -catcher which,
theoretically, should have had suf-
ficient fuel for the round trip from
Australia to Heard Island and back.
However, a combination of poor
engine performance and unplanned
steaming in the vicinity of the
island meant that a few days after
setting out for home the fuel ran
out.

As the prevailing winds were
blowing towards Australia, the
crew rigged a makeshift sail from
some old tarpaulins and the boat
drifted in approximately the right
direction at about 60 miles per day.
There was just enough fuel to run
the generators for a few hours a
day, and the outside world listened
in to the radio skeds and followed
progress with interest. When the
boat neared the Australian coast, a
re -fuelling vessel came out to meet
it and enabled it to do the last few
hundred miles under its own
power. The return trip had taken
about five weeks longer than plann-
ed. Some of the DXpeditioners had
to hope that they still had jobs to
return to.

ZL8AMO etc Raoul
Island, Kermadec Group

The Kermadec Group, a

possession of New Zealand, is
uninhabited apart from a small
weather station on Raoul Island,
and counts as a separate DXCC
country. In April this year, four
DXers (ZL1 AMO ZL1 BQD ZL1 AAS
and ZLOAJW) and a small group of
research scientists chartered a boat
to take them to Raoul Island. The
journey over was uneventful, and
the operation went well with many
thousands of QSOs being made,
but after they had been on the
island a few days, a tropical storm
swept down on them and dashed
their boat onto the cliffs. They
were marooned with no transport
expected for several months.

The more selfish members of
the DX community were looking
forward to an extended operation
and a chance to work Kermadec on
nine bands when it was announced
that a trading vessel plying bet-
ween Tonga and New Zealand was

being diverted to pick up the group.
In the end, they got away roughly
on the day they had planned,
though at a price of $3000 for the
diversion. DXpeditioning can be an
expensive business.

Spratly Islands (1 S)

No article on this topic would
be complete without mentioning
last year's ill fated expedition by a
German group to the Spratly
Islands. It is the only DXpedition in
recent years during which some of
its members died.

DJ3NG, DJ4EI, DJ6SI Ft

DK4FK set out from Singapore in
early April on a sailing vessel and
headed for the South China Sea. As
they passed Amboyna Cay, one of
the first islands in the Spratly
Group, they were shelled by its oc-
cupants and their boat was set on
fire. DJ4EI was killed immediately,
but the others managed to scram-
ble into a dinghy which fortunately
drifted away from the island. Their
suffering as they lay for 10 days in
the tropical sun with virtually no
food or water are scarcely im-
aginable. But they were eventually
spotted and picked up by a passing
ship. Tragically, the rescue came a
few hours too late for DJ3NG who
died from exposure.

This incident caused a good
deal of debate over whether such
dangerous places should be kept on
the DXCC list. The outcome was a
ruling from the American Radio
Relay League (the administrator of
the DXCC Programme) that opera-
tions from the Spratly Islands
would, in future, only count for DX -
CC credit if they took place from
one of the occupied islands, with
the full permission of the occupying
authority. Freelancers such as the
DL group, searching for an unoc-
cupied sandbank would not be
recognised. Almost all the coun-
tries around the South China Sea
are occupying one or more of the
Spratly's so future DXpeditions
should not be too hard to arrange.

If this list of disasters has put
you off the idea of mounting your
own DXpedition, remember that
the vast majority of trips passed off
with no problems at all. If you are
wondering why such a large
number of obscure rocks should
count as "countries-, enlighten-
ment in the form of another article
by G3ZAY will be coming soon.
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LW HIRERS cammnnwuens/'
TRANSCEIVERS

YAESU

FT757GX
FT726R
(Inc 2mtr option)

FT209R/FNB3
FT209R/FN B4
FT203R/FNB3
FT 203R/FN B4
NC15 Charger
NC8 Charger

£719.00
£775.00

£175.00
£185.00

£40.95
£54.95

THE FULL YAESU RANGE
KEPT IN STOCK

Always in stock ICOM,
FDK, Kenwood, Mutek,

Welz, Hi. Mound, D.N.T./
LCL 10 metre FM

Transceivers and of course
our now very famous mod

kit for the above rigs.

RWC wish all old and new
customers alike a Very

Happy Xmas & New Year.

ACCESS
MAIL ORDER

SPECIAL
OFFERS

FT79OR inc. Ni-Cads and
Charger, plus FREE NB9CV

'70cms. £279.00

FT708R inc free Ni-Cad
Case & Charger, plus FREE
HB9CV. £199.00

FTV707 + 2mtr
complete usable
Yaesu HF
ceivers.

module,
on most

Trans -
£59.00

FT73OR or FT230R. Great
Little Mobiles. Free Gutter
Mount & Cable Assembly.
FT73OR £242.00
FT23OR £269.00

With all H.F. Transceivers
purchased up to Dec. 31st

FREE size G5RV and
FREE Comm Headphones!

That's RWC Value!

ANTENNAS
ACCESSORIES

Hoxin 7/8 2 mtr £15.95
SMC 2m/70cm Colinear

Base Station £25.95

SMC 3x5/8 70cm £18.95
Hoxin Wave 2 metre DC
ground mobile comp with
cable & plug RWC. f12.50

Sun 3 x5/8
linear

RWC G5RV size

RWC G5RV full size
GSKW/W3D22 Traps.
pair £9.50

A.J.N. 25 watt linear amp 2
watts imput kit £29.95

2mtr Base Co -
£28.95

£12.95

£14.95
The

Case & Heatsink £6.00

Complete range of Revco
Coils/Whips & Bases now

in stock.

Also Tonna/Jaybeam/
R W.C. HB & CV.

SCANNERS &
RECEIVERS

Revco R52000 Scanner
V.H.F.-U.H.F. Air, Marine,
Pair FM -AM 70 Memories.
Gasfet Model £259.00

Extended Coverage (60-179
MHz) (380-520MHz) £279.00

Century 21D Gen Coverage
Receiver £199.00

The fabulous SX400 now
here, ask for RWC Price!

Special offer on the terrific
Discone RU Reiko only

£28.99

Always wanted, used
equipment working or not.
Ask about selling your old

rig on our Special
Commission Sale

Agreement! PX, Welcome.
The ADR 2001 continuous
coverage scanner in stock.

26-550MHz £359.00
All above inc. VAT Carr.

MON, SAT 1L30-630 LATE MONT THUNS/M11 584 HAGLEY ROAD WEST, OLDBURY, WARLEY B68 OBS
Secondhand lists available/part exchanges welcome Carriage At Cost (QUINTON, BIRMINGHAM)
STOCK ITEMS NORMALLY DELIVERED WITHIN 7 DAYS Tel. 021421 8201/2 (24 HR ANSWERPHONEI
Overseas customers welcome, we speak German and Japanese S.A.E. with all enquiries please.
Telex 334303 TXAGWM/G

Photo Acoustics Ltd BARCLAYCARD
MICRO COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION MAIL ORDER

TR3910 PROBABLY THE
BEST 2 METRE MULTIMODE

£458.72 inc. VAT

TS430S
NOW REDUCED IN PRICE

£695.00 inc. VAT

ANTENNESTONNA(nrn
1298MHz or 1289MHz

OSCAR UPLINK
23 element £25.90(b)

144MHz
4 element £14.95(a
5 element crossed £28.30(a
9 element fixed £17.71(a
9 element portable £20.00(a
9 element crossed £32.43(a

13 element portable £31.05(a
17 element fixed f37.88(a
435MHz
9 element £18.10(8

19 element £20.70(a
19 element crossed £34.27(a
21* element 434MHz £29.67(a
21 element ATV

INTRODUCING THE
NEW TS711 E
The ultimate in 2 M

multimode base stations
(ring for details)

£758.00 inc. VAT

 .;

R2000 GEN COV. RCVR
WITH MEMORIES& FM

£436.75 inc. VAT

;,imiga%111111

TM201 A25W FM
FITS IN ANYWHERE

£279.00

Access
CREDITCHARGE INSTANT FINANCE -PART EXCHANGE

58 HIGH STREET, NEWPORT PAGNELL, BUCKS.
TEL: 0908 610625

BARtlA'fCARD

ff31*
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The ILITNI
Transceiver

Part4
The only remaining job with ALPHA
is to fit the Active Filter unit if this
is being used. This is the same unit
as used with the OMEGA Project,
and details of how to get the article
were given in Part Three last month.

The filter as originally described

seven options are used for these
positions. For general use, we
would suggest that position 'G' is
used for 'wide' (this is suitable for
both SSB and CW), and 'I' for CW.
It would also be possible to wire the
switch to use three selectivity op -

Fitting the active audio filter and a few corrections to
the previous three parts. By Tony Bailey, G3 WPO,

and Frank Ogden, G4JST.
offers a total of seven positions of
selectivity, using cascaded op -amp
active filter sections. These pro-
gress from a bandpass response,
suitable for SSB use, down to a
very narrow peaked response (cen-
tred on 800Hz) for CW, with in-
termediate degrees of selectivity.
In use with ALPHA, in conjunction
with the three position slide switch,
only two of the selectivity options
are used, marked 'wide' and 'nar-
row' on the front panel. It is entirely
up to the constructor which of the

tions, where the 'OUT' position in
fact goes through the filter - this
would be a viable option for
primarily CW use of ALPHA.

Construction

The filter is built exactly as
described in the original article, ex-
cept that R6 becomes 22k (rather
than 2k2) to adjust the gain of the
filter to the correct level, and C31
in the output isolating network is
now 1 OOn, rather than 10uF.

TO ON/OFF
SWITCH

1 +12V

TO SLIDER OF
ALPHA VOLUME
CONTROL IVR1)

I ii

 INPUT IA)

 I
 G

N W OUT

ALPHA AF filter
OUT/NARROW/WIDE switch

4,

TO POINT
'G' ON ALPHA

AF
FILTER

PCB

K
C31
100n

R40
56R

ALL INTERCONNECTIONS RUN
IN SCREENED AUDIO CABLE

The filter is connected into
ALPHA at point 'G' - the slider of
the volume control potentiometer.
The drawings show how this is
done, and give the wiring detail for
the three position front panel swit-
ch. All interconnections between
the filter board and the ALPHA
main PCB are made using miniature
screened audio cable, with the
braids earthed at both ends. The
+ 1 2V supply can be taken from
the rear of the on/off switch.

If the ALPHA case is being us-
ed, the filter mounts on the under-
side of the lid, above the heat sink,
on two of the stud bolts provided
on the left hand side (looking from
the underside). Two half nuts
should be used to space the board
from the sink.

ALPHA Corrections

There are a number of correc-
tions to the preceding parts of this
series, many passed on by existing
builders, for which many thanks.
There are already a number of
ALPHAs on the air. This is a listing
of all known errors in addition to
those already published on page 55
of October HRT.

1. The frequencies for X1 (USB
or LSB crystal) in the com-
ponents list are reversed for
1 60m and 20m.

2. Q30 should be a BC308 in the
components list.

3. R58 (470R) is missing from
the components list.

4. On p16 of part 2, towards the
bottom of the centre column,
the reference to joining up all
points marked should read
RL1 & RL2, not RL2 & RL3.

5. C107 in the components list
should be 330pF.
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ALPHA PA heatsink
drilling detail - Front
(heatsink is L-shaped and
base drilling detail is given
on next page).
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6. D33 should have its own non -

earthed pins connected
together to short out the
unused half of the diode pair.

7. The present close by RL3 on
the circuit diagram is RV 10
(not R107). Please note that
this was a late addition the
board, and unfortunately the
end shown earthed shouldn't
be! It is intended to be a series
variable resistor - not as
shown.

8. The diode to the right of point
K (meter) on the circuit
diagram is D24.

9. On the connection diagram,
the blanker LED is shown in-
correctly wired, as R56 goes
to earth, not to + 8V Rx as on
the diagram. Therefore, wire

Corrected Noise Blanker LED wiring

the longer lead to the LED to
point 'E', and the short lead to
point'AN'.

10. Please do not attempt to
shorten the transmisson lines!
They are tuned in conjunction
with the series inductors on
the PCB. They can be coiled
up to save space with no ill ef-
fects. On 20m, it may be
necessary to adjust the spac-
ing of the turns on L3 and L4
to get full power output, or
even to remove a turn from
each (the permeability of the
cores varies somewhat which
varies the inductance.

11. R6 should be 1 k5 in the com
ponents list. C101 should be
10n on circuit diagram. R108
should be 22R in the com-
ponents listing.

1 2. C119 on the circuit diagram
(by Q33) doesn't exist (it is a
duplicate of C130).

13. D25 (blanker near IFT8) is
shown the wrong way round
on the overlay diagram.

14. Recommend Q16 is soldered
in before C55 to avoid pro-
blems.

15. For 160m, R148 should be
470R, and C113 should be

220p. For 20m, C113 should
be 47p (these are changes
since the article was written).

16. On the wiring diagram, both
the SSB/TUNE/CW switch
connections and the wiring
for D35 are incorrect. The
drawing shows the original
type of switch which has

Corrected SSB/CW/TUNE switch
wiring

changed later to the type in
the parts list. See the switch
drawing for correct layout.

17. The AF volume control on the
circuit diagram should read
VR1, not RV1.

18. C132 and R148 (Loop filter)
are reversed compared with

".. fo5 Au!". Li,. felt 19 &IN.( 0,./NC./Yw R.c./Kr R£4.4 rkr .0140. .

ALP HA

SSB

(113.

=III

NS

No,

GAIN

Imm

ORO,
..1401111111111

SSEI TOTECW OUT , !LAST

ADE 10E0

WPC COMMUNiCATIOMS

SM.
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ALPHA PA heatsink drilling
detail - Base

35

ALL DIMENSIONS IN mm

Components listing for ALPHA active AF filter

R1, 3
R2, 4, 7, 8, 25, 26
R5, 12, 29, 40, 41, 42
R6
R9, 28, 32, 35, 38
R10
R11
R13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24
R15, 19, 23
R27
R30, 33, 36, 39
R31, 34, 37

2k2 5%
27k 5%
56R 5%
2k2 5%/15k 5% (see text
2k2 2%
9k1 2% (8k2 + 1k)
100k 2%
10k 2%
20k 2%
68k 2%
180k 2%
82k 2%

All resistors marked 2% should be 2% or 1% tolerance metal film types.
Those marked 5% can be 5% tolerance or better carbon film.

Cl, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 21, 24, 31,
32, 33
C6, 7, 9
C8, 12
C11
C13, 19
C14, 18
C15
C16
C17
C22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30

IC1
IC2, 3, 4, 5

10u/16V radial electrolytic
27n )22n+ 4n7) mylar
12n 110n + 2n2) mylar
15n (10 + 4n7) mylar
2n2 mylar
22n mylar
18n 11 On + 6n8) mylar
1n5 polystyrene
33n mylar
10n mylar

741N (8 pin DIL)
LF353N or TL082

PCB layout - this is of no
consequence.

19 A 0.01 uF blocking capacitor
should be connected between
points AC and AF (sidetone)
when connecting up, other-
wise the preset will pull down
the receive volume to a very
low level.

20. On the remote PA, R103
(270R) and R105 (270R)
should be removed, and only
the 330R resistor used on
each transistor. The extra
parallel resistor was added
late to ensure stability, but
has a drastic effect on 1 60m,
and rather less effect on 20m,
reducing the power output to
20-40 watts. All of our
development models and one
returned module are stable
with the higher value resistor.

21. On 160m, L5 and L6 may
have to be increased to 6
turns to ensure full output
from the PA.
If you find the AGC time cons-
tant too long on recovery,
drop R48 down to 470 or
330k.

In case you wonder how all these
corrections arise, they are partly
typesetting errors at
which aren't spotted (Oops! - Ed.)
transposition/typing errors when
writing the article, later develop-
ment changes - and tired eyes at
2am! Shame, Shame, Ahhh!
Thanks to those who spotted them
all. There should be very few more
of any importance.

Kits

Kits of parts are available from
WPO Communications. Options are
available for either a 160 or 20m
version and are a complete PCB kit,
with all board mounted com-
ponents, PCB, VFO, capacitor,
pots, wire and drilled heatsink for
the PA, priced at £149.50, or a
complete kit with case (ready pun-
ched, painted and screened) plus
mobile mounting bracket, all swit-
ches, speaker, hardware etc (leav-
ing only a microphone, key and
PSU required) priced at £199.50
(all inclusive of VAT and post).

Printed circuit boards alone
(drilled and tinned) are priced at
£22.45 inc.

The optional 'active filter' kit,
with all components, PCB and in-
structions costs £16.65 inc.
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DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS
G4CLX

v"4141- IY zsc.

NRD 515 965 00inc. VAT

IC -R 71E £649.00 inc. VAT

FRG -7700 f 385.00

TRIO R2000 £436.00

£272.00

Dewsbury Electronics offer a full range of
Trio Equipment always in stock.

We are also stockists of DAIWA - WELTZ - DAVTREND
- TASCO TELEREADERS - MICROWAVE MODULES -

ICS AMTOR - AEA PRODUCTS - DRAE
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED LICENSED CREDIT BROKER

Dewsbury Electronics
176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge

West Midlands
Telephone: Stourbridge (0384) 390063
are Instant Nance evadable sunelim to 'tin"

Written demi on request

WOOD & DOUGLAS I

* NEW CATALOGUE
* NEW PRODUCTS

* NEW TELEPHONE NUMBER
* NEW PRICES

OUR FULL current product range is listed below
but keep in touch at rallies and exhibitions
throughout the summer for our latest develop-
ments for you, the active amateur.
Package Prices
1. SOOmIN TV Transmit
2. SOOmW TV Transceive
3. 10W TV Transmit
A IOW TV Transceive
5. 70cms 500mW FM Transceive
6. 70cms IOW FM Transceive
7. 2M Linear/Pre-amp IOW
8. 2M Linear/Pre-amp 25W (144 PA4/S + 144LIN25B)
9. 70cms Synthesised lOW Transceive (R5+SY+AX+MOD+SSR+70FM10)
10.2M Synthesised 10W Transceive (R5+SY+SY2T+SSR+144FM10A)
11.2M Crystal Controlled IOW Transceiver (R5+T3+BPF+144FM10+SSR)
12.70cms Linear/pre-amo (70LIN10+70PA2/S)
70cms EQUIPMENT
Transceiver Kits and Accessories

CODE ASSEMBLED

FM Transmitter (0.5W) 70FM05t4 48.00

Transmitter 6 Channel Adaptor 70MCO6T
6251..40,
21.30

FM Receiver (with PIN RF c/o) 70FMO5R5

Receiver 6 Channel Adaptor 70MCO6R 25.20
Synthesiser (2 PCBs) 70SY25B 88.00
Synthesiser Transmit Amp A-X3U-06F

Bandpass Filter
PIN RF Switch PSI 433 7.55
Conve 5

Synthesiser Modulator MOD 1
BPF 433

TV Products
70RX2/2Converter (2M or 10M il.)

Receiver Converter (Ch 36 Output) TVUP2 27.50 22.80
Pattern Generator (Mama PSIJ) TVPGI 42.25 36.50TV Modulator (For Transmission) NMI 9.85 5.75Ch 36 Modulator (For TV Injection' TVMOD1 9.80 5.50
Power Amplifiers (FM/CW Use)
50mW to 500mW 7OFM1 18.45 12.80500mW to 3W 70FM3 23.45 17.80500mW to I OW 70FM10 41.45 33453W to I OW 70FM3/10 23.95 18.3010W to 40W 70FM40 65.10 52.35
Combined Power Amp/Pre-Amp

(Auto Changeover) 70PA/FM10 56.60 40,15Linear.
500mW to 3W (Straight amp, no changeover) 70LIN3/LT 27.90 19.90
3W to 10W (Auto Changeover) 70LIN3/10E 4105 30.151W to 7W (Auto Changeover) 70LIN10 4425 32.50PreAmplItlers
Bipolar Miniature (13dB) 70PA2

70PA3
8.10 6.50

7700pPA5 24.25 15.25A2iS
MOSFET Miniature (14dB) 9,65 7.50RF Switched (30W)

6M EQUIPMENT
Converter (2M 6RX2

20.10 12.80

28.40 20.80

GaAs FET (16dB)

O.)
2M EQUIPMENT
Transceiver Kits and Accessories
FM Transmitter (1.5VVI 144FM2T3 39.35 26.30
FM Receiver (with PIN RF Changeover 144FM2R5 65.50 47.20
Synthesiser (2 PCB's) 144SY25B 78.75 60.05
Synthesiser Muth/Amp II .5W 0/P1 SY2T 27.90 20.65

PIN RF Switch PSI 144 7.55 5.35
Bandpass Filter BPF 144 6.50 3.30

Power Amplifiers (FM/CW Use)
1 5W to IOW (No Changeover) 144FM10A 24.15 18.50I .5W to 10W (Auto-Changeoven 144FM1OB 36.11 26.25Linear*
1.5W to IOW (SSEir FM) (Auto Changeover) 144LIN1OB 38.40 28.50
2.5W to 25W (SSB/FM) (Auto Changeover) 144LIN25B 40.25 29.95
1.0W to 25W (SSB/FM) (Auto Changeover) 144LIN25C 44.25 32.95PreAmplIflors
Low Noise. Miniature ,44PA3 8.60 7.40
Low Noise. Improved PerioPerformancence

11444PAAA4/S
12.86

4P
8.40

Low Noise. RF Switched, Full Changeover 24.30 15.30
GENERAL ACCESSORIES

Peptone
PPIK33

7.50 4.45
Toneburst TB2 6.70 4.25

Ka one
18705

6.05Relayed Kaytone PTK4R 8.20
Regulator (12V, low differentia() REG1 695 4.40
Solid State Supply Switch SS RI 5.85 3.70S
Microphone Pre -Amplifier 6.10 3.50Rellectometer

FM TV MODULES

SWRI 6.35 5.35CW pFeilitterr(Boxed)HPF1
50mW 420MHZ Source (Video Input)

5.95 -1 8.55 5.80

UFM01 26.95 19.8050MHz if. Processor D 54.25 38.95
Varactor Multiplier (Boxed) WDV400/V21510FDc -
1250 MHz Dovvnconverter

66349955 -
Further details on our product range will gladly be forwarded on
receipt of an A 5size SAE Technical help is available by 'phone (NEW
NUMBER) during normal office hours Kits are usually available by
return of post but please allow 28 days for unforseen delays Please
add 75 pence to your total order for postage and handling. Credit card
orders are gladly accepted, please give us a call.

ANYONE CAN SELL A KIT .. . REPUTATION SELLS OURS

Kit
(70FM05T4 + NM) +BPF433) 35.00

(As 1 above plus NUP2 +PSI 433) moo
(As 1 above plus 70FM10 + BDX35) 65.00
(As 2 above plus 70FMI 0 + BDX35) siaoo

(70'T4 + 70'R5 + SSR1 + BPF) 75.00
(As 5 above plus 70FM10) 105.00

(144PA/S + 144LINIOB 40.00
42.00

150.00
120.00
85 00
45.00
KIT

UNIT 13, YOUNGS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ALDERMASTON, READING RG7 4P0

Tel: 07356 71444 Tx: 848702

28.75
45.80
14.25
17,90
62.25
22.10

5.50
3.30
5.35

20.10
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SAVE £4.25 by receiving a FREE
magazine binder
when you
subscribe to..... ....... .

L

It's true, by subscribing to Ham Radio
Today you will not only receive your
personal copy direct to your door for a
whole year but also have a superb
magazine binder in which to keep your
copies AND IT'S FREE!
All you have to do to receive your FREE
binder is book a new subscription or
renew an existing subscription to Ham
Radio Today.
What could be simpler? Normally priced
at £4.25, these attractive binders will
hold approximately 12 issues of Ham
Radio Today.
Not for you any longer the chore of
having to track down dogeared copies of
your favourite magazine, instead you will
merely go to your bookshelf and they will
be waiting for you in pristine condition.
Don't miss out on this outstanding offer
-- subscribe today and receive your
FREE binder within 14 days of your order
being received.

SPECIAL OFFER

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
FORM

Cut out and send to.
HAM RADIO TODAY,
iNFONET LTD,
TIMES HOUSE,
179 THE MARLOWES,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD,
HERTS HP1 1BB

I am enclosing my (delete as necessary)
Cheque/Postal Order/International Money

Order for
(made payable to ASP Ltd)

OR
Debit my Access/Barclaycard'

!'delete as necessary)
Insert card no.

MANCLAKAID

I _1

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes.

Please send my tree binder and commence my personal NAME (Mr/Mrs/Miss)
subscription to HAM RADIO TODAY with the delete accord5ngly1

ADDRESS

SUBSCRIPTION 1
4.50 for 12 issues 0

UK POSTCODE
RATES £16.00 for 12 issues ri) Signature
(tick as overseas surface

agr:ropriate) £31.00 for 12 issues E Date
overseas Air Mail
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A Broadside

for HF
Does your garden point in the
wrong direction or is it the wrong
width for the best chance of world-
wide DX? Here is a suggestion to

Readers with antennas oriented
roughly north -south, will find that
on 20, 15 and 10m most of their
precious RF power is covering

Many multiband dipole antennas for 80-10m change
in impedance and tend to propagate RF in very
different directions as you change bands. Brian

Herbert, G2 WI, offers a design which avoids both
these problems to a considerable extent - without

using 'lossy' traps!

overcome the problem without
moving house or annexing
neighbours gardens! A second ad-
vantage is that the antenna will
follow the transmitter from band to
band (like the proverbial lamb)
without recourse to an ATU.

Careful contruction will ensure
operation on all the intended bands
with low SWR and excellent
results. The dimensions given, pro-
duce peak resonances in the
popular parts of the SSB segments
of each band. Anyone wishing to
peak the antenna at particular fre-
quencies need only adjust the ap-
propriate lengths slightly or use an
ATU.

The W3DZZ/G8KW type of
multiband 'trapped dipole' usually
increases its electrical length by
half wavelengths as frequency in-
creases lie half wave on 80 /40m, 3
half waves on 20m, 5 half waves
on 15m). This can either help or
hinder depending on which direc-
tion the antenna is running in.

areas of the globe which are only
inhabited by polar bears. This is
because as the electrical length of
an aerial is increased in multiples of
half wave lengths, the main direc-
tion of 'fire' of the antenna moves
from right angles towards the direc-
tion of orientation of the antenna
lie 'end fire') as shown in Fig.1 . To
retain multiband operation but
changing the radiation pattern for
more populous areas of the globe is
not difficult.

Fig. 1 As the electrical length of an
aerial is increased in half wavelengths,
the main lobes of radiation approach
the line of orientation of the line of the
antenna. (a) half wave dipole lb) full
wave dipole:

Resonant Stubs

This antenna is designed and
constructed using a system of reso-
nant stubs (referred to recently as
"linear resonators") to move the
radiation pattern on 14, 21 and
28 MHz through 90 degrees. For
those unfamiliar with linear
resonators, these 'stubs' formed
within the length of the antenna,
are effective at 'cutting it off' at the
correct points for half wave

28MHz CURRENT D

C-------
14MHz CURRENT

Fig. 2 Current distribution of 1 0 m
element with 5m 'stub' on 14 and
28MHz.

resonance in the various bands. To
give a greater insight into how the
stub works, envisage a wire 1/4

wave long on 20m (which will be
5m (16' 6") approx).

Fig.2 shows that 20m RF fed to
A will 'see' resonance (ignoring
ground or other parts of the array).
This wire could not be easily fed
with 28MHz RF from a low im-
pedance transmitter output at point
A as this would try to produce a
current max at point B - which be-
ing the 'free' end is physically im-
possible! However, if a parallel wire
is joined at B and carried back close
to the original wire for a length of
2.5m (8'3" ), then 28MHz RF can
be current fed at A. The resulting
current diagram is also shown in
Fig.2: let me explain some more,
the radiation from the length C -B

D
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Fig. 3 Full plan skeleton diagram.

will be cancelled out by this from
B -D, so that the only effective
radiator will be the portion A -C -
which is a quarter wavelength on
10m. This gives a radiation ele-
ment which will automatically
cover two bands; if a dipole is con-
structed using this method, it will
produce a two -band antenna,
current -fed, and 'firing broadside.'

This system can be simply ex-
tended to produce an antenna
which will cover all the (old) bands
80-1 Om. Yet, some may say that
five half wave dipoles all in parallel
across a common feeder is effec-
tively the same antenna. True, but
then it would be very clumsy to
erect (fancy having to find ten tying
off points for the ends!). There is
also the strong possibility that the
feeder/antenna match will be
anything but perfect due to the
reactance of the unused dipole
elements. The described design
preserves a non -reactive feed point
on all bands.

The plan view of the antenna is
given in Fig. 3 which also carries
the dimensions. It will be seen that
the overall length is 38.12m
(125'1, however, the extremities
(up to 30-40%) may be bent down
without any impairment of the 3.5
and 7.0MHz results. The whole
length of the main wire resonates

--- 15 and 10rn
80 40 and 20rn

Fig. 4 Radiation patterns for each

slightly above 3.5MHz, the stub
wires giving a little loading.

On 7 and 21MHz, the 9m
(29'7" I stubs reduce the main wire
to an effective 20m 166'1, which
resonates at 7MHz as an half wave
and on 21 MHz as the three half
waves. This radiates as a 'heart
shape' on each side of the main
wire. Similarly, the 5m (1 6'6" ) and
2.5m 18'3") stubs shorten the
7MHz portion of the wire to pro-
duce resonance in the 14MHz and
28MHz bands. Again the 28MHz
radiator will be three half waves
long with the same radiation pat-
tern as for 21 MHz. The radiation
pattern for each band is given in
Fig.4. With an approx. N -S antenna
line these radiation characteristics
will cover most of the land masses
of the globe.

Constructional Details

Three wires, each 38.12m
(125') long, are stretched parallel
to each other, with the centre of
the one to be the main radiator
carefully marked. This will be the
point of attachment of the feeder.
From this centre point, measure
1 Om 132'9" toward each end and
solder the wire securely to the cen-
tre of 15cm 16" 1 length of 3 /8"
brass rod. Stretch the two sub-
sidary wires as taut as the main
wire, and keeping the brass
crosspieces at right angles, solder
the subsiduary wires to the ends of
the cross -pieces.

Continue along the main wire
another 9m 129'9") in each direc-
tion and solder on a 8cm 13" I
length of brass rod. These are only
half the length of the previous ones
because they have only to connect
the main wire to one of the sub-
siduaries, the other to the opposite
subsiduary.

Cut two pieces of 5 /8" beech
dowelling 18cm (7" ) long, soak
them in melted candle wax
(weather proofing) and attach three
'egg' insulators, one in the middle
and one at each end. These three
insulators take the three wires at
the end of the antenna. A piece of
nylon cord bound round each end
of the dowelling enables attach-
ment to the halyard. To avoid
upsetting the tautness of the array,
the insulators must be prepared as
in Fig.5. When all these are ready,
mark the places where they are to
go in the subsiduary wire; with the

array laid out on the ground cut the
wire, offer up the insulator and
solder the 'tails' to the wires, hav-
ing made a secure twisted joint. Try
to preserve the original tension in
the wires.

And Finally . . .

The antenna is now complete
save for the attachment of the
feeder. This should be accomplish-
ed using one of the conventional
porcelain 'T' pieces: I recommend
balanced twin low impedance type
feeder. If using co -axial cable, a 1:1
balun could be put in the centre of
the antenna.

If the points from which the
antenna is to be suspended are less
than 38.12m 1125') apart and the
ends are to be bent down, try in-
troducing some more beech
dowelling spreaders at the points of
bending to form attachments for
the halyards. Incidentally, the ben-
ding down of the extremities has
little effect on the radiation - as
long as they are not carried back
under the main top.

For those who positively can-
not get the 38.12m 1125') length,
the antenna can be terminated at
the 20m (65-66') points. This will
preclude 80m working but will pro-
vide a 4 bander with precisely the
same radiation pattern on 7, 14,
21 and 28MHz as the full size ver-
sion.
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TAU NTIETSYSTEMS LTD
51 GREE PLACE
EAST GILLIBRANDS
SKELMERSDALE ANS SSA
ENGLAND Prane 0695 2A662

INTRODUCING the REAL ATU
FULL COVERAGE, TUNES 1.5 CONTINUOUS TO 29350 Mcs

Special Features
Flusaned SPC oanornato mew

2 TALI onovaLye ccducam deep'
3 beige spaced Capacitors rand UV wad to 7Lv
4 Mks Corr holds reaMt, vinsble
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UNDOUBTEDLY THE FINEST ATU AVAILABLE - NOBODY MATCHES UPTO UV TAU SYSTEMS L

model SPC 3000NEW

1
TOWERS, M ASTS, AERIALS
AQ6-20 4 BAND (2EL+ 3EL)
* SPACE SAVER * 6M to 20M

 Unique full sealed coils for
max. stability

 Double insulated elements
 Easy trim alloy spokes with

lock nuts (spares incl.)
 Engineered to B.S.I.

standards

 Resonant length reflector
and driven elements for
improved VSWR (1:1 min.)

 Maximised F/B perfor-
mance by selective
detuning (no gimmick
"quad" needed)

 Minimized wind load and
weight (only 8Ib wt.)

2 Element £114.50 UK p&p £4.50 3 Element £169.00

LOOKS FAMILIAR? WELL ITS NOTI

ITS OUR OWN UNIQUE DESIGN - THAT WORKS
Send SAE (9x6) for full details of these and many
other Akron Products - Caters welcome. Open

Mon -Fri Sam-5prn, Sat 9am-12.45pm
WE DESIGN - WE MAKE - WE SUPPLY. DIRECT.

YOU GET BEST VALUE AND SERVICE - SAVE CCE's
Prices include VAT 8 UK Carr. C.W.O.

THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF ALTRON PRODUCTS

ALLWELD ENGINEERING
UNIT 6, 232 SELSDON ROAD,

SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY CR2 6PL
Telephone: 01480 2995 (241w) 01-681 6734

Normally despatched within 7 days
miimit=mism

RAINBOW COMMUNICATIONS

MENU CHEF'S SPECIALE

1. 1 OM FM Conversions
2. S/H HF/2M Equipment
3. Repairs
4. Modifications
5. Antennas
6. Accessories

SOUP OF THE DAY
Lucas 10M FM Radio

.4\ (......-- 68
Gorringe Park Ave

Mitcham Surrey
Ask for

Howard (G4VWR)
or WIN (xxxxxx)
01-640 1904

Boo
for

§fmas
RSGB PUBLICATIONS
A Guide to Amateur Radio (19th edn)
Amateur Radio Awards (2nd edn)
Amateur Radio Call Book (1984 edn)

.9EC33.551

£7.1475..3533

Amateur Radio Operating Manual (2nd win)
HF Antennas for All Locations
How to Pass the RAE
Microwave Newslettr Technical Collection

astc3.1.448342

Morse Code for Radio Amateurs
Radio Amateurs' Examination Manual £3.64
Radio Communication Handbook (paperback) £11.79
RAYNET Manual (1984 edn) £2.78
Telprinter Handbook (222nd edn) £12.72
Television Interference Manual £23131
Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur £6.00
World at their Fingertips £7.75
VHF/UHF Manual (4th edn) £10.58
Meteor Scatter Data £3.51
Logbooks
Amateur Radio Logbook .£2.77
Mobile Logbook £1.41
Receiving Station Logbook £2.87
Maps
Great Circle DX Map £2.23
Locator Map of Europe (Maidenhead) £2.33
World Prefix Map in full colour (wall) £2.17
OTHER PUBLICATIONS
Active Fitter Cookbook (Sams)

EC12-5.7831All About Cubical Clued Antennas (API)
Amateur Single Sideband (Ham Radio) £5.46
Antenna Anthology (ARRL) £6.00
Antenna Handbook (API) £6.88
ARRL Antenna Book (Hardback for p/b price while stocks last) £8.78
ARRL Electronics Data Book t.4
Beam Antenna Handbook (RPI)

ee4 .837

Better Short Wave Reception (API) £5.85
Care and Feeding of Powr Grid Tubes (Varian) £6.99
CMOS Cookbook (Sams) £13.07
Complete Shortwave Listener's Handbook (Tab) C12.34
Design of VMOS Circuits with Experiments (Same) £8.50
FET Principles. Experiments and Projects (Sams) £8.04
FM and Repeaters for th Radio Amateur (ARRL) £4.30
G-GRP Club Circuit Handbook £4.52
Hints and Kinks for the Radio Amateur (ARRL
How To Troubleshoot and Repair A.R. Equipment a£4.470
IC Op -amp Cookbook (Sams)

r111:4767

International VHF FM Guide 0.45
Newcomer's Guide to Simplex and Repeaters on 2M £1.06
Radio Frquency Interface (A RR L) £4.16
RTTY Today (Universal Elec)
Satellite Experimenters Handbook (ARRL)

£7.19
.210.11

Satellite Tracking Software for the Radio Amateur (AMAST-UK)
Secrets of Ham Radio DXing (Tab)

£44t 7.n7

Semiconductor Data Book (Newns) £7.97
Shortwave Listener's Antenna Handbook (Tab) C

Shortwave Propagation Handbook (Cowan)
E170..7190

1Simple Low Cost Wire Antennae (RPI) £6.83
Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur (ARAL)

£
Television for Amateurs (BA TC)

e2The Radio Amateurs' Handbook 1984 Edn. (ARRL) Special Priee t67.:1128837

The Complete DXer (Locher) £7.77
The Power Supply Handbook (Editors of 73 Mag) (Tab) £10.99
Towers' International MOS Power and other FET Selector £10.95
Towers' International Transistor Selector (New Edition) 13.CE5.9505
Towers' Op Amp Linear IC Selector
Understanding Amateur Radio (ARRL)

24.73Understanding and Using the Oscilloscope (Tab)£10.10
VHF Propagation Handbook (Nampa)

££3..7Weekend Projects for the Radio Amateur (ARRL)
World Atlas (RACI(
99 Test Equipment Projects You Can Build (Tab) £8.0055

£3.35

OTHER ITEMS
Morse cassette stage 1 (to 5wpm) £4.54
DX Edge (HF propagation prediction aid) £14.09

Membership of the Radio Society of Great Britain is open to all Radio Amateurs
and Listeners. For details of subscriptions and th benefits of membership,
please contact the Membership Services Department.
All items in this advertisement include post and packing. Members of the
Society are entitled to all discounts on these prices. Personal callers may
obtain goods minus postage and packing charges.
To ensure delivery of books in time for Clwlutmas your order should arrive by
December 3rd.

Radio Society of Great Britain (CA2)
Alma House, Cranborne Road,
Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JW
Telephone: 0707-59015
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Global HP4A
Probably most transmitting
amateurs have had the dreaded
knock on the front door from a
rather irate neighbour complaining
that your transmitter was breaking

pass). Whilst it is quite easy to
build your own filters for this pur-
pose, it is usually more acceptable
to the neighbour if he sees a 'pro-
fessionally made' piece of equip -

A variety of 'high pass' filters are available to stop television
interference from HF transmissions. Ian Poole, G3 YWX , had

cause to investigate one of these...

through on his telly and "he cannot
watch his favourite programme."
Unless the neighbour is very
understanding or has had some
previous experience of TVI, then he
is more than likely to assume that
his TV is working perfectly correct-
ly and it is your transmitter which is
the offending item. Not only can
the problem of TVI present
technical problems but it can also
present serious diplomatic ones as
well if you are to live in harmony
with the neighbours
and continue
to transmit.

Obviously,
the first step which

should be taken, even before any
TVI is reported, is to ensure that
the transmitter is not radiating a
level of spurii capable of causing in-
terference. The next stage is to en-
sure that one's own television can
be used perfectly well whilst the
transmitter is in use. The classic
solution to TVI which is not a result
of transmitter spurii is to insert a
high pass filter into the television
aerial feeder in order to 'remove'
the strong amateur signal, which is
lower in frequency than the TV
signal (hence the name - high

ment attached to his television.
After all, to him you may be an
'amateur electrician' (as I was call-
ed once!). There are a reasonable
selection of high pass filters on the
market today which are easy to ob-
tain, look professional and are fairly
small - which means they can
neatly fit behind the television! One
such filter which I tried when TVI
reared its head at my station was
the HP4A available from Waters
and Stanton. The filter
arrived neatly
packaged

on a

display card
which gave instructions

about its fitting and also its
uses. The filter itself is enclosed

in a small plastic case which
had a coax socket at one end
and a short lead with a

plug on the other. Therefore in-
stallation was just a matter of plac-
ing the unit in the TV feeder ie no
solder connections etc.

The filter itself is constructed
on a small PCB and has filters on
both the inner conductor and the
outer braid to give a higher rejec-
tion of the unwanted signals - this
also tends to stop RF picked up on
the coax braid, which is often the
cause of the TVI in these days of
UHF TV.

Under test the filter was found
on the HF bands to give approx-
imately 30dB rejection over the
whole spectrum. This is equivalent
to reducing the transmitter power
from 100 watts to just 0.1 watt -

which should be sufficient to cure
most cases of TVI if the in-
terference is entering the set via
the aerial connection. As for the in-
sertion loss, there was no
noticeable picture degradation
when the filter was inserted and
the TV tuned to a weak station.

In practice the filter was suc-
cessful in eliminating the
breakthrough on a TV whose aerial
was a matter of six feet away from
the transmitting aerial carrying 100
watts of RF. From the neighbour
relations point of view the filter is
neat, small and has a professional
finish to it.

The cost of the unit is currently
£5.95 plus 50p postage which is

not a great amount when one con-
siders that it may preserve
neighbour relations and allow
operation on the HF bands into the
bargain. The filter may be obtained
from: Waters and Station Elec-
tronics, 18-20 Main Road,
Hockley, Essex.
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COMMUNICATIONS)
DSB/CW DSB80 2W+

Our most popular kit ever. Simple 80m (also 160m
version) Tx/Rx with superbly sensitive receiver

Basic pcb kit ( only needs psu/mic/ key &
Speaker) ONLY £37.45. Case (punched but plain
finish)/hardware £24.45 and digital display option
@C24.10 All above for £79 00 inc. 12v operation.

111111111111
ONLY
£37.45

Basic Kit

ALPHA - SINGLE BAND SSB/CW
50W TRANSCEIVER KIT

160m or 20m

Our latest Transceiver for mobile or base station
use. Full kit with a painted custom case/bracket/
digital display £199.50. Basic pcb kit with all com-
ponents £149.50 (no display). 90dB+ dynamic
range, excellent sensitivity, RF blanker. IF Gain.

2 METRE
TRANSCEIVER

BUILD AS
PORTABLE OR
BASE STATION

Get on 2m FMI6 channel max. 1W- Tx and ideal for
beginners. These are popular kits with Rx g£39.50
& Tx £32.90. Both kits for £68. Verocase (undrilled)
to make portable rig £7.50.

£68!

20 FARNHAM AVENUE, HASSOCKS G3WPO
WEST SUSSEX BN6 8NS

24hr
Ansaphone 07918 6149 10

UNIVERSAL MORSE MEMORY
Our unique design which works with Hand keysl 10-
120 sec message length at any input/output speed.
Memory back-up. sidetone. battery or external
supply. SPECIAL MS VERSION now available with
1-15sec message length.

See previous ads for more details.

£49.50
READY
BUILT

WE SPECIALISE in kits for the home constructor.
Why not try something from us soon') Many kits are
suito.)le for beginners and come with com-
prehensive instructions. drilled tinned pcb and
pots. wireetc. Our productsareused worldwideand
can help YOU get on the air to work the world
or locals. Many other products under development
- watch this space for details. Most kits have pcb's
and instructions only available
Our full Catalogue is available for 50p in stamps (no
cheques etc) or short form for SAE.
Kits are sent in 7-10 days. but allow up to 28 days for
delivery of popular items if not ex -stock. EXPORT -
Europe use UK prices. REST OF WORLD - UK
5°0. All prices include Post & VAT. Leave your Credit
Card drders on our Ansaphone.

VFO KITS
MINISYNTH As used in DSB2. 1 band PLL VFO.
versions for 9 & 10.7MHz Isl.'s and for 160-10m (28-
28.6). Full kit with tuning cap and crystal £29.70.
Very stable - will drive SBL1.
VHF MINISYNTH our 2 metre version with con-
tinuous coverage of 144-146MHz. Direct output on
2m and options for up to 3 Other bands i.e. 135-137
for Rx 2 repeater shifts. Full kit with air tuning cap
£38.50. Again. very stable - drives SBL1.
OMEGA 9 band version - all amateur bands with
1MHz coverage. Very stable and clean output PLL
VFO. For 10.7MHz i.f.'s, the full kit with all crystals is
£108. Drives SBL1 or similar.

2W + DSB CW DSB2 ANY SINGLE
BAND 160-15m

ORP Transceiver with mini-PLL VFO. Semi Break-
in CW. AF filter etc ANY SINGLE BAND 160 -15M.
Digital display option. Basic pcb Kits (2) £68 only
needs PSU (12v) mic + key/speaker. Kits with case
(punched but unfinished) /hardware £89.50 or with
case plus display £113 (160/80m) or £118 (40-
15m).

OMEGA -9 BAND MULTI -MODE
TRANSCEIVER/FULL OSK CW

160-1 0 m
100W

Our most complex kit for the enthusiast construc-
tor. High performance 90dB dynamic range PLL
synthesised design. Custom case and hardware
available. Write for full details. Unique Mailing List/
Newsletter service available for £1.00 stamps.

OTHER KITS
G4JST SPEECH PROCESSOR only £13.90 ATU
KIT, SWL or ORP 5W 1-30MHz only C29.45. ACTIVE
AUDIO FILTER for improving selectivity (low level
input/output) 8 position SSB/CW for £16.65. HF
BROADBAND PREAMP (1-30MHz) suitable for
use with G3ZVC/G4CLF designs. 15dB gain - only
£13.50. PIN switched.

We stock 1000pF Screw in Feedth roughs at 0.35 ea
or £3.20/10.

Don't forget most of our OMEGA kits are suitable for
use with G3 ZVC/G4CLF designs to finally get
them on the air.

COMING SOON - The MICRON - 6 band CW
only transceiver with custom case. optional ATU/
SWR. 8/10 watts or ORP. variable filtering. Our
answer to the HW-7/9 etc Write for details
when available. 80-10m including 30m. RIT,
Attenuator etc Around £180 with case.

BredhL7-7ts
electronics

At\
BAMOIK MID

ANTENNA BITS £ CM)
HI-C1Dalun 1.1 5kW PEP 9.95 (0.75)
W2AU Unadilla 4.1 Balun 19.9011.201
7.1/14/21/28 MHz Unadilla traps- pair 19.90(1.201
7.1 MHz Pal -traps- whiteepoxy- pair 8.95(1.501
Self amalgamating Tape 1 Om x 25mm 3 95 (0.751
T -piece Polyprop Dipole centre 1.50 (0.40)
Polyprop Strain insulators 0.50 (0.10)
Small ceramic egg insulators 0.50 (0.10)
Large ceramic egg insulators 0.7510.10)
75ohm Twin Feeder- Lightduty per metre 0.16(0.04)
300 ohm Twin Feeder - per metre 0.14 (0.04)
UR67 Low loss coax 50 ohm per metre 0.65 (0.201
UR76 50 ohm coax per metre 0.2510.05)
UR70 70 ohm coax per metre 0.30 (0.051
4mm PolyesterGuy Ropel400kg) per metre0.1810.04)

H.F. RECEIVERS
Gen.Icom IC -R71 Ge coy receiver 649E. 00c41-131

H.F. TRANSCEIVER
Trio TS 930S

£ C&P
1195.001-1

1COm IC -R70 Gen cov. receiver
Trio R 2000 Gen. cov. receiver 453665i1-1 Trio TS 430S Gen Cov Receiver

Trio TS 830S
695.00 I-)
758.00 (-1

Trio VC -10 VHF converter for R2000 117.00)-) Yaesu FT 757GX Gen. Coy. Receiver 719.001-1
Yaesu FRG 7700M with memory 455.00)-) Trio TS 530 SP 669.001-)
Yaesu FRG 7700 without memory 385.00 (-) Trio TS 130S 576.001-)Vaesu FRT 7700 antenna tuner 48.25 (1.50) Yaesu FT77 479.00)-)
Trio R 600 Gen cov. receiver 272.00)-)
UHF/VHF RECEIVERS
AO.R. AR2001 25-500MHz
J.I.L. SX200N
F.D.K ATC720 Airband handheld
F.D.K. RX40 handheld 141-179 MHz

345.00 (-I
216999,

00
((--)1

142.001-1

VHFiUHF TRANSCEIVERS
Trio TS 780 2M/70cm multimode
Yaesu FT726R (2M fitted) multimode
Trio TW4000A 2M/70cm FM mobile
Trio TM401A 70cm FM mobile
Trio TM201A 2M FM mobile

850.00(-)
775.001-1
488.00 (-)
310.00 (-)
27900(-)

HEADPHONES YaesuFT290R2M multimodeportable 279.001-)
Trio HS5 deluxe 24.48 (1.50) Trio TR3500 70cm handheld 265.00)-)Trio HS6 Ultra lightweight 17.49 (1.50) Yaesu FT79OR 70cm multimode portable 259.00(-)Yaesu VH55 padded 12.50)1.50) Trio TR2500 2M handheld 246.001-)
Yaesu VH77 lightweight 12.50)1.20) Icon, ICO2E 2M handheld 239.00)-)
TEST EQUIPMENT
V.H F Wavemeter (130-450 MHz) 27.501-)
DM 81 Trio Dip Meter 75.0010.75)
Black Star Frequency Counter(600MHz)134.0011.501

Icom IC4E 70cm handheld
Yaesu FT 208R 2M handheld
Yaesu FT708R 70cm handheld
Icom IC2E 2M handheld

229.00 (-)
209.00(-)
189.001-1
179.001-)

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS - HIGH ST - HANDCROSS- W. SUSSEX - 0444 400786
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Yesterda
The writer is just old enough to
have been slightly involved in 5

metre 156 MHz) activity before
1940. As a schoolboy SWL, I avid-
ly read the accounts of activity on
that band; a band then called an
'ultra -shortwave' band, and was in-

to a full history of the opening up of
our first VHF amateur band. Such a
history has still to be written, as so
many of the principles who were
then involved are no longer with us
and so many of them left no
documentary records of their ex -

John Heys, G3BDQ, takes a nostalgic look back at the
old 5m band.

duced to build a 'rushbox' super -
regenerative receiver. This was to,
hopefully, pick up signals from a
Field Day station that was to
operate from the summit of
Snowdon, during the late summer
of 1937. Then I lived in a small
town in East Cheshire, and will
remember sitting out all day in our
backyard with the receiver on a
stool, wet and dry batteries
beneath and an antenna wire slung
up into our only tree! No signals
were heard, which was hardly sur-
prising, for a receiver check later at
the shack of the late G2 HB (my on-
ly amateur within walking distance)
revealed that although it tuned the
band, I had inadvertently used
galvanised iron wire for the tuning
coils!

:dutaoor :yransTni,savan

Memories of those times have
prompted the research needed to
prepare this article, which however
does not claim to be anything close

ploits, its writing will prove a daun-
ting task.

As early as 1925, British
amateurs had started working on 5
metres and distances up to 20
miles were being achieved. The
wavelengths below 10 metres
seemed to be a 'free for all' and
there was no restriction or band
plan. A 'Wireless World' dated
August 10th 1927 has an illustra-
tion on its front cover showing
three amateurs and their portable
gear by a riverside. It is titled 'Out-
door Transmission, An 8 Metre Set
At Work'. The transmitters used
then and for more than a decade
later, consisted of self-excited
valve oscillators, usually arranged
in push-pull. The valves were
carefully picked from a batch and
were 'de -based' to reduce RF loss
and lead capacitances. Receivers

14
STOOP P

O. 0,0:1110

lllllllllllllll
C4O 4.4
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were generally simple one or two
valve TRF designs at first, but these
were replaced when the tremem-
dous gain of detectors using Arm-
strong's super -regenerative princi-
ple was realised. Super-regens
were used right through the
1930's. Very few superhets for 56
MHz were in amateur use during
that time, and such a wide band-
width approach together with the
inherent frequency instability of the
transmitters, severely limited DX
capability on the band. In 1927 the
American firm of RCA were
marketing their new UX-852
transmitting valves, which would
oscillate down below 5 metre
wavelengths and give a useful 75
watts output. British amateurs
tended to use QRP on 56 MHz and
few stations ran more than 10
watts of input power.
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G5BY Leading DXer

Right through the mid and late
1 920's, Hilton L. 0' Heffernan,
G5 BY, was perhaps the leading
British DX worker on the HF bands.
He won many awards for contest
operation, was a world leader in
Frequency Measurement Contests
and also won the 'QST' magazine
Station Description Cup for having
the World's best amateur radio sta-
tion in 1929. G5BY was the top
British entrant in seven consecutive
ARRL International DX Contests. In
late 1931 O'Heffernan teamed up
with S. G. Morgan, G6SM, and
began to seriously investigate pro-
pagation and design techniques on
the five metre band. By then the
British Amateur Licence included
the five metre band and operation
was allowed between 56.07 and
59.93 MHz; that is from 5.35 to
5.005 metres.

G5BY and G6SM developed a
push-pull transmitter circuit (Fig 1)
using a pair of LS5 valves. These
could give from 10 to 45 watts
output on the band and could be
modulated with tone (for morse
work) or telephony using the, then
common, 'Heising choke' modula-
tion method. Simple carrier CW
could not be received on super -
regenerative receivers so tone
modulation was necessary. An
open 'breadboard' form of con-
struction was in favour, at that
time and the Tx was laid out along
a piece of stout plywood some two
feet in length. the anode coil was a
single turn 5 inches in diameter!
Their receiver was a super-regen
(Fig 2) using a separate quench

oscillator valve, which worked at
just above the highest audible fre-
quency and with a single audio
stage of amplification. The detector
circuit was based on the Meissner
design and allowed the use of a
fairly large capacity, tuning
capacitor (1 50 pF), which was real-
ly in series with both coils and the
valve interelectrode capacities.
This circuit was to become a

favourite with many of the early
VHF workers, for it allowed the use

OPEN WIRE
FEEDER

INSULATOR

INSULATOR

INSULATOR

PHASING COIL
AND CAPACITOR
RESONATING
AT 56MHz

Fig.3 Collinear antenna for 5m
developed by G6SM

of valves not specially designed for
operation on the 'ultra -short'
wavebands. The G5 BY detector
used a Mazda HL2 . There were
similar circuits which relied upon
self -quenching action but they
were inherently tricky to set up and
tune.

Vertical polarisation was
favoured by the five metre en-
thusiasts and an 8 foot vertical was
commonly used. G6SM however
was one of the first amateurs in this
country to use a collinear antenna
(Fig 3) and his version used two
half waves in phase supported ver-
tically. The correct phasing was ob-
tained from a tuned circuit between
the two half wave sections. Open
wire 'Zepp' feed was used and
G5 BY suggested that the feeder
could be any odd multiple of a
quarter wavelength long. This
would present a lowish impedance
at the transmitter end, with current
feed to a link coil, which was coupl-
ed to the anode coil of the trans-
mitter.

5 Metre Mobile!

All this five metre gear was
often taken out by open car into the
countryside south of London and
many tests were carried out by
G5BY and G6SM. Ignition inter-
ference severely restricted mobile
working, but coasting along with
the engine switched off, at speeds
up to 50 mph, (not recommended!)
allowed good phone working at
ranges of 6 to 7 miles. Their most
effective antenna, when mobile,
proved to be a horizontal wire, ten
feet long, slung between the front
windscreen and the back of the car.
A ten foot vertical wire tied to a
thin bamboo pole was not so good
and it once resulted in a comment,
from a couple of urchins who asked
whether the "Guv'nor was goin'
fishin' "! G5 BY hoped he could in-
stall a QRP 5 metre transmitter in
an aeroplane to discover the max-
imum range possible, but this feat
was successfully carried out by the
South London team of G6 QB,
G6HP, G6NF, G6JP and G5CV dur-
ing May 1933.

O'Heffernan, however went on
to create DX records on the five
metre band. He set up the 56 MHz
World Record in August 1933 for
transmitting telephony 200 miles.
On December 27th 1936, G5BY
was the first European station to be
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AMATEURS START RADIO REVOLUTION

130 -Miles Broadcast on -----
Five Metre Wave

HEARD 10,000 FEET
ABOVE THE SEA

HOW PLANE
PICKED

UP TRY -OUT
MESSAGFS

RADIO free from at-
mospherics and at

exceedingly small coat
is likely to be the ulti-
mate result of an ex-
periment carried out

rm. dovaus WALTERS toss
yesterday by a group
of London amateurs.Ate skirt - sew .rt /Theo.

"V""Z "as
'h1 Flying 10,000 feet above

Herald " men heard a
speech broadcast from the Crystal

Palace -130 miles away-on
the amazingly low wave-

length of five metres.
Science had said that this was impossible-that

bipadcasts on ultra short -waves
could only be heard a

hew miles away.
\ A year's painstaking

work by a few amateurs, most

of them using home-built sets, has, however, borne its

fruit. Soon, it is thought, radio will become the cheap-

est of communication in the world- -and so simple

will be the sets that the merest child will be able to

operate them.

heard across the Atlantic and later
after the War, was the first Euro
pean to receive 50 MHz signals
from North America. He also held
the two-way Inter -G Record on the
5 metre band from October 1938
to June 1939, and became the first
British station to work International
post -War DX on the band to North
Africa, Switzerland. Czechoslova-
kia, Malta and Gibraltar. G5 BY is
fortunately still with us and has
now lived for many years in Devon.
His development of crystal controll-
ed transmitters for 56 MHz before
the War, led the way towards later
DX achievements by himself and
other operators. I well remember
seeing an illustration in the now
defunct magazine 'Television and
Short Wave World', which depicted
his 1938 i9 transmitter strung out
along what can only be described
as a plank. It began with a 7 MHz
crystal oscillator and progressed
through a long chain of doublers to
the push-pull PA at the opposite
end! It was probably six feet long
too.

rM Agway Imre," rnflmJILI P14

th North Tote of th Cry*
Pahwe. frnedcast W pant

p py (ha acrenga., ulta ow, the
?teeth Sr.

Fig.4 Cutting from
'Daily Herald',

22/5/33, reporting
the reception of

signals from G6JP
and G6QB by

G5CV in a light aircraft.

Special Licenses

May 1933 was the month
when the successful reception of 5
metre signals transmitted from the
Crystal Palace (later burnt down)
was achieved by an
aeroplane 130 miles away over the
North Sea at a height of
10,000 feet. The South London
amateur group mentioned above in-
cluded George Jessop, who is still
an active and enthusiastic worker
on VHF and is a long-time RSGB
Council member. I was privileged to
have been a close friend of another
participant in this episode and got
much information from 'Tommy',
the late G6QB whom I met regular-
ly for twenty years. G6QB was an
organist at the Crystal Palace in
1933. This perhaps helped him to
receive permission to transmit from
the top of the 282 foot north
tower. An earlier exploit of
'Tommy' had been to take a small
5 metre rig to the top of one of the
huge, wooden gas holders in Bat-
tersea. He told me that the climb up
to the top of this structure was cer-
tainly 'interesting' and not for the
chicken hearted!

The Postmaster General and
the General Manager of the Crystal
Palace both agreed to the experi-
ment and a special licence was
granted. All amateur licences then
depended upon proof that scientific
experiments were going to be

undertaken. In 1933 the BBC had a
powerful 7 metre transmitter in
London, but it could only achieve a
range of about 10 to 15 miles. This
gave the Crystal Palace tests some
importance for, at the time, little
was understood about long
distance propagation on VHF. The
transmitter atop the north tower
had an input of ten watts, derived
from the mains supply, and
transmissions began on May 21st.

Douglas Walters, G5CV, was
an important member of the Crystal
Palace team. Walters, who lived
near Bedford Park, Chiswick, was a
qualified Radio Engineer and also
the Radio Correspondent for the
Daily Herald. He was able to supply
the newspaper with accurate infor-
mation relating to the tests, and the
Daily Herald reports were detailed
and contained no exaggerations.
G5CV was using QSL cards at the
end of 1938, which reveal that he
was licenced to use up to
250 watts input; so must have
been held in high regard by the
GPO. He was also, incidentally, the
first person in Britain to receive
television from the USA; that is
before the end of 1938.

Aircraft Mobile!

On the 21st of May 1933 the
light plane took off. The operator
listening for the ground station was
G5CV and at first, he heard a

number of five metre stations in the
London area. These faded out as
the range increased and, eventual-
ly, only the signals from G6QB
operating from the Crystal Palace
and from George Jessop, G6JP, at
Hammersmith were being copied.
Then at about 80 miles from Lon-
don both these stations faded out
too. The pilot was asked to climb
higher, and when they reached
10,000 feet, the Crystal Palace
morse signal was heard again, soon
to be followed by G6QB's tele-
phony. The antenna on the aircraft
was just a few feet of wire, draped
across a wing and the receiver used
by G5CV had also been built by
him. Shortly afterwards, a

transmitter was flown and two-
way QSOs were made with a sta-
tion at Wendover, at a range of 40
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miles. On June 18th, G5CV and
G6JP became the first amateurs in
Europe to establish two-way com-
munication between two aircraft.
These two stalwarts each flew in
De Haviland Dragon -Moths, which
had been chartered by the Daily
Herald and Popular Wireless. The
transmitters were home built, bat-
tery powered and only ran from
about five to seven watts input.

The late Ian Auchterlonie,
GW60M, (formerly G6OM and a
past Council member of the RSGB)
worked on the 56 MHz band in the
1930s, and recently, the writer
was fortunate in obtaining many of
his old QSL cards. Amongst these
were a few of his contacts on that
band and a few listener reports
were also found. These cards are a
valuable record of amateur achieve-
ment on the band and mention
some of the equipment then being
used. In 1934 G6OM lived at
Heswall on the Wirral but by 1937
he had moved to Manchester. Two
1934 contacts on five metres were
with G6DO, a close neighbour in
Birkenhead and G2 II in Colwyn Bay,
North Wales. G6D0 used a super -
regenerative pentode receiver and
said on his card, "Vy glad to QSO
on this band at last. Nothing stops
us." David S. Mitchell, G2I1 used a
'straight' 0-V-1 receiver and a 66
foot Zepp antenna. He wrote,
"Congrats on a very FB fone
transmission."

By 1937 there were many
more amateurs on the five metre
band and their gear was becoming
more sophisticated. G5 US in
Cheadle used a simple 8 watt 6A6
valve in a push-pull circuit for
transmission and had a half wave
vertical antenna at 20 feet. He
wrote however, "Thanks for crd.
OM and report on my 56 MHz wob-
ble. Have now scrapped s.e (self
excited) on 56 MC. Hope get gng
on c.c (crystal control) soon."
G6TL in Stalybridge had a crystal
controlled transmitter with 7 watts
input and a 3 valve super regen.
receiver; but G2 GA in Bury was still
running a push-pull TPTG using a
pair of 'super power 2 volt valves'
at 2 watts input from a 120 volt
dry battery. His receiver was a
straight 0-V-1 and the antenna was
a half wave dipole.

/P on Snowdon

In my introductory paragraph I

mentioned my attempts to receive
the portable station at the top of
Snowdon and some details of this
expedition to Wales by Messrs
G6YQ, G6 OK, and G6KY can be
found on the QSL card they sent to
G6OM for a QSO with them on
September 19th 1937. On the card
is written, "Your sig always a real
corker on Snowdon." And there
was also a list of the stations work-
ed from that elevated site on the
1 9th. These were G60M, G6MXP,
G6GWP, G8JVP, G6SQ, G5MQ,
G6 GL, G2 DCP, GW2KD and
G5ZTP. The letter 'P' at the end of
the suffix indicates that they were
portable stations. On that same day
the portable station of GW6AA us-
ing the call GW6MXP (note he had
also worked Snowdon!) operated
from the summit of Snaefell on the
Isle of Man. A joint owner/operator
of this station was the same David
S. Mitchell who had operated on
five metres from G2I1 in 1934. The
Isle of Man card confirmed a QSO
with G60 M at a distance of 105
miles. This was then considered
'real DX' and was almost as good
as Mitchell's best of 124 miles.

0-----PORTMILS STATION
OP .0/41\11r--
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VI. OMPVINI-MILLOKA

G6 HH On The Air

Much of the long distance
working on the five metre band
was achieved during the RSGB An-
nual Field Days which became very
popular with Radio Clubs. G5DFP
operating from a site on the
Cockhill Moors 8 miles NW of
Halifax had a Field Day QSO with
G6OM in 1937 and gave him a
report of QSA5 R7 in buzzer mode
(MCW) and phone. My own local
Club at Hastings was formerly keen
on the 5 metre band and their call
G6HH which is still used on Field
Days was obtained specially for
such work before the war. I once
saw a photo of their FD transmitter
as used around 1937 and it used a
twin triode of the 6A6 type and
was a self-excited job. Perhaps the
most popular circuit for short haul
working, say up to five miles, was a

simple two valve transceiver
arrangement. This consisted of one
triode operating as a self quenched
super-regen, detector, followed by
an AF transformer coupled triode
amplifier. A simple switching ar-
rangement put into circuit a 20k
resistor to replace the 5 Meg grid
leak and also connected a carbon
mike (via a 100:1 mike
transformer) to the grid of the AF
stage. This stage became the
modulator. The primary of the in-
terstage transformer acted as the
choke in the familiar Heising ar-
rangement to anode modulate the
oscillator, which ran at about 11/2
watts. This simple circuit was most
effective and a version using Hivac
miniature valves was used by one
of the Everest expeditions. The
writer must confess that he and a
schoolboy friend were tempted to
try this arrangement and for a few
months before the start of the last
War, had many illegal but exciting
cross-town contacts!

The 'Big QRT' came in the
autumn of 1939. At the end of
hostilities, almost seven years
later, everyone turned to crystal
controlled transmitters and selec-
tive narrow bandwidth superhet
receivers. The old 'rushboxes'
were still often used for local nat-
ters, but they were anti -social
devices which radiated noise for
some distance, even when used
with an RF amplifier. Instead of
seeking mountain tops to enhance
communication ranges, amateurs
began to investigate and exploit the
natural phenomena of 'skip' pro-
pagation during sunspot maxima,
sporadic 'E' and extended Tropo
working. The rapid expansion of TV
broadcasting sounded the death
knell for the five metre band, but it
enabled the emergence of two
metres and our other VHF and UHF
bands. Happily, we will soon regain
some of the lost spectrum around
five or six metres and it should pro-
ve to be a happy hunting ground,
showing some of the
characteristics of the HF bands and
also the quirks of the higher fre-
quencies.

In 1937 VK5LD wrote on the
back of a QSL card sent for a 28
MHz QSO with G6QB, "Look out
for my sigs on 57,000 Kc during
the coming season. Would like to
make the first contact with 'G' on
56 Mc!" Perhaps such a QSO will
take place before fifty years have
gone by that is by 1987?
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I f /\\"  - - * FREE FINANCE 2 YEAR GUARANTEE
South Midlands

Branches at: SOUTHAMPTON, LEEDS, CHESTERFIELD, BUCKLEY,

/
YAESU FOR VHF EQUIPMENT `SMC'

1
YOUR SUPPLIER-

(---v. FT209R HANDHELD - TWIN CPU's FT203R & FT703R HANDHELDS 4/
KEYBOARD ENTRY - SCANNING "THUMBWHEEL" TINY HANDHELD

tdON COMPREHENSIVE LCD DISPLAY Ultra compact 65W x 34D x 153H mm, synthesised
handheld. Computer aided design and component inser-

Two bit CPU's: 10 memories (independent Tx & Rx), reverse/
711

tion (with chip capacitors and resistors) has produced this
modern marvel:2.5W RF(10.8013.5W RF(1 2V)). It hasVOXsimplex (either) by single key touch. scanning; manual -auto (for use with YH-2 lightweight headset. and built in 'S'/P0band (full or partial) -memory, clear -busy, skip -select, pro- meter. Supplied with tone burst, helical and appropriate

grammable power save system (10 selectable dwell times). case.
.. Large LCD 1/2" Digits + 10 special functions, "any angle".

Meter; S/battery condition. VOX. 65 x 34 x 169 mm. FT203R c/w FBAS, CSC6 etc £155.00
INCREDIBLE FT203R c/w FNB3, CSC6 etc £175.00jf tlrl FT209R (1.8W) c/w FBAS, YHA14A CSC10 etc 025.00 FT203R c/w FB4. CSC7 etc £185.00
FT209R (2.7W) c/w FNB3, YHA14A CSC10 etc 0139.00 FBA5 7.2/9V Cell case only (6 x 'AA') £6.85

p.10 FT209R (3.7W) c/w FNB4, YHA14A CSC11 etc £249.00 FNB3 10.8V N iCad Pack (425mAH) £33.50
0 r 9.4 FT209RH(2.3W) c/w FBAS, YHA14A CSC10 etc £235.00 FNB4 12.0V NiCad Pack 500mAH) £38.25
io r ..." -fir*" FT209R (3.7W c/w FNB3, YHA14A CSC10 etc £249.00

FT209F1h1(5.0W) c/w FNB4, YHA14A CSC111 etc e259.00
CSC6 Soft case (FBA5 or FNB3 fitting).... £6.00
CSC7 Soft case ( FNB4 fitting) £8.85

CSC10 Soft case (FBA5, FNB3 fitting) TBA YH 2 Headphone/Microphone option... £14.50
CSC11 Soft case (FNB4 fitting) TBA MH-12A 2b Speaker/Microphone option £17.69

MMB21 Mobile mounting bracket £8.00
For general accessories see FT203R list. SMC8.9AA Charger (slow.) 13A style £8.05
FNBS. FNB3. FNB4, YH2, MH12A2b. SMC8.9AA, NCt5, MMB21. NC1 5 Charger (quick) and Power Unit . £4 9.9 5C4741

7, FT29OR & FT79OR MULTIMODE FT23OR & FT73OR FM MOBILES
- -,-r-rEsz...,

LAST FEW " et,.. .i. jam - 1111
FT790R .i.---.......-, . - ...-- . .. -

SIS

..

, ( ....-(= . -...

.
r (.

_ ii at 0 .,"/ 

FT690R Multimode Transceiver 6m £259.00
FT29OR Multimode Transceiver £279.00
FT7 90Fr Multimode Transceiver 70cm . £259.00
SMC2.2C 2.2Ah Nicads'C' size per set E21.80 FT230R 2m Transceiver 25w £269.00
SMC8C 220mA Charger (13A Style) £9.20 FT7301,1* 70cm Transceiver 10w £239.0A
MMB11 Mobile Mount £28.19 MMB15 Mobile mounting bracket ..... £1 4.6 5
CSC1 A Carrying case £4.45
FL6010 6m 10W Amplifier £49.00
FL2010 2m 10W Amplifier £66.55

* Limited offer at £259.00  Limited quantity available at this price.

FM2033 FM MOBILE, 144 MHz FT726R MULTIMODE UHF, VHF, HFNKEIKI
Sensitivity
than 2vV

better

for 12dB SINAD 0 4
NEW "NO), 0)

, ' I. -I,
.Lt.. fry;-sue f -

£239 -4- "4- - - i
144 MHz-. 12VDC FM Transceiver. 25W/ 11th memory instant "call" channel.
5W Hi/Low (both adjustable). Compact Memory simplex or duplex channels.
2 2/16" x 64+" x 7 3/16". 121/4 KHz steps Band scanning programmable limits FT726R Transceiver main frame only £819.00
1100 KHz fast QSY). Amber LCO'Sunlight Scan halts squelch + centre zero. Pause FT726R(2) Transceiver c/w 2m £775.00
View'. Side 88. Display, 100's of Hz + on scan halt for 3 seconds. Scan/Tune/ 21/24/28 HF module £209.00
channel number Sensitivity better than RIT from microphone ±600 KHz split. 50/726 6m module £195.00
.2siV for 12dB SINAD. Single knob he plus cross memory Repeater input listen 430/726 70cms module £259.00agency control "Dial-. Endless or non -press"tharSetable. steps. tone, splits
endless dial options RIT 1 KHz steps limits. Simplecontrolsforsafe mobile.CVV SAT726 Full duplex module £99.75
V.F.O. + memory. Two 5 slot memories A mobile mount Inc handbook.
sA+B.Z x B. AL

XF455MC 6000Hz CW filter £41.85

S 11
SMC SERVICE

Free Securicor delivery on major equipment
Access and Barclaycard over the phone.
Biggest Branch agent and dealer network
Secuncor'B' Service contract at £5.00.
Biggest stockist of amateur equipment
Same day despatch wherever possible.

FREE FINANCE
On many regular priced items SMC offers
Free Finance for invoice balance over £120
20% down and the balance over 6 months or
50% down and the balance over a year.
You pay no more than the cash price!"
details of eligible items available on request.

(iUAHAN 15E
Importer warranty on Yaesu Musen products
Ably staffed and equipped Service Department
Daily contact with the Yaesu Musen factory.
Tens of thousands of spares and test equipment
Twenty-five years of professional experience

ig 2 Year warranty on regular priced Yaesu products.

SMC STOCK CARRYING AGENTS WITH DEMONSTRATION FAC
Neath John GW4F01 10639) 52374 Day

106391 2942 Eve SW N. Ireland (0247) 464875

ILITIES
Stourbridge Andrew G4BJY 103841390916
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Communications Ltd,
MAIN DISTRIBUTOR FACTORY BACKED

STOKE, GRIMSBY, JERSEY, EDINBURGH, N. IRELAND.

AUTHORISED

YAESU

/̀
YAESU' FOR H. F. EQUIPMENT `SMC' AT YOUR SERVICE

IN

i--\/
17 FT757GX THE BIGGEST SELLER

- -

r,A-7I/
77 FT77 THE IDEAL MOBILE

..Every item normally Enjoying all the latest -
.writ - - -sold as an extra is pro- enginering andvided as standard in-

cluding AM and FM
le., .. ,: : 25 ,, f: - - - -- fi:11.."11=1 - -46 "'T-

manufacturing
..... .... -..-

modes a 600Hz nar- -. ---:-.. AIIIIIMIllik gm . ie., techniques the FT77 is - A*
row CW filter, iambic
keyer with dot -dash

_. .....s.jI IIIIIII - intended to offer the
essential modern ..1*-:::-... --.- ,memory, 25KHz mark --7,7-

er generator, IF shift
and width filters, effec-
lrive noise blanker and
AF speech processor.
all at no extra charge.

 ':,, -7. -..- '.:: lt.ii, AlTs OPT,
.

..... .-
operating feautres in the
most economical,
reliable and compact HF ittransceiver available.

F177 8 Band Rx/Tx 100W output £479.00
FT757GX Transceiver General Coverage Rx £719.00 FT77S 8 Band Rx/Tx 10W output £449.00
FC757AT Automatic antenna tuner £245.00 FP700 Matching AC PSU £145.00
FP757GX Switch mode PSU (50pc duty) £145.00 FC700 Matching antenna tuner £103.85
FP757HD Heavy duty PSU (100pc duty) £179.00 FV700D M Digital VFO unit £209.00
FIF80 Computer interface for PC8001 NEC £105.05 MKT77 Marker unit £10.85
FIF65 Computer interface for Apple II... ,,,,,, £54.05 FMUT77 FM unit £28.55

Computer interface RS232C £59.00 AMUT77 AM unit £24.00LFIF232C

\7 FT980 "COMPUTER COMPATIBLE" 77
TY FT - ONE 'THE ULTIMATE'

........ - .

Al, .F"....
 : ...6 44101 0; 'III IA a *610 illlall.M : ,,,, ;

. .i.  1; ... . ; 7_ , .. z 7 .,
- -wir-1:10- '.'. 

41 ! -  ' 'T. 4-14 -----..,..`.-6.,.
's 45 ' _ i  -- ... f.-..!,___, !. -

FT980 Transceiver General Coverage RX £1329.00
(.1 3 ..., . I" 11 .....ww

:-k- - ...t. 
SP980 Ext. speaker with audio filter £81.55
XF455.8MCN 300Hz CW filter (455KHz 8 pole) £49.00 FT ONE Transceiver HF All Mode £1 589.00
XF8.9HC 600Hz CW filter £29.50 KEYT901 Curtis Keyer ............. ... £28.50
XF8.9GA 6 KHz AM filter £29.50 DCT1 DC Power Cable £10.85Fl F Computer interface (see FT757GX units) RAMT1 Non volatile memory £14.49
D410004 Interconnect lead FT980-FC757AT £28.99 FMUT1 FM unit £44.99
TST980 Technical Supplement FT980 £8.50 XF8.9K Filter300Hzor600Hzor6KHz each£19.35

Ill4/ FRG7700 COMMUNICATIONS RX77 6 METRE EQUIPMENT
___....._

,_. Nino . : 6
-;:ret Cs .1'a ....II

'L.-}
,..._----..-- ' ' f: / ( 3 i FT68OR

FT726R Main frame unit less modules E819.00 inc.
FRG7700 Receiver 0.15-30MHz AM/CW/ 50/726 6M module for 726R £195.00 inc.

SSB/FM £385.00 FT 680R* 6M mobile 10WO/P £195.00 inc.
FRG7700M Receiver c/w 12 channel FT690R 6M transportable 2.5W 0/P £259.00 inc.

memory £445.00 FL6010* Matching 10W amplifier for 690A £49.00 inc.
MEMG7700 Memory option £75.00 50TV' 6M moduel for FTV transvertors £89.00 inc.
FRT7700 Antenna tuner/switch £48.25 MMC50/28S 6M down to 10m convertor £34.90 inc.
FRA7700 Active antenna £43.95 MMA50V 6M switched pre -amp £34.90 inc.
FF5 Low pass filter 500KHz £11.25 SLNA5OS 50 MHz switched pre -amp £44.90 inc.

VHF Convertors, 8 models, each 3 bands.
From e85 -E95 each AL ' Limited availability on these models

ie
LEEDS CHESTERFIELD SUCKLE,/ STOKE OR MSS,/ JERSEY EDINBURGH N. IRELANDSAC (Load.)

Oesf Road
Linda III. Tata**

Jacilt TEMC217 LTA
102 *peel
Kra

SMC (TIN)
Ural 27, Plvdold Lam
Sucadoy, Ckwod

SMC (11101w)
711 MOO SSW
Talks Ed, Slake

SRC (Odortaby)
247A Frown. wow

LMdo= SatC (Jamey)
Salmant

INK 11C0103.1V71,
23 Morton Strong
EdInbw1011 1015 2104

5140 N. Ireland
10 Word A  UMW
Bonspor

Gardens
Nolar, iworry

Aaron 77007Lauda (0122) 72232E
Chealorkid

Ductsloy ladraprowo 1075101 71044 Tot 031-037 2430 County DownChaularReld 102411 463340
Towo-641

102641 540513
10-5 Two -FA
10-4 Sal

104721 0531$
0.10-5.30 Mon -SW

151341
241 gun. Mon-$,/
cio..d Ww2

"5.30 24441-1141 1-5.30 Twoo-Sal 10-3 Twoo-Fr1, 4-4 Sal 0247 444075

HEAD OFFICE S.M. HOUSE, RUMBRIDGE STREET. TOTTON, SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DP, ENGLAND,
& MAIL ORDER Tel: (+44) (0703) 867333, Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G, Telegram: "Aerial" Southampto
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Finding your
aR

One of the advantages of the
new system is that it is worldwide,
unlike the old QRA system, which
repeats at intervals over the Earth's
surface. The price for this is an ex-
tra character in the locator, the new
system having six. However, with

to the latitude. Thus, the first four
characters specify the same area as
a QRA square leg 1092 is the same
as 'ZM' square in the QRA locator).
Each numbered square in a field is
further subdivided into 576 "sub -
squares", coded AA (bottom left)

The new IARU locator system ("Maidenhead
locator') is scheduled to come into force from

1 January 1985, following agreement at the IARU
Region 1 conference in April. It will replace the QRA
locator system, which has been used for many years

on the VHF, UHF and microwave bands.
the increasing amount of intercon-
tinental contacts being made at
VHF and higher frequencies using
satellites and moonbounce, a

worldwide locator is now needed.
A secondary advantage of the new
system is that it is far more logical
that the QRA system, and com-
puter programs for distance
calculations leg for contest scor-
ing) are considerably simplified.

How It Works

The six characters of the new
locator consist of three groups of
two characters. For example, the
locator 1092LD comes from 10, 92
and LD. The first group is called a
'field' and specifies an area of the
Earth's surface 20 degrees wide
(longitude) by 10 degrees high
(latitude). There are 324 of these
fields and each field is given a two
letter code AA and RR. The first let-
ter refers to the longitude and the
second letter refers to the latitude.
Field AA extends from latitude 90S
to 80S, and 180W to 160W and
field RR extends from 80N to 90N
and 160E to 180E. Each field is

subdivided into 100 numbered
"squares", each 2 degrees wide
and 1 degree high (the same size as
QRA squares). Square 00 is in the
bottom left of a field, and square
99 is top right. The first number
refers to the longtitude, the second

to XX (top right). Again, the first
letter refers to longtitude, the se-
cond to latitude.

Using The New Locator

Ham Radio Today is keen to
promote the use of the new locator,
and last month we presented a new
locator map of Western Europe.
This map can be used to find your
field and numbered square leg
1092), but the scale is too small to
allow the full locator to be deter-
mined accurately. This month, we
are presenting a set of grids to

BASIC program for converting latitude and longitude into the new locator

10 INPUT "LOCATOR? " ; A$
20 FOR K = 1 TO 6
30 A(K) = ASC ( MID$ (A$,K,1))
40 NEXT K
50 L1 = - 180 + (A(1) - 65) * 20

+ (A(3) - 48) * 2 + (A(5) -
64.5) / 12

60 L2 = - 90 + (A(2) - 65) * 10 +
A(4) - 48 + (A(6) - 64.5) /
24

70 PRINT "LONG= ";L1;" LAT= ";L

80 END

BASIC program for converting new locator into latitude and longitude
10 REM L I =LONG I TUDE , L2= LATITUDE
20 INPUT "LONG, LAT? " ; Ll , L2
30 Ll = (LI + 180) / 20
40 L2 = (L2 + 90) / 10
50 A = INT (LI)
60 B = INT (L2)
70 Li = (LI - A) * 10
80 L2 = (L2 - B) * 10
90 C = INT (LI)
100 D = INT (L2)
110 A$ = CHR$ (A + 65) + CHR$ (

B + 65) + CHR$ (C + 48) + CHR$
(D + 48)

120 A$ = A$ + CHR$ ( INT ((L1 -
C) * 24) + 65) + CHR$ ( INT
((L2 - D) * 24) + 65)

130 PRINT "LOCATOR = ":11$
140 END
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enable you to find your exact
locator in a few seconds. These
have been designed to be used with
a readily -available large-scale map
of the British Isles (scale
1:1,100,00). This map is called
"The Penguin Map of the British
Isles" (ISBN 014 051,1407) and
is available from most good
bookshops. Before putting the map
up on your shack wall, it is a good
idea to mark the new locator
numbered squares, by drawing
over the lines of latitude and every
other line of longitude on the map.
The squares are bounded by each
degree of latitude, and even
numbered lines of longitude lie 0,
2, 4 etc). To find the last two let-
ters of your locator, mark your
position on the map, select the ap-
propriate grid of your square, lay it
over the map (taking care to align
the grid with the edges of the
square) and read off your sub -
square letters. If you do not wish to
mark the map, an alternative
method is to use a piece of tracing
paper laid on the map, and to mark
the corners of the square and your
position on the tracing paper. The
tracing paper can then be laid over

. -

riff)
-....,  *-

-c-  f- 6  4.

4
t=r4m......,

I "

THE PENGuet4

the grid to determine your sub -
square. Nothing could be easier!

A home computer can also be
used to find your locator, and to
convert the new locator to latitude
and longitude. The two programs
listed here are in BASIC and are
based on programs which appeared
in a technical note about the

Maidenhead Locator by SM5AGM.
The first program converts latitude
and longitude (in decimal degrees
- north and east positive, west
and south negative) to the new
locator. To check that the program
runs correctly, try the following ex-
ample: longitude 1.785W and
latitude 51.078N (input -
1.785,51.078) should convert to
1091 CB. The second program con-
verts a locator back to latitude and
longitude, and could be incor-
porated into an existing QRA
locator based distance calculation
program, by replacing the existing
QRA to latitude/longitude routine.
To test the program, try converting
1091CB - the answer should be
latitude = 52.1458, longitude =
-1.0417. When exchanging the
new locator over the air, the recom-
mended methods are: on SSB, "my
locator is I092LD" and on CW,
"loc 1092LD'.'

The above text, the IARU locator
map and the Grid Overlays were
specially produced for Ham Radio
Today by Charles Suckling,
G3WDG, and Petra Suckling,
G4KGC.

REG WARD & CO LTD SOUTH WESTS
AXMINSTER LARGEST AMATEUR
DEVON RADIO DEALER

Official Agents Yaesu Trio Icom FDK.
: Complete range stocked :

: Full demonstration facilities :
: Barclaycard, Access, Instant Credit:

Ancillary equipment by: Microwave Modules; Mutek, Drae, BNOS, Himond.
Kempro, Welz, Hansen, Tono, Datong.

Aerials by: Jaybeam, TET. G.Whip. Miniproducts.Vii$?
\/

El c o M
Opening:
Mon, Tues, Thus.
Fri 9-5.30.
Wed. 9-1.00.
Sat 9-5.00.

 Christmas holiday closing 24 Dec - 2nd Jan

1 Western Parade,
West Street,
Axminster,

Devon EX13 5NY

FDK

Telephone
(0297)
34918

f-BECOME A
RADIO AMATEUR
Train now for the Radio Amateur Licence
examination. No previous knowledge
needed, only a few hours per week of home
study for 3 to 6 months. Post coupon now
for details or tel. 0734 51515 (24 hr service)

British National Radio 8 Electronics School Reeding, Berks. RG1 18R

FREE brochure without obligation from:-
British National Radio &Electronics School I

READING, BERKS. RG1 1BRCACC
Name

Address

L HRT/12/848 BLOCK CAPS PLEASE j

FARNBOROUGH COMMUNICATIONS

LID

FOR ALL YOUR AMATEUR REQUIREMENTS

IC 0 M
...MM. 

Call and bargain with MICK G4MPW
DRAE  MICROWAVE MODULES  J.BEAM
SHURE MICS  ADONIS MICS  WELZ 

OSKERBLOCK  BENCH ER  TVI FILTERS
 CABLES  MIRAGE AMPS
 RSGB PUBLICATIONS 

AND SO MUCH MORE

Aft
97 -Osbourne Road. North Camp
Farnborough. Tel: 0252 518009

Mon -Sat 10-6

If an advertisement
is wrong we're here

to put it right.
If you see an advertisement in the press, in print,

on posters or in the cinema which you find
unacceptable, write to us at the address below.

The Advertising Standards Authority.
ASA Ltd. Dept 3 Brook House. Tom ngton Place. London WC 1E 71 -IN
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GA date
CIFPU - Modification
During some tests on one of the
OMEGA CIFPU modules, we have
found that a large (6-12db) in-
crease in sensitivity of the basic IF
unit can be achieved by simply in-
creasing the number of turns on the
two balun transformers used in the
noise blanker. As given, the
number of turns is only marginally
sufficient for the frequency in use.

The modification simply con-
sists of doubling the turns used,
winding with 38swg wire, or finer.
T1 now has a 12 turn primary and
centre tapped 2 turn secondary,
while T2 now has a 4 turn centre
tapped primary and 12 turn secon-
dary.
QRO PA
Those of you following the OMEGA
Project will be pleased to hear that
the 100W Broadband PA and
associated control board will be
published next month. This
features ALC and Thermal protec-
tion, together with SWR and Peak
Reading power meter circuits.

Addendum
The 'Supernotch' (Nov '84)
Circuit diagram (p 42)
The capacitor between IC5 pin 5 and earth is C18 and is 100n ceramic.
The capacitor between IC4 pin 8 and SW2a is C15 and is 220u electro-
lytic.

Components Listing (p 45)
C25 is incorrectly given as 10u, whereas it should be 270p ceramic.
This component is not shown on the overlay diagram and should be
positioned near IC4.

There is an error in the text on p44 fourteen lines below the heading
'Testing and Use'. '(Half supply +10%)' should read '(Half supply plus
or minus 10%)'.

Cirkit 2m RF Amplifier (Nov '84)
The specifications of this project were left off due to lack of space.

Power gain 10dB (max).
Bandwidth 144-146MHz.
Saturated output power . . . . 25W.
Supply current . .3A (at 22W 0/P).

Input/voltage impedance 50 ohms
Output power (13.8V ) 2.5W in . . 22W (min)
Supply voltage . . .10-16V (nominally 13.8V)

Newsletter

WPO Communications run a

newsletter service for all those ac-
tually building, or interested in con-
structing OMEGA. This details all
corrections and mods as they arise,
with issue 6 carrying a full listing of

all those currently interested in the
project. Inclusion on the Newsletter
together with full information on all
the modules and current prices for
the kits can be obtained by sending
£1 in stamps to WPO Communica-
tions. This includes a copy of all
back Newsletters. G4JST/G3WPO

ATTENTION ALL
WRITERS .  
. . . or just those of you who sometimes think "I
could do better than that!"

We want to hear from you!
The magazine you hold in your hand is part of ASP's electronics group of titles. These include ET!, Ham Radio Today,
Digital and Micro Electronics, and our new magazine, Electronics. All these magazines are looking for new authors, so
if you've designed something for yourself that you think may be of interest to others, or if you've a subject you'd like to
write a feature article on, then drop us a line with an outline of what you have in mind.

We particularly need:
 Projects for the Commodore Vic 20 and 64, the Amstrad, the BBC A and B, and the Electron computers;
 Simple projects that do something useful, perhaps in a novel or instructive way;
 Radio projects (not necessarily for radio amateurs);
 Features on amateur satellite radio.

If you're interested in writing for us, send an outline of your proposed article to: Dave Bradshaw, Group Editor (Electronics),
Argus Specialist Publications, 1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB.

Please note that while we take ever care, we cannot be held responsible for the loss of unsolicited manuscripts. We advise all authors to keepa

photocopy or carbon copy of any article they send us.
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As I write this, watching next -door's cat
float past in the first flood of the Essex
monsoon season, Tiddles seems as sur-
prised as I am that winter has arrived so
soon. For humans, and us amateurs too

Aunty Gets Up Early

There's good news from the BBC for
nearly all micro users as the 'Chip Shop'

Dave Bobbett, G4IRQ, brings news of the BBC's
`Chip Shop' and looks at how the new licence
schedule affects keyboard communications.

for that matter, it means that it's time to
get out the soldering iron, dust off the
radio theory books, then go out and buy a
new rig for Xmas! So for those of you
who will greet me with 'I'm just trying out
a new FT9', and everybody else for that
matter - HAVE A VERY HAPPY XMAS.

Reports Just Coming In

Despite being fairly early days, the
Micro Net mailbag is starting to turn up
one or two interesting items already. And
whilst we are on the subject of mailbags
this may be the pertinent moment to re-
mind Microphiles that any information,
hints, tips or snippets of micro -radio news
will always be welcome - just drop a line
either to the HRT offices or direct to
G4IRQ, QTHR.

The first piece of news concerns
RAMTOP, which is a micro -radio
magazine edited by the Rev. Richard But-
cher (G4NWH) and based in Northamp-
ton. Published four times a year (in April,
July, September and January) RAMTOP
currently has a circulation of about 130
and in addition to the magazine, sub-
scribers also have the option of receiving
eight newsletters during the intervening
months. The July edition which Richard
sent to HRT consists of 24 pages, ten of
these being devoted to the development
of a Circuit Design Program and the re-
mainder to a variety of programs ranging
from an ATV colour bar generator for the
BBC micro to an HF Prediction program
for the Vic 20. Richard also gave food for
thought in his newsletter which dealt with
the implications of the new licence
schedule for micro -radio users - but
more of this subject a little later on.

gets under way again on Radio 4,
however this winter there is an added
bonus in the shape of a new 'Radio 1 Chip
Shop'. Full marks to the producers and
presenters but clearly breakfast TV seems
to have gone to the planners heads!

Question: "How do you get the
punters to crawl out of bed at 7.30 on a
Saturday morning for a computer pro-
gram?"

Answer: "Simple, transmit the soft-
ware at five to six so that they'll be awake

in plenty of time." I predict that time -
switches will be very popular presents this
Xmas!

As if the software transmission
times weren't daft enough, I have also
been told by a 'Chip Shop' spokesperson
that she was 100% certain that the soft-
ware would be broadcast on Medium
Wave only. I am still sceptical about this
last point, but as this item was written in
early September, only time will tell.

Basicode 2 +

A new edition of the original
Basicode 2 translation tape together with
a revised handbook, has been launched to
complement the 'Chip Shop' program-
mes. The good news is that a number of
new micros are now supported, but un-
fortunately the Sinclair ZX81 has been
deleted - apparently due to the restric-

Table 1
BAND

New Schedule Do's and Don'ts
LOCATION OF OTHER STATION

MHz WITHIN THE UK OUTSIDE THE UK

1.8 Plain Language Plain Language
& CCITT Codes & CCITT Codes

3.5 No Restriction As above
7 No restriction As above

10 Plain Language As above
& CCITT Codes

14 No Restriction As above
18 MORSE ONLY MORSE ONLY
21 No Restriction Plain Language

& CCITT Codes
24 MORSE ONLY MORSE ONLY
28 No Restriction Plain Language

& CCITT Codes
70 Plain Language As above

& CCITT Codes
144 No Restriction As above
430 Plain Language As above

& CCITT Codes
1240 As above As above
2310 As above As above

NOTES: 1. 'Plain language' also includes BASIC Programs.
2. CCITT codes include Baudot (RTTY), & Moore codes

(AMTOR).
3. ASCII codes may be used instead of CCITT codes.
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tions which it placed upon the type of
programs which could be broadcast.
Owners of the earlier Basicode 2 kit will
not need to 'upgrade' to Basicode 2 + as
all aspects of the new kit are compatible.
The new list of machines which
Basicode 2 + supports is as follows:

Acorn Electron.
Apple I & 11E.
BBC Model A Er B.
Colour Genie.
Commodore: Vic 20, 64.
Pet 2001, 3000, 4000 & 8000 Series.
Dragon 32 Er 64.
MSX Range.
Oric One Er Atmos.
Sharp MZ80A & MZ80K.
Sinclair Spectrum.
TRS-80/Videogenie.

Two final points concerning the Basicode
2 + kit, the first being that the kit is now
available from a different address (see Ad-
dress Box) and secondly, Broadcast Sup-
port Services have told me that delivery
will by typically 14-21 days, unless they
get completely inundated with orders.

Right On Schedule?

It is probably true to say that the new
schedule is even more significant for
micro -radio users than for the average
amateur, the main gain being that a
number of bands are now specifically
authorised for data transmissions. Cer-

tainly for all users it clarifies the status of
each band and clears up certain am-
biguities left over from the old schedule.
There will no doubt be many pages of
discussion on this topic for weeks to
come, however in order to clarify the
situation from the point of view of Micro
Net readers, Table 1 summarises what
you can and can't do. Perhaps I should
mention that the information has been
compiled following consultation with the
Department of Trade and Industry and so
it is not G4IRQ's 'view of the world as he
would like to see it'!

In brief, there are two factors which
dictate what is permissible when transmit-
ting data, these being the status of the
band in question and ii) whether the
'other' station is located in the UK or not.

If the station which you wish to con-
tact is outside the UK then you must use
'plain language'; the DTI considers a pro-
gram written in BASIC to be 'plain
language', but cross -border transmission
of assembler or machine code programs is
not acceptable. Also, when transmitting
to non -UK based stations you must use
one of the recognised CCITT codes such
as Baudot las used for RTTY) or Moore
code leg AMTOR). However, the DTI is
also willing to permit transmissions using
ASCII code as an alternative to CCITT.

If the band which you wish to use
has 'secondary status' then all the
restrictions just mentioned still apply,
both to UK and non -UK contacts. But, if
the band has 'primary status' and the

Table 2

GOSUB NO.
Gosub 100
Gosub 110

Gosub 120

Gosub 200

Gosub 210

Gosub 250

Gosub 260

Gosub 270

Gosub 300

Gosub 310

Cosub 350

Gosub 360

BASICODE SUBROUTINE FUNCTIONS

EQUIV TO DESCRIPTION
Clear screen, home cursor.
Places cursor at specified point on
screen.
HO is horizontal position, 0 to 39
VE is vertical position, 0 to 23
Returns current cursor position via
HO and VE.
CHECKS to see if a key has been
pressed, if so puts character in
INS. If no key is pressed then INS
is an empty string.
WAITS until a key is pressed and
places character in INS.
Beep or Bell, cannot define note
or duration.
Returns a random number bet-
ween 0 and 1.
Gives No. of RAM bytes free in
FR.
Creates a string SRS, using the
value of SR.
NOTE: A null string is illegal.
Defines print format of SRS.
CT= Total No. of Characters.
CN = No. of characters printed
after the decimal point.
Switches printer on and sends
SRS to printer only. Does not
close line. Switches printer off.
Switches printer on. Closes cur-
rent line. Switches printer off.

other station is also in the UK then no
restrictions are imposed - ie you can
send machine code by waving coloured
flags at each other if you want to and
the DTI will be quite happy!

This probably all sounds very con-
voluted but hopefully the table will
clarify matters, perhaps it is worth
noting that under the new schedule,
BASICODE programs can be exchanged
on any 'data' band.

Basicode Subroutines

I don't know if you have the same
problem as I do when writing Basicode
programs, but I invariably find that I

can't remember which subroutine does
what - and rather than having to dig
out the handbook every five minutes, I

have made up a list of Gosub's with a
brief description of what each one does,
and it's nearest equivalent command on
my micro (Table 2). No great originality
is claimed here but it can be very useful
if, like me, you start off by writing and
de -bugging a program in 'normal'
BASIC and then convert it into Basicode
when everything is working OK.

Half A Raspberry!

The first of my 'Half a Raspberry'
awards this month goes to whoever lit
wasn't us!) it was in the HRT offices Ito
be known as 'the crypt' from now on!)
who amputated a few line numbers in
the Satellite Predictor Program (Fig.3,
October Micronet). Looking at the end
of the program, lines 5000 to 5020
should read 25000 to 25020 and the
REM statements which run from 0000
through to 0060 should read as 30000
to 30060; by doing this the program
will follow the Basicode line numbering
convention outlined in Fig.2 of the arti-
cle.

Address Box

For Chip Shop Basicode 2 + kit
(£3.95 inc. pEtp)

Broadcasting Support Services
2 Cater Road
BRISTOL BS13 7TW

For RAMTOP magazine,
4 issues per year £4.50

plus optional newsletters,
8 per year £3.00

RAMTOP
Great Billing Rectory
NORTHAMPTON NN3 4ED

To contact Micro Net:
Dave Bobbett
'Micro Net'
Ham Radio Today
1 Golden Square
LONDON W1R 3AB
or G4IRQ, QTHR

r
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GREAT OFFERS
FROM SCARAB

SYSTEMS
Choose from this professionally
produced equipment from UK's leading radio software house.

BBC Super 0TH location finder
This large program comprises two parts and you can 'toggle between
them at any time The first includes a point to point distance locator.
radial ring score and outgoing and return bearings plus the Maidenhead
Universal Locator system The second part is a scoring log £7.50 (HF
and VHF/UHF)
MPTU-1 tone encoder/decoder
This phase lock loop circuit is 100% reliable and extremely sensitive
£69.70 (all plugs supplied)
BBC Super morse code Tutor
This very sophisticated program includes many special features such as
variable sending speeds and a 750 word vocabulary and enables your
computer to test your ability to receive and SEND good clean morse
£6.50 (cassette or disc)

cd1ir) SCARAB SYSTEMS
39 Stafford St, Gillingham, Kent ME8 5EN Tel: (0634) 570441

111111 MIN I= MO 111
Please sand me:
D Sum, 0TH Uxatc, Cassette £750 813C Sups, Mono Tutor Cassino E6 50

 MPTU.RtspArnyr Ternsnel tins Etie 70 El Freed of a0w ep,grwv eno Pm11.^

I enclose a cheque/postal order for
I wish to use my Access/Visa

NMI

LIIII
Name

Address

Telephone

Signature

I understand that, if I am not fully satisfied, I can return the

M MI M M M MN IIM M In INN =
equipment with full reimbursement. HRT 1%.

RTTY and CW TRANSCEIVE with NO TERMINAL UNIT
This fantastic program interfaces direct with your rig. Split screen, type ahead. 26
memories and much, much more. Tape and components for the very simple interface only
£17.50. For CBM64 and VIC20 (at least 8k expansion) BBC -B version coming CW-only
version for SPECTRUM £10

And four very popular programs for
CBM64, VIC20, BBC -B, SPECTRUM

RAE MATHS Gives you all the testing and practice you need. Tape and comprehensive
reference sheet detailing all you need to know for only £8. for ZX81-16k also VIC20 needs
expansion. Don't let maths make you fail. PASS with thin program.
MORSETUTORBritain's best. Learn test in easy stages from absoloute beginner to Over
40wpm. Join the hundreds who have succeeded with this program. Tape and full learning
guide for only DI For ZX81-16k also
OLOCATOR 0TH for Maidenhead locators for lat 8 long. Gives distance, beam and return
headings, long path details. VHF contest points and totals. Converts between locator and
lat 8 long. Tape £6.
LOGBOOK Records date, band, mode callsign and a large space for remarks of all your
contacs. Superfast callsign search, easy updating of files. screen/printer output. Tape
£6.

All programs are very easy to use and come with full instructions.
Prices include p&p 1st Class by return. Add £1 per tape If outside UK or Ireland.

technical software
Fran, Upper Llendwrog, Coornarlon, Gwynedd, LL54 7RF. Tel 0286 881888

Books for
radio amateurs

ELLIOTT
ELECTRONICS

ER% A L

ArlEsso'l 'E
No61.5

THE
`HAM SHACK'

for the Radio Enthusiast

riftiOctliiavE MODULES
ANTENNAS

RIGS, ANTENNAS, SWR BRIDGES,
POWER SUPPLIES, TEST GEAR,

COMPONENTS, MORSE KEYS, COAXIAL
OSr CABLES. ROTATORS, MICS, PLUGS
OLD AND SOCKETS, SWITCHESMAN TO

Call us on (0533) 553293

1111111011"

OR COME AND LOOK AROUND AT
26/28 Braunstone Gate, Leicester

JAYBEAM
APPOINTED AMATEUR

DISTRIBUTOR
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Fed up of wishing you had
the right tools for the job?

You haven't heard of A.B. Engineering?
We have been serving the electrical
and electronics industries for over 20

years and hove built-up a world-wide
reputation for service, quality and

design.
Take advantage of our wide range of

competitively priced tools and
equipment, by contacting us now and

asking for our FREE brochures.

Hove you written or phoned

for our brochures yet? Aft 111=01

A.D. Engineering Company, Timber Lone,
Woburn, Milton Keynes, MK17 9PL

Tel: (052525) 322/3/4/5. Telex: 826686.
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Your at -a -glance guide to what's happening around the clubs, on the air and in
general radio -wise.

1 Nov Horsham ARC: Ring PRO for details.
Shefford DRS: Outside Broadcasting at the
BBC with Ron Chown.
Cray Valley RS: Surprise Evening
Amersham College: All day Morse course at
the college Amersham-on-the-Hill, Bucks. The
course tutors are Shirley, G4HES, and Ron,
G3NCL, who will cater for all speeds. The Post
Office examiner will be present in the
afternoon to conduct the 12wpm test. The
course should cost between £5-6. Contact the
college on Amersham 21121 between 9am
and 4pm for further details.

2 Nov Axe Vale ARC: AGM
West Kent ARS: Surplus Equipment Sale.
Maltby ARS: G60YL 70cm Linear.

3-4 Nov RSGB 144MHz CW and Marconi Memorial.
3 Nov North Devon Radio Rally at Bradworthy

Memorial Hall near Holsworthy. It starts at
10.30am until 5pm with all the usual stalls
including bring and buy and a Talkin on S22.

4 Nov Worked All Britain LF CW Contest
1400-2100 UCT.

5 Nov Stourbridge ARS: A Surprise I?) Informal.
Stowmarket ARS: Getting Started on 13 and
23cms by G3ZQU.
Dudley ARC: Committee meeting/Natter night.
Sutton and Cheam RS: Natter Night.
Todmorden DARS: Lecture by Crime
Prevention Officer.
S Lakeland ARS: Barbeque.

6 Nov Chichester DARC: Junk Sale.
Dartford Heath DFC: Pre hunt meeting.
Fylde ARS: Morse Code - History, General
Usage and value to the Amateur by G4CSA.
Bristol ARC: Aerial Theory and Demonstration
by G3JMY.

7 Nov Fareham DARC: On-air/Natter Night.
Cheshunt DARC: Modern TV Receiver Design
by Peter Tingey of the BBC.
S. Bristol ARC: Informal Talk - GWR Steam
Engines by Ron Gardner.
Braintree DARS: HF Aerials.
N. Cornwall RC: 4CX250 Amplifier Ta/k and
demonstration by G4LXS and G4VRL.
Telford DARS: Safety in the Shack by G4AUZ.

8 Nov Southgate ARC: G6QM Construction Contest.
Edgware DRS: Emmet Key Evening.
Shefford DRS: Inside the Chip -
Semiconductor Manufacture G8LSA.

9 Nov Haverhill DARS: Sudbury Repeater Group.
Dunstable Downs RC: Talk by CEGB Engineer.

W. Kent ARS: Informal.
Maltby ARS: Three in a Row - G4BVV,
G3ZVG and G4TVD.

10 Nov RSGB Second 1.8MHz Contest.
11 Nov Dartford Heath DFC: Club Hunt.
12 Nov Milton Keynes DARS: Bring and Buy Junk Sale

Sutton and Cheam RS: Committee Meeting.
13 Nov Mid -Warwickshire ARS: Natter Night.

Wakefield DRS: Pen and Pie Supper at Rose
and Crown Inn, Methley.
Bury RS: Home PCB Manufacture by G4KLT.
Westmorland RS: St John First Aid Talk.
Bristol ARC: RTTY Night with the club's new
RTTY Station.

14 Nov Farnborough DRS: AGM.
Cheshunt DARC: Natter Night.
S. Bristol ARC: 10m FM Activity Night by
G8BDZ.
Telford OARS: Display of latest Yaesu
Equipment by G3IMP.

15 Nov Shefford DRS: Security Alarms G6PTB.
Cray Valley RS: Crystal Set Judgement and
Natter Night.
Chichester DARC: Club Meeting.
S Lakeland ARS: Junk Sale and Video of Club
Events.

ON Yes cx-DmAki- We co/ 's ME fa.erry 12-Akt - --
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16 Nov Sutton and Cheam RS: Pocket Radio by
G3CDK, G3MES and G3HSK.
W Kent ARS: Adventures in Amateur Radio by
G6SX.
Maltby ARS: Amateur TV.

17 Nov Shefford DRS: Club Dinner.
Verulam ARC 'Club Contest'
Here's a nice short and well supported SSB
contest to cut your teeth on. The contest is in
two sections and on two bands, 160 and 2m.
Section One is from 2000 - 0000GMT tonight
on 1900 - 1990khz. Exchange serial number plus
the name of your local club. You score 3pts per
contact - with a bonus of 5pts for the 1st member
worked from each club. A bonus of 25pts is given
for each club station proper worked (ie G6HH
Hastings ERC station) and 50pts are given for
working G3VER! Entries to G4JKS QTHR by
10th December.. Section Two, the 2m section,
is on 25th Nov - see 25 Nov for details.

19 Nov Stourbridge ARS: Annual Junk Sale.
Dudley ARC: Microwave Society Talk and
Demonstration.

20 Nov Biggin Hill ARS: To be announced.
Flyde ARS: Equipment Sale.
Bristol ARC: The Good Old Days by G5KT as a
forerunner to the clubs 21st birthday
celebrations next year,

21 Nov Cheshunt DARC: AGM.
Hastings ERC: Recce and Image Processing.
(Not to be missed)
S Bristol ARC: Top Band Activity Night.
Braintree DARS: Junk Sale.
Telford DARS: Guest Speaker.

22 Nov Shefford DRS: Home Constructed HF
Transceiver by Lorin Knight G2DXK.
Edgware DRS: Professional Video Tape
Recording by G3PSP.

23 Nov Haverhill DARS: Video.

25 Nov

26 Nov

27 Nov

28 Nov

29 Nov
30 Nov

1 Dec

2 Dec

3 Dec

4 Dec

5 Dec

Dunstable Downs RC: Film Night.
W Kent ARS: Informal.
Maltby ARS: Getting on 2m Cheap by G4BVV.
Verulam ARC 'Club Contest' Section Two
0900 - 1300GMT on 144.15 - 144.4MHz. See
entry dated 17 Nov on Section One for rules.
Dudley ARC: The Burma -Siam Railway
Experience by G3BA.
Mid -Warwickshire ARS: RSGB Films.
Wakefield DRS: On-the-air/Natter Night.
Verulam ARC: Operating Techniques by
G4DJX.
Bristol ARC: Computer night with SSTV
receiving on 48K Spectrum.
Farnborough DRS: The Chairman's Evening.
Cheshunt DARC: Natter Night.
S Bristol ARC: Pocket Phones Revisited by
G4SDR.
Telford DARS: Natter Night and Committee
Meeting.
Shefford DRS: Aerial Circus Video (provisional).
W Kent ARS: QRP by G4BUE.
Maltby ARS: AMTOR by G3XTL.
Bristol ARC: Christmas Fayre at YMCA, 6 Park
Road, Kingswood. Special event callsign
GB2KCF.
RSGB 144MHz Fixed Station Contest.
Sutton and Cheam RS: Coulsdon Club Flea
Market.
Stourbridge ARS: Informal.
Stowmarket ARS: Christmas Social.
Sutton and Cheam RS: Natter Night.
Todmorden DARS: Social Evening.
Chichester DARC: Club Meeting.
S Lakeland ARS: Club Meeting.
Dartford Heath DFC: Pre -hunt meeting.
Fylde ARS: Radio Astronomy by G3KEN.
Bristol ARC: Visit and Talk by RSGB Regional
Rep - G3LP.
Cheshunt DARC: Remote Imaging by G8LOK.
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6 Dec

7 Dec

9 Dec
10 Dec

11 Dec

12 Dec

S Bristol ARC: Test Equipment with G4KUQ
and G3SDR.
N Cornwall RC: Ring PRO for details.
Telford DARS: Telford Radio Rally Group AGM.
Horsham ARC: AGM at The Queen's Head,
Queens Street, Horsham.
Shefford DRS: Junk Sale.
Cray Valley RS: 'OSCAR' by G3RWL.
Axe Vale ARC: Annual Dinner.
S Lakeland ARS: Annual Dinner.
W Kent ARS: Informal.
Maltby ARS: Using Test Equipment G3XXN.
Dartford Heath DFC: Club Hunt.
Milton Keynes DARS: Fibre Optics.
Sussex Repeater Group: AGM Queen's Head,
Brighton Road, Horsham at 8pm.
Mid -Warwickshire ARS: Christmas Celbrations.
Wakefield DRS: Christmas Social Evening.
Bury RS: AGM and Cheese and Wine.
Westmorland RS: Talk about 10m by G3/ZD.
Bristol ARC: Crime Prevention.
Farnborough DRS: Christmas Social Evening.
Cheshunt DARC: Natter Night.
S Bristol ARC: HF CW Activity Night with
G4SQQ.
Telford DARS: Quiz Night.

13 Dec

14 Dec

16 Dec
18 Dec

19 Dec

20 Dec

21 Dec

28 Dec
31 Dec

Southgate ARC: AGM.
Shefford DRS: Constructors Contest.
Edgware DRS: Junk Sale.
W Kent ARS: Annual Dinner.
Maltby ARS: Make It Work with G3ZVG.
RSGB 432MHz CW Contest.
Dartford Heath DFC: EGM.
Fylde ARS: Christmas Party.
Bristol ARC: Christmas Goodies or "It'll Be All
Right On The Night".
Cheshunt DARC: Christmas Video Show with
G8NDR and G40AA.
Hastings ERC: Christmas Social.
S Bristol ARC: Club Families Evening with
G4YZR.
Telford DARS: RSGB Video Films.
Cray Valley RS: Natter Night.
Chichester DARC: Christmas Social.
S Lakeland ARS: Club Meeting.
Shefford DRS: The Chairman's Mince Pie
Evening.
Sutton and Cheam RS: Christmas Get
Together.
Maltby ARS: Christmas Junk Sale.
W Kent ARS: Cheese and Wine.
S Lakeland ARS: New Years Eve Party.

Contacts

Axe Vale ARC
Barking RES
Braintree RS
Bristol ARC
Bury RS
Cheshunt DARC
Chichester DARC
Cambridge DARC
Dunstable Downs RC
Exeter ARS
East Kent RS
Edgeware DARS
Farnborough DRS
Fylde RS
Halifax DARS
Harrow RS
Hastings ERC
Haverhill DARS
Hornsea ARC
Horsham ARC
Westmorland RS
Leighton Linslade RC
Maltby ARS
Medway ARTS
Mid Ulster ARC
North Cornwall
Preston ARS
S. Bristol ARS
S. Lakeland ARS
S. Manchester ARC
Shefford DRS
Stockton DARS
Stowmarket DARS
Southdown ARS
Telford DARS
Vale of White Horse ARS
Verulam ARC
West Kent ARS
Welland Valley ARS
Wirral ARS
Wirral DARC
Worthing DARC
308 ARC (Surbitonl

Roger Jones
R. Woodberry
J. Roberts
T. Rowe
Bryan Tydesley
Roger Frisby
C. Bryan
David Wilcock
Phill Morris
Roger Tipper
Stuart Alexander
John Cobley
Mr Taylor
PRO
DL Moss
Dave Atkins
Dave Shirley
Rob Proctor
Norman Bedford
Pete Head
G. Chapman
Pete Brazier
Ian Abel
Andy Wallis
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FAULT FINDING
TECHNIQUES

3. Area Of Fault

Moving on from the previous
steps, it is now necessary and
logical to determine the area of the
block diagram/circuits in which the
fault is likely to lie. Clearly arriving
at a decision as to the area of the

superhet, even when it has six
VCOs, local oscillators running at
VHF, up conversion/down conver-
sion and remixing back to the same
lower frequency again to produce
pass band tuning or IF width and
shift! Look at your old 4m rig in the
corner - both the Drake TR7 and

In the second part of this series, James Finnegan,
GI4FFL, of QSK Electronics describes a logical
approach to finding the area of a fault and gives

some practical examples.
circuit in which you intend to start
to make measurements is most im-
portant. Sometimes though,
through necessity, a deduction
that, for instance, a signal is pre-
sent (or absent) at a certain stage is
all that can be arrived at from the
observations and measurements
which you can make. It must be
said though, that deductions can
sometimes be inaccurate and the
potential exists to lead yourself up
a blind alley in pursuit of a fault. A
point always worth keeping at the
back of your mind, but not to the
extent that it makes you totally in-
decisive. At this stage your most
useful piece of information is nor-
mally the block diagram. Although,
as indicated earlier, even this can
look complex enough at first
glance! But a superhet is still a

the Yaesu FT1, for example, have
local oscillators capable of running
higher in frequency than it. In the
case of the FT1, even its first IF is
above 70MHz.

As a preliminary exercise try to
locate the building blocks of the rig
as laid out in the block diagram.
Most diagrams indicate
separately: the transmit and
receive signal paths, stages com-
mon to both, control paths, and
signal injection paths to the various
mixer stages. The rest of the
diagram is usually taken up with
frequency generation, control
stages and additional facilities,
such as off -set frequency counters
to measure the local oscillator o/p.

It can be seen, broadly speak-
ing, that the majority of the faults
will lie in the following areas: -

(a) Signal Path.
(b) Signal Injection.
(c) Mixers.
(d) Frequency Generation.
(e) Function Control.
(f) Operating Conditions incorrect
(often due to)
(g) Power Supply.

Returning to the examples of the
faulty FT225RD, FT107M and
TR7 the area of faults are arrived at
in the following way: -

1. FT 225RD - Area (of fault)
The fault symptoms appear to

indicate an area of the rig which on-
ly functions on receive on FM, such
as the 455 kHz IF AMP. Since the
'S' meter and RF gain worked nor-
mally on signals 'off air', it can be
deduced that the Rx RF unit and
SSB IF unit are also working OK on
FM (see block diagram). Although
marked SSB IF unit, this functions
on all modes to provide AGC, drive
to the 'S' meter and IF amplification
on AM. Likewise, the FM IF unit
also separately provides NB IF
amplification, detection and the
blanking pulses to the noise blanker
gate on the other modes. Since the
Rx 'roars' normally on FM when the
squelch is opened manually, it
seems likely, at this stage, that the
FM IF amp (Q306, Q307), IF

amp/limiter (Q308), the FM detec-
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The suspected area of the fault in the FT225RD is indicated by the thick black lining on the block diagram.
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Partial block diagram of the Drake TR7 with suspect areas lined in black.
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tor (TA7061AP) and the squelch
stages (Q310, Q311 and
D305/306) are functioning OK.
Likewise, of course, the common
AF pre amplification stages on the
SSB IF unit. This leads us to
suspect that the area of the fault
may be between, say, the I/P to
Q306 and the 0/P of the xtal filters
XF101 and XF102 on the Rx RF
unit. (which contains the first stage
of FM IF amplification Q104). (See
again block diagram). You can see
that these sections have stages
which encompass the following
'areas' lie as was detailed).

Signal Path
Mixer
Signal Injection

(they of course, require the ap-
propriate voltage supplies available
to function correctly so area (g) is
also a possibility - as I was to find
to my cost!). In the next section -
Method - we try to confirm this, ie
(fault lies between I/P to Q306 and
0/P of XF1021 and show how to
check the above stages and how to
work towards locating the actual
fault.
2. TR7 - Area (of fault)

As described previously, the
Drakes fault symptoms would cer-
tainly appear very worrying to an
owner, especially one without a

service manual, since in this case
the only block diagram and a con-
cise description of the "theory of
operation" appear in the operators
handbook. So, presuming that
most readers will not have the
detailed service manual (although it
is available on request) only the
block diagram will be used here and
the nature of the fault briefly
described. From the fault symp-
toms we can take it that the local
oscillator is unstable and incapable
of being tracked or switched to its
highest frequency ranges.

Basically the local oscillator in-
jection is produced by one of two
VCOs depending on frequency of
operation selected on the rig (a

point not obvious from the block
diagram), and runs higher than
signal frequency by an amount
equal to the first IF, which is 48.05
MHz.

The method of determining and
generating the LO frequency is
quite involved:- as can be seen, the
40 MHz reference signal and the
output of the 5.05-5.55 MHz
Permeability Tuned Oscillator (a

feature of Drake and some Collins
rigs) is mixed in the translator unit
to produce a 45.05 to 45.55 MHz
0/P. This is filtered and mixed with
the 0/P of the VCO (which, when

everything is working correctly will
be in the range 48.05 to 78.05
MHz). The difference frequency (in
the range 3.0 - 33.0 MHz) is
selected, filtered and applied to a
programmable divider (the - N

stage, translator module) whose
rate of division is determined by a
binary coded decimal load number
(in decimal form, this is simply a
whole number lying between 6 and
65) produced in the digital control
unit, and which is determined by
both the band switch and the 500
kHz shift up/down controls. The
0/P of the - N stage is exactly 500
kHz when "the VCO is tuned to the
correct frequency, thus satisfying
the phase detector and locking the
synthesizer loop." Let us look at an
example: -
0/P freq = 28.2835 MHz

VCO freq = 28.2835+ 48.050 =
76.3335 MHz
(remember the L/0 runs IF above
signal freq ie L/0 = Signal freq + IF)

PTO freq = 5.05 + 0.2835 =
5.3335 MHz

Variable reference freq =
5.3335 + 40 MHz = 45.3335 MHz

-N I/P freq = 76.3335-45.3335 --
' 31 MHz

-N output freq = 500 kHz
programmable divider must

divide by 62 to produce 500 kHz
from a 31 MHz I/P. "It can be seen
that each time the - load number
is altered by one, the VCO frequen-
cy will be forced to change by 500
kHz to satisfy the phase detector
and maintain a locked condition. By
the same token, as the PTO is tun-
ed the VCO must follow exactly to
maintain phase lock" (Quote from
TR7 operators manual). I'm afraid
this TR7 wasn't doing this!

If you find reading all this a bit
tedious, think how I felt(!) working
out and then confirming that the
appropriate load numbers (in BCD,
of course) were available and in-
cremented correctly to the - N
counter, and that the 45.05 to
45.55 MHz I/P on the translator
board was exactly correct - and
then wondering why I was working
around this area since it seemed to
confirm that the fault is probably in
the VCO! (Although the fear was
that the - N stage was somehow
faulty only at higher rates of divi-
sion.)
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So, my attention turned again
to the VCO unit, in particular to
why the VCO designed to run up to
78.05 MHz wasn't doing so. Then
'the penny dropped', and I realised
a slightly different approach would
have located the fault much
sooner! At the very start, I should
have confirmed that all voltage sup-
plies were present to the VCOs and
considered more thoroughly that
there were other differences in
operating the set at the highest fre-
quency range than just the re-
quirements of the translator and
digital control boards. In studying
the individual circuits of the two
VCOs I had presumed that one sup-
ply line was present - the 25V rail.
This should have been confirmed

with a measurement - which I fail-
ed to make! To run this VCO so
high in frequency lup to 78.05
MHz, remember) a separate 25V
supply is required, this being deriv-
ed from a DC -to -DC convertor on
the power supply board. When I

first came to the set, I noticed that
the 'blocking oscillator'
transformer on this board looked a
little peculiar but had overlooked it!
In fact, an E -section ferrite core
was missing from it, thus causing
the nominal 25 volt supply to be
low, thus preventing the VCO from
operating up to its highest frequen-
cy range. Previously the set had
been moved around by the owner
with the lid off and the core had
dropped out! He had in fact noticed

Most equipment manuals contain exploded drawings or photographs identifying the
locations of individual 'blocks' of circuitry.

J.,
( MIC AMP UNIT)

J.
( TONE BURST UNIT)

J,
SSB IF UNIT)

J19
(FM IF UNIT)

REG Board
( PB- I 756)

J..,
( KEYING UNIT)

Suspected area of FT225RD is highlighted by bold type.

J

( FIX UNIT)
J.,

( LOCAL UNIT)
J..
( PLL UNIT)

BUFFER BOARD
( PB- I 67 I )

J
( RX RF UNIT)

EXCITER UNIT)
J.7

AF AMP UNIT)

O..

this but had not realised the
significance. We live and learn and
know better for the next time!!
FT107M - Area (of Fault)

At first, the fault symptoms on
this rig seem a little odd! The fact
that the fault only came on after the
PTT on the mic had been operated
but disappeared when the set was
switched off, and back on again,
was very important. From apprais-
ing the rest of the symptoms in
conjunction with the block
diagrams, we can take it, initially,
that the AF amp and audio peak
and notch filtering are OK. Likewise
(since the S meter and AGC func-
tions appear correct) the receiver
up to the final 8987.5 kHz IF amp
(04002). This would seem to leave
us looking in the area of balanced
modulator (D5003 -D5006) which,
on Rx, "demodulates the IF signal
into audio using the switchable car-
rier signal delivered from buffer
stage Q5009'' (quote from
manual) and, on transmit, provides
a double sideband suppressed car-
rier output to the 2.4 kHz band-
width SSB filter. On transmit, it
was certainly working but ap-
parently not on receive. The block
diagram indicates the transmit and
receive signal paths to this and the
individual circuit shows these
paths in more detail. As can be
seen, on Rx the 0/P from the BM
(and audio UP on Tx) is switched
via the contacts of relay RLO1 and
passed onto the audio amplifier
stages, starting at Q13. The
demodulated audio on AM is
separately supplied to this stage via
C61 and was present as normal on
this mode. On closer inspection of
the rig under test, it was seen that
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The suspected areas of the FT107M are highlighted by bold type.

this relay changed over correctly on
transmit but did not change back
on receive. Hence, the audio 0/P of
the balanced modulator was not
being passed on to Q13 for
amplification. Only on switching
the rig off did RLO1 de -energise,
but only to latch on again as before
when the sequence was repeated!
What was going on?

A quick voltage measurement
of the Tx 1 3.5V line on the board
showed that it was about 4 volts
on receive - which it certainly
should not have been! This meant
that once energised, RLO1 was
able to stay latched on because of
the residual voltage - and only
released when the power to the set
was switched off. Somehow, the
supply line had this lower voltage
present incorrectly all the time. As
mentioned earlier in "symptoms",
the reason for this fault was even-
tually found to lay in a part of the
rig far away from the AF unit. The
method used to locate this and the
FT225RD fault are described in the
next section.

4. Method

This stage is mainly concerned
with decision making, and
measurement. Or should that be
measurement and then decision
making, since they are so in-
terdependent! On occasions star-
ting at one and not the other can
prolong the process, as with the
Drake TR7, but you will get there in
the end, of course!

By now you should have a fair
idea as to what you want to do, but
may feel that masses of test gear
must be essential for you to make
your next step. This isn't strictly
true, since the main requirements
are usually to measure DC and RF
levels, both of which can usually be
done with an ordinary 20 Kopv
multimeter and, with experience
and interpretation, a simple RF
diode probe (see last month's Part
I). It's certainly best to try to
measure what you can (to provide
you with further, and hopefully, not
misleading information) than to do
nothing at all. The aforementioned
two devices will pin point a surpris-
ing number of faults.

Even with more complex and
expensive test equipment, ex-
perience and interpretation can
often be important especially in the
absence of specific information
from the circuit diagrams and
manual. Deciding on what is
reasonable, under the cir-
cumstances, for the rig you are
working on, is the key. One exam-
ple of this is in the process of test
signal injection where, depending
on the equipment and matching, it
is possible for you to misinterpret
the working or gain of a stage. In-
deed, in progressing through some
sections of a transmitter or
receiver, the RF voltage levels will
go down and not up! This
phenomena usually corresponds
with an increase in power, but into
a different termination lie more
power but into a much lower im-

pedance than before). Strictly
speaking, the "gain" of a stage is
more than just the ratio of the 0/P
voltage to I/P voltage, as the I/P
and 0/P impedances are likely to be
different. Remember the law
P = V2/R! Your main requirement
now is to determine a point of
reference in the rig which you can
measure - and on which you can
make a definite right/wrong deci-
sion if possible.

For example - being sure that
a certain voltage or RF level should
be present at a specific point and
then finding that it is not enables
you to progress closer towards
locating the fault. The first
measurement found to be definitely
incorrect will help increase your
confidence and will stop you irra-
tionally concerning yourself about
all that could be wrong in parts of
the circuit which you now know are
working OK.

This is a most important step in
fault finding and you're now on
your way - the mystery has been
largely removed and the next
logical steps - "decision/measure-
ment" - "if the result is?/next
step is?" - should begin to bring
the location of fault within sight.
Whatever the method used, when
working on electronic equipment
safety precautions must always be
observed - not only to protect the
set but more importantly to protect
you! It certainly pays to take your
time and be cautious and careful.
For example, some rigs with
separate power supplies to provide
1 3.8V to them will have the mains
available at the on/off switch at the
rig - usually close to where you
want to put your fingers! Do check
this out carefully! Also, many sets
with valve PA stages will have the
HT supply (900 volts) present im-
mediately from switch on - even
on receive. Is your rig one of these?
When working on stages with H.V.
present, especially in linears, don't
provide a path of conduction
through yourself - always keep
one hand well away from the work
area, preferably in your pocket, and
make sure that you remove all rings
and watches etc. from your hands.
This is good practice, even if the rig
is powered only from a small bat-
tery since it prevents you accident-
ly shorting out something within
them - thus providing you with
more faults and even more ex-
pense!
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As seen in the national press

II

The Prizes:
You could win £2,500 to be spent
on a dream holiday of your choice
for you and your family!
Second prize -a complete Canon
portable video outfit worth £1,300.'
Third prize- a BBC Model B micro
computer plus software worth £450. cl
Fourth prize- Minolta X700 camera
with a 50mm lens and flashgun,
worth £280.

How to zoenter:
Just identify the twelve
objects pictured
opposite....
HINT-the Argus Specialist
Magazines listed below might give you a clue:
Electronics Today International
Personal Computing Today
Movie Maker
Your Model Railway
Clocks
Home Computing Weekly
Beatbox
Ham Radio Today
Electronics
35mm Photography
Model
Woodworker

Games Computing
Photoplay Movies and Video
ZX Computing
Military Modelling
Hi-Fi Now!
Winemaker
Citizens. Band
Model Boats
Video Today
Popular Crafts

Your Commodore

and write your (one -word) answers in the spaces provided on
the coupon. For instance, if you think that number 9 is a
record write record in the space next to 9 on the coupon and
soon. Then tell us in up to 20 words why MAGAZINES
MAKE IDEAL HOLIDAY READING. Complete the coupon
in BLOCK LETTERS, and send it to. DREAM HOLIDAY
COMPETITION, Argus Specialist Publications Ltd.,
No 1 Golden Square. London W1R 3AB, to reach us no later
than 31st December 1984.
Competition rules
1 The competition is open to all UK and Eire readers except employees of Argus Specialist Publications Ltd
their printers and distributors
2 As long as an original coupon from the magazine(s) Of your choice is used for each entry there is no limit
to the number of entries per person Photocopied coupons will not be accepted
3 All entries must be postmarked before 31st December 1984
4 The prizes will be awarded to the first tour entrants who identity the twelve objects correctly and whose
completed sentence is judged the most apt and original
5 No correspondence will be entered into about the competition results the judges decision is final
6 Winners will be notified by post and the results will be published in a future issue of this magazine

The 12 objects are

3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12

Magazines make ideal holiday reading because (up to 20 words)

NAME(aLockLETTERs)

ADDRESS

AGE (if under 18)

HRT
Send to DREAM HOLIDAY COMPETITION, Argus Specialist Publications, No 1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB. 53



El h:WOI
Yaesu FT73OR

70cm FM Transceiver
Have you ever tried 70cm? If you
haven't then you've probably heard
the stories about calling for days
and nothing happening, or how the
expected range of 70cm mobile is

mobile and "put in a bit about your
impressions of 70cm operation as
well", I jumped at the chance. I

started out on 70cm when I was
first licensed way back in 1960

Seventy 'cems operation, particularly 'mobile', is
shrouded in much misconception. Pete Metcalfe, BSc,
G8DCZ, tried out the Yaesu FT73OR alongside his 2m

rig with surprising results...
barely better than 20km or even
how 'Syledis' blots out everything.
But if you have, then you're por-
bably hooked on it already. It's sad
that the band has such an
undeserved bad name. Most of the
folklore about 70cm is like all 'old
wives tales' ie a grain of truth
which has been exaggerated out of
all proportion.

When asked if I would like to
review the Yaesu FT730 R FM

something (when in fact only 70cm
and up were scheduled for class B
licensees) but with the advent of
2m, to my shame, I deserted 70cm
apart from having had a 100mW
rockbound handheld rig for the last

How the band hasfew years.
changed!

It is only comparatively recent-
ly that manufacturers have offered
any amount of 70cm 'boxes' and,
considering the difficulty in finding

readily available 'front end' and PA
devices that can handle
400-500MHz efficiently, this is
hardly surprising. However, they
are now appearing on the market
thick and fast - usually as a com-
plementary to the 2m range ie the
same box and logic, and hence the
same functions but with re -vamped
RF circuitry. This is confirmed by
comparing the FT290 and FT790,
the TR2500 and TR3500 and of
course the FT230 and FT730.
Almost without exception, the
70cm version has a rather lower
output power than its 2m counter-
part and this seems to indicate to
me that we still have a long way to
go in increasing the efficiency of
the output stage. I mention this
first because when operating the
730R the rear heatsink seemed to
run rather hot - watch where you
mount it in a car. However, the rig
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seemed perfectly happy, even on
long 'rag -chewing' type QSOs
(although it was a little disconcert-
ing to see the output power slowly
reduce!), but I feel that plenty of
ventilation can't do any harm!

Following the modern trend,
the 730R is an extremely small rig
measuring approx. 6" x8" x2" and
weighing only 1 1/2kg. (If they carry
on like this, I'll soon find one small
enough to fit into my small car pro-
perly!) What is useful is that the rig
is small enough to fit into a glove
compartment or briefcase when
leaving the car, the mobile bracket
being quick and easy to use.
Anything to reduce the theft
statistics can't be bad!

Looking At The Spec'

The output power is quoted as
10W and a quick measurement on
my rather ageing Daiwa CN630 in-
to a dummy load seemed to confirm
that this was true for the whole
430-439.975MHz range, no mean
feat over such a wide band and, of
course, of great importance to
70cm repeater shift of 1.6MHz. As
far as receive performance is con-
cerned, I have few facilities for
checking, but it seemed to have
quite a flat response throughout
the available FM and repeater spec-
trum. However, and here is my ma-
jor gripe about this rig, while I

wouldn't go so far as to say that
the 730R is 'deaf', the receive
capabilities on the review model
didn't seem to match up to the
10W output*. Regularly I sent
reports of 5 /5 but received ones of
5 /9 from comparably equipped sta-
tions. Repeaters could frequently
be accessed easily which could be
heard only at fairly poor strength
(which rather spoiled my fun when
working 70cm mobile!).

Anyway, back to the specifica-
tions. The 730R seems to have
most of the functions demanded by
the discerning 'black box' operator
(more of this later). The quoted
audio output power is a rather too
modest 1W with no indication of
the distortion level. I am convinced
that most rig designers drive
around in a nice quiet Mercedes or
Rolls (or whatever the Japanese
equivalent is).

An interesting discovery I

made, and which did not help the
aforementioned criticisms, is that a
very large proportion of 70cm
operators have very low modula-
tion, making it almost impossible to
hear them when travelling at speed.
I'm sorry to say that the 730R
under review also suffered from
this malaise but a few seconds with
a screwdriver can soon put this
right. . . ! The VR2003 centre rear
of the underside of the PA board,
can easily be turned anticlockwise

to increase the deviation. You've
got to hand it to Yaesu - their
manuals are good and informative!
It is nice to see that Yaesu have
gone for 'N' type connectors, to my
mind a must at this sort of frequen-
cy. Unfortunately, this would mean
that a 'N' type to PL259 adaptor
(or a splitter box) would be
necessary if one were also using a
2m rig in the car with a dual band
aerial. I've often thought of stan-
dardising my equipment and get-
ting rid of those awful 259s -
anybody know where I can get hold
of ring mounted N type sockets
that will fit my TR91 30?

Off With The Covers!

So, what are things like inside?
On removing the covers, and after a
little trouble with the bolts on the
rear heatsink, the top board in-
dicates how Yaesu have managed
to get in the 12 ICs, 9 FETs and 27
transistors (plus one or two other
bits and pieces) - it certainly is a
tight squeeze! Having said that, the
board is very well layed out, high
quality masked and labelled and
uses sockets extensively for off -
board connections. Coupled with
the excellent layout diagrams in the
manual, I foresee few difficulties in
store for maintenance and the ex-
perimentally minded - provided he
has patience and good eyesight -
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now where's that VR2003?. This
top board contains most of the RF
circuitry with the signal
transmit/receive switching being
performed by a relay, which is very
nice to see, especially at this fre-
quency. The receive front end is a
3SK97 GaAs-fet with what ap-
pears to be a rather unusual
method of biassing the second gate
ie connecting it directly to the
source! (Perhaps a little fiddling
around in this area would improve
the front end's performance? -
after the guarantee has expired, of
course).

A liberal sprinkling of lumped
and crystal filters together with the
inevitable IC limiter/discriminator/
squelch and IC audio amplifier com-
pletes the fairly standard line-up.
There's nothing too unusual on the
transmit side either, FM being
achieved by vari-cap swinging the
main 1 5.4 MHz oscillator and mix-
ing the result with the PLL derived
nominal 130MHz signal, the
resulting 1 43-1 46MHz signal then
being tripled up to 430MHz. The
use of 143MHz and tripling does of
course mean that problems could
be encountered when working
crossband 70cm/2m, and one
should thus choose the frequencies
for this carefully. For example,
SU1 7 has a small amplitude 'sprog'
on about 144.475MHz and SU20
on 144.5MHz etc so check for any
very local 2m all mode section
operators! In fairness to Yaesu
though, I must say that they seem
to have gone to town on the filter-
ing and, even with co -sited aerials,
I could discern little difference bet-
ween these 2m sprogs when set-
ting the 730 R to 1W and then 10W
output, so I would guess that very
little is getting up to the aerial. The
final RF output is from a 10W
module and I think that I've given
enough views on modules in
previous articles to say "enough
said" here!

The lower portion of the rig
contains the PLL and control cir-
cuitry along with a 5 year Lithium
memory back-up cell. The rig is ac-
tually sent with the back-up swit-
ched off, so check the manual to
see how it is activated. The current
consumption from this cell is

quoted at about 0.1 uA, which
rather puts my TR9130 and
TR2400 in the shade. I feel that
this is one of the single most useful
advances in control to have emerged

The heart of the FT73OR is a 4 -bit
microprocessor (HD44820A-62) -
see centre of pic.

over the last year or two - so one
up for Yaesu! It is in the lower por-
tion of the 730R that my first few
surprises came. The review model
was of course the European BC ver-
sion and so lacked the tone encoder
and squelch unit. This, coupled
with the flat pack main
microprocessor means that there is
a huge amount of empty space,
leaving plenty of room for installing
a pre -amp, perhaps. Another nice
touch is that on the underside there
is a hefty reverse polarity protec-
tion diode, which means that the
line fuse would blow rather than
the rig if you were to do something
silly.

Mobile In Mind

The front panel on the 730R is
quite well designed with one or two
features to make mobile operation
safer. For example, the 10 /1W
power switch stands proud of the
other buttons when in the 10W
position. This serves as a good
reference point for locating the
other buttons without the need to
take one's eyes off the road. The
feature of having two VFOs and
ten memories (rather unusual for an
FM rig) is also very handy for
mobile operation. I found it ex-
tremely useful to program the ten
repeater channels into the memory
with SU20 on VFO'A' and my
favourite QSY channel on VFO'B'.
This makes for very fast and safe
operation, especially when using
the memory step feature (as oppos-
ed to memory scan) ie single
presses of the microphone's

up/down buttons. Ten memories
may seem rather a lot but I can
assure you that, with lots of 70cm
repeaters about, they save an
awful lot of dial twiddling! With
1.6MHz shift on UK repeaters, I

was relieved to find that Yaesu
have incorporated a very simple to
use 'listen on the input' facility -
and that the frequency display
follows you up too. (They don't all
do that you know!) Odd repeater
shifts can easily be catered for, so
if you want to go chasing those
7.6MHz shift German repeaters
you are all set.

Scanning On 70cm

Now as far as scanning and
priority channel operation goes, I

have previously considered these
features as rather useless, 'flashy'
bits. However on 70cm I have
revised my opinion for a number of
reasons. Firstly, the band is so big
and in many parts of the country
can be very quiet making a CQ call
from any station seem like a novel-
ty, so why miss it? (I'll talk to
anybody!) Secondly, curiously
enough, and irrespective of what
the bandplan says, there is no
single 70cm FM calling channel.
This stems from the historic fact
that many people on 70cm have
graduated to the band using ex -
Government /prison /police /PMR
rockbound rigs. When you've only
got two or three channels, what do
you crystal up for? Most people
(myself included) tend to have the
local repeater and, say, SU8. This
tends to make SU8 and SU20 FM
calling channels, again making
scanning or, better still, priority
channel functions extremely
useful. Incidentally, if you call and
then work on SU8 on a fully syn-
thesised rig you had better watch
out, for in some parts of the coun-
try, especially the Midlands, people
tend to reserve SU8 for rockbound
operation. So, if you can both get
off SU8, please do so. (I think that
this is a nice idea, but I'm biassed!)
Thirdly, it is sad that an awful lot of
people tend to think of 70cm as a
'repeater band' and simplex opera-
tion in some areas of the country is
very limited. So it's very useful to
be able to scan the repeaters to find
a contact (and then try to drag
him/her off to a simplex channel?
Go on, start a trend!).

To finish off discussing the
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Top side

panel controls, I found the 'Call'
button, which sends the rig into
transmit with a tone burst, very
useful. This is especially useful
when 'mobile' because the normal
PTT toneburst enable switch is on
the rear panel ie virtually inaccessi-
ble when the rig is mounted in a
car. As all the 70cm repeaters that I
have come across (and the review
model did join me on trips to the
Midlands and West Country this
summer) allow audio access after
the initial toneburst, I tended to
leave off the PTT toneburst com-
pletely. Frequency steps on the
730R are either 25kHz or 100kHz.
With the band being so large, I

found the 100 kHz steps especially
useful. Unfortunately if you are on,
say, 433.425MHz and want to go
up to 433.525Mhz, pressing the
'step' button for 1 00kHz steps and
rotating the dial only takes you up
to the next 100 kHz section of the
band ie 433.500MHz and then
433.600MHz etc. It would have
been nice to jump just 100 kHz and
get the intermediate frequencies as
well. Finally, the frequency display
is of the liquid crystal type and has
quite a large viewing angle, mean-
ing that the display is visible on the
brightest sunlight (well almost!). At
night the dial lamp takes care of
visibility - it's somewhat bright
and if this had been my rig I would
have done something to tone it
down to avoid distraction while
driving.

Consistent comments of 'ex-
cellent audio' were received using
this rig (especially with the devia-
tion increased slightly) and, after
getting used to the intricacies of its
microprocessor, it was a pleasure
to use. However, the old 'chestnut'

of the S -meter rears its ugly head
yet again and the 730R unfor-
tunately had one of the most lazy
that I've come across. As an exam-
ple, while in QSO from my
homebase (using a vintage 48 ele
multibeaml, with a friend operating
mobile with 1/2W or so, I gave an
'audio' report of 5/9 and an
'S -meter' report of 5/1 for some
time until fairly suddenly the
S -meter went up to 5/8. "Hey,
that's good - where are you
now?", I said. "Just pulled into
your drive.", came the reply!
Another friend of mine had the right
idea I'm sure - he's stuck tape
over his 'S' meter!

70cm Vs 2m Mobile

During the course of trying out
this rig, it was taken 'mobile' to the
Midlands, the West Country, local-
ly around Sussex, up 850ft to a
local high spot and canal boat
'mobile' on the Oxford canal. So, I
feel qualified to answer a few ques-
tions about what 70cm is like.
Firstly you'll need to get/construct
yourself a decent aerial. On 70cm,
homebase aerials look so much like
TV ones that you should be able to
get away with murder, without
alerting your neighbours. (That be-
ing said, watch out for TVI-
430 MHz can cause big problems!)
On the car, a 5/8 over 5/8 wave
colinear is smaller than a 5/8 wave
for 2m so there's no clang -clang as
you wander around multi-storey
carparks. Also worth noting is that
some of the dual band 2m/70cm
mobile aerials perform very well in-
deed. The beauty of 70cm aerials is
that they are small - which tends
to encourage one to experiment
with the odd coat -hanger just for
the fun of it! The other thing about
70cm is that some very odd pro-
pagation effects can be experienc-
ed. Have you ever watched TV,
seen 'continental interference' pat-
terns and immediately leapt up to
the shack only to find that 2m is
dead? Well, try 70cm instead!

What about the range on
70cm? I spent quite a time over the
summer comparing 70cm with 2m
mobile and found surprisingly little
difference between the two, taking
account of the power and aerial
gain. (The latter is where 70cm has
the advantage, for, in the same
physical space you can pack in a
much better 70cm aerial than a 2m

one.) Locally, the South Downs
tend to get in my way but it was
surprising to see just how
favourably 70cm compared with
2m. (Signals from stations equip-
ped with comparable equipment on
both bands disappeared at the
same place finally. However,
before that, 70cm was almost
always copyable at places where
2m was lost.) While driving
westwards, I held an excellent QSO
on 70cm with a chap in Poole for
over 35 miles of motorway driving,
while moving away from his base
station at that. With the advent of
the massive repeater network on
70cm, quite some fun can be had,
however, as a word of warning,
since so many repeaters are sited
on the same channel and tend to
have a rather low output power, if
you are hurtling down a motorway
keep your QSOs short. (I found this
out the hard way, going rapidly in
and out of range of any one
repeater while travelling down the
Al rather rapidly!) It's odd to see
why the usage of 70cm varies from
area to area. The Midlands and
West Country on the whole seem
very quiet and here 70cm lives up
to its image of calling for hours
without any reply. However, in the
South East of England, 70cm is
now very active (people fed up with
bad operation on 2m repeaters?).

All in all, 70cm is a lot of fun
and the adage 'the gentlemans
band' seems well justified. I am not
being derogatory of 2m but life
somehow seems slower and more
pleasant on 70cm and even the
London repeaters are accessible
(make of that what you will!). You
could do a lot worse than choosing
the FT73OR as an introduction to
the 70cm band. I certainly enjoyed
using it and if you want a further in-
centive, check the price of it (cur-
rently £239) compared with its 2m
version. (Surprisingly enough, the
price of the 70cm version is lower!)
Go on, give it a go and put a bit of
sanity back into mobile operation.
See you on SUB.
The sensitivity of the review sample

checked out at 0.1 2uV for 1 2dB
SINAD, better than the Yaesu spec'.
Perhaps some 70cm transmitters are a
little lacking in RF output? . . . a puzzled
G3ZZD.

The author would like to thank
South Midlands Communications
Ltd of Totton, Southampton for the
loan of the review equipment.
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IC chips for radio frequency
synthesisers are probably the
single most important development
in the technology of our hobby
since we went over from valves (in

for amateur radio use will always
require an external VCO - voltage
controlled oscillator - to produce
the RF output signal which is the
raison d'etre of the system. It

A few months ago, HRT ran an article which discussed the
basic ideas behind frequency synthesis. Now, Frank Ogden,

G4JST, explains the genesis of a practical 'frequency
synthesiser', as a foundation for a number of articles on the
applications of current PLL synthesisers to Amateur Radio.

the main) to transistors. In the days
before IC synthesisers, perhaps the
greatest skill required by the home
designer/constructor was obtaining
the necessary frequency stability
with full VFO control on every
band. It was particularly difficult to
get full and continuous coverage on
144MHz and 432MHz.

I plan to write a series of ar-
ticles giving practical application
notes and examples for the current-
ly available radiocomms circuits -
NJ8812, MC145140/50 series,
HEF4750, NJ8820, 4000 and
4500 series MSI building blocks.
All these circuits are intended for
general purpose use. I would also
like to take a look at some of the
consumer PLL synthesiser systems
for their applications to amateur
radio. This series will principally be
of interest to VHF and UHF con-
structors but, where possible, HF
applications will also be offered.

Because the subject matter is
so wide, I have to keep basics to a
minimum in favour of practical
details of such things as pin func-
tion, level requirements, phase com-
parator types etc. This necessarily
assumes detailed knowledge of the
subject. / therefore wish to restrict
this first part to offering the
groundwork necessary for
understanding the rest of the
series.

VCO
A practical synthesiser system

always has one input for a DC con-
trol voltage, and two RF outputs.
One of the RF output feeds the
desired output signal to the equip-
ment while the other output
siphons a proportion of the same
signal to the digital electronics of
the PLL system. The position of the
VCO within the complete PLL
system is shown in Fig.1.

The essential parameter of an
RF VCO is the frequency change in
the output signal for a given change
in voltage on the DC control line.
Mathematical expressions of VCO
and phase comparator performance
tend to come out as radians/volt or
radians/second. But as someone
who still thinks in terms of
megacycles, all quotes of time and
phase will be restricted to Hz,
which everybody understands.
Thus the essential parameter of a
VCO is MHz/volt.

A typical 2m band VCO is

shown in Fig.2. Most equipment
designs require that the synthesiser
should be able to reduce both the
transmit frequency and the same
frequency plus or minus the first IF,
for use as local oscillator injection
or receive. In the 2m case, the VCO
would have to cover from 133 to
135MHz and 144 to 146MHz.
With modern varicaps it would be
no trouble to build an oscillator
which covered the band con-
tinuously from 133 to 146MHz,
with just a few volts' change on the
control line. However it would be
far better practice to aim for a

2MHz change for a 50 per cent
control voltage swing to minimise
the effect of any noise on the con-
trol line. Thus Fig.2 shows a PIN
diode switch to coarse tune the
VCO to either 133 or 144MHz for
receive/transmit function. Putting a
few figures on things, the control
voltage from the phase comparator
could possibly swing over a 12V
range. Taking a figure of 50 per
cent to allow for overshoot, the
practical control voltage swing is
6V for 2MHz or around
330kHz/volt. A suitable VCO for
70cm would require a sensitivity of
about 1.6MHz/volt when used with
a 1 2V swing phase comparator.

Phase Comparator

This part of the synthesiser

CRYSTAL
REFERENCE
OSCILLATOR

OUTPUT FREQUENCY . N a F
OF SYSTEM

OUTPUT FREQUENCYN 
REFERENCE FREQUENCY

r CRYSTAL
FREQUENCY

VCO -, SUFFER

DC CONTROL
VOLTAGE

LOW PASS
LOOP !LEER

REFERENCE
FREQUENCY

CHANNEL
SPACING
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DIRTY'
DC ERROR
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PHASE
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VCO OUTPUT
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DIVIDE BY N
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Fig, 1 The basics of a synthesiser system.
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Fig. 2 Practical 2m VCO circuit PIN swit-
chable for 134MHz (receive) or 145MHz
(transmit).
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system is nearly always integrated
onto the main IC within the PLL,
where it compares the fixed
reference frequency - which is
usually proportional to the system
channel spacing - with the divided
output of the VCO. In practice, this
means that the phase comparator
has to produce a control voltage
output for the VCO proportional to
the frequency variation between a
reference signal of exactly 25kHz
(in a 25kHz channelled system) and
a divided VCO signal of about
25kHz. Naturally, the 'sense' of the
phase comparator output should be
to act in the direction which pulls
the VCO into spot-on timing with
the crystal controlled reference
signal.

People with a reasonable
memory will recall those
marvellous days of NASA's Apollo
programme which culminated in
astronauts walking on the moon.
As the lunar orbiter disappeared
behind the moon, communication
was lost but, on the emergence of
the craft from behind the far side of
the moon, Mission Control at
Houston invariably used the ex-
pression "We have lock".

What they were referring to
was the operation of a circuit
shown essentially in Fig. 3, the
grand -daddy of all digital phase
comparators. Invented by NASA,
this simple arrangement of just a
gate and a couple of flip-flops has
the remarkable ability of not only
being able to keep two signals in
phase, but also it can decide which
of two input signals has the highest
input frequency and move the out-

put control line in the correct direc
tion to reduce the frequency dif
ference to zero.

It works like this. Imagine that
the two input signals are com-
petitors in a race. The two flip-flops
are lanes in a race track. The race is
won when the fastest runner gets
past the finishing line, sprints over

DIVIDED
VCO INPUT

REFERENCE
INPUT

Fig. 3 NASA's digital
frequency and phase comparator circuit,
now used in all LSI synthesiser chip
systems.

P CHANNEL

OPEN CIRCUIT
OUTPUT IN

LOCKED
CONDITION

N CHANNEL

to the judges' table and stops the
clock on his slower competitor. He
has won and the positive pulse on
the Q output on his flip-flop race
track declares him the winner.
Stopping the clock (the gate per-
forms this function by pulsing the
flip-flop resets) also has the effect
of returning both competitors to
the starting line where the race is
re -run ad infinitum until the slower
signal picks up speed (or the faster
one slows down). In all, a circuit of
true ingenuity.

With a train of pulses present at
the Q output of the flip-flop with
the faster signal - timed from the
leading edge - the mark/space
does not matter one iota: available

continuously, it is a circuitry doddle
to translate these to a DC control
voltage for the VCO.

Although almost universally us-
ed, the circuit does have one short-
coming. With both input signals
perfectly in phase, there is a 'dead'
period lasting a few tens of
nanoseconds either side of the
nominal lock condition. This is due
to the propagation delay from clock
input to reset action. This places a
degree of design constraint upon
the loop filter: the bandwidth of the
VCO control loop must be limited to
the point where no 'hunting'
around the phase comparator dead
band can occur. If such low level,
high frequency instabilities are pre-
sent, the VCO output may well
show high level 'sproggies' for no
otherwise apparent reason. The
'dead' band rarely presents too
much of a problem in practice.

The highly advanced HEF4750
series from Philips also carries a
sample hold type comparator, as
does the Plessey NJ8820. This
type of circuit uses a very short
pulse with a repetition rate, deter-
mined by the reference frequency
to cut a thin slice out of a ramp
waveform derived from the VCO
divided signal. This sample level,
which has a value proportional to
its position on the ramp, is held as a
steady output voltage in a sample
hold circuit until updated by the
next reference sample. This
method has spot-on phase com-
parison accuracy, but is not fre-
quency sensitive. When used in IC
synthesiser systems, a digital com-
parator pulls the circuit into rough
lock, is disabled, and the high ac-
curacy sample hold circuit takes
over the task of keeping the loop in
lock. This gives the Philips, and the
new Plessey chip, superb perfor-
mance at the expense of increased
circuit complexity. Fig.4 shows the
block schematic of a sample hold
comparator.

Reference to Fig .1 shows
where this component comes in the
chain. The basics are that, however
the circuit may be implemented, it
divides the output frequency of the
VCO by a ratio which equals the
wanted output frequency divided
by the system channel spacing. I

shall explain this with a real exam -
Die. You wish to build an FM
synthesised box for 2m operation.
A pair of thumb -wheel switches
should read so that '20' is S20 or
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Fig. 4 Block diagram of a sample - hold
high performance analogue comparator.
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145.5MHz. It follows that the fre-
quency step between each position
on the thumb wheels has to be
25kHz. Using the rule given at the
beginning of the paragraph:
145500 (kHz) divided by 25 (kHz)
= 5820 = division ratio required
by programmable divider between
VCO and phase comparator. When
carrying out such a calculation,
make sure that all quantities are of
the same units.

Similarly, the division ratio re-
quired for S19 would be 5810 =
145.475MHz; S18 = 5818, etc.
SO would require a division ratio of
5800 = 145.000MHz. 144MHz
= 5760.

Assuming that a given pro-
grammable divider has four digits
to program so that the VCO output
is at the correct frequency - for
S20 it would be 5 (MSD), 8,2,0
(LSD) - it would be convenient to
hardwire the 5 and 8, and use a
single pair of thumb wheel swit-
ches in BCD coding for the two
least significant digits.

All this seems straightforward
until one considers that the LO
receive frequencies need to be pro-

grammed together with other
facilities such as repeater shift, etc.
Consider a synthesiser set up for
receiving on S20.

145.5 - 10.7 = 134.8MHz =
134800/25 = 5392 SO requires a
division ratio of 5372, etc. A pair
of thumb -wheels in the last two
positions clearly cannot be used
without extra logic, a BCD adder,
and extra positions in the hard
wired programming arrangement.
Similarly, a 600kHz repeater shift
requires the addition of 24 to the
receive division ratio.

CMOS programmable dividers,
such as the 4059 four decade BCD
divider, require three 4560 BCD
adders and a 4 x 16 diode matrix
plus two BCD thumbwheels to pro-
vide all the programming necessary
for complete coverage from 144 to
146MHz, with full repeater shifts. I

know that this scheme, outlined in
Fig.5 works because it was my
very first amateur radio project. My
synthesised FM 'black box' is still
in use today.

The programming complexity
required by even a simple project
like the one I have just described
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Fig. 5 Programming the divider chain in BCD using 4000 series CMOS.
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indicates that BCD programming,
which seems instantly familiar
because we count in ten's, has vir-
tually no advantage over binary
coding when it comes to building
synthesisers. Indeed, the majority
of synthesiser chip sets require
binary input numbers. In this case,
the easiest way to program these
sets is to stuff the binary program-
ming numbers in an EPROM where
they are then addressed using sim-
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Fig. 6 The interfacing of EPROMs and LSI
synthesiser chips.

ple BCD code as the address in
puts. Fig.6 shows the straightfor-
ward way in which this man -to -
machine translation is achieved.

Frequency Limit

Programmable dividers of the
sort that will be covered in the
following series have upper input
frequency limits spanning from 5 to
30MHz Not one of them will
operate directly at the VCO output
frequency of a two metre rig. One
of three tricks has to be employed
to reduce 1 50MHz down to 5MHz
or whatever.

The most obvious, but
technically the least desirable
method, is simply to feed the VCO
output into a fixed high speed
divider. Provided that the reference
frequency (channel spacing) is
divided by the same amount, the
programmable divider can be pro-
grammed precisely as if it were
operating directly from the VCO
output. An SP8629 divide by 100
prescaler, connected to the output
of a 2m VCO, would produce an
output to the programmable divider
ranging from 1.44MHz to
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1.46MHz (in transmit). This fre-
quency would be easily handled by
any programmable divider. The
25kHz reference frequency would
also have to be divided by 100,
resulting in 250Hz reference fre-
quency system performance would
suffer badly: settling time (between
alterations in frequency step) side -

band noise, FM noise, etc would all
be poor. Fig.7 gives the system.

A far better arrangement is to
mix the VCO output with that of a
multiplied crystal oscillator output.
For instance, if the crystal oscillator
output is exactly 3MHz below the
lowest frequency which the system
has to synthesise, then a 2MHz
VCO frequency change to cover
the 2m band for example will repre-
sent a frequency range of 3 to
5MHz for the programmable divider
to deal with. It can therefore
operate directly with reference fre-
quency maintained at 25kHz.

Fig.8 shows the block
schematic for the divider chain.

Fig. 7 The simple but low performance
approach to VHF frequency 144u, 46MHz

RF OUTPUTsyn thesis. 113310 135MHz1

REFERENCE
OSCILLATOR

V 10 24h1Hz

REFERENCE
DIVIDER

I

VCO

4

A DC

LOOP
FILTER

0
cc

.100

1 44 to

4614Hz

COMPARATOR "-**4-" DIVIDE BY N

The arithmetic for a worked exam-
ple goes like this:
Frequency to be synthesised -
133.3 MHz (RX LO for 144.000)
Total division ratio required is
133300/25 = 5332 The crystal
oscillator frequency of 130.3MHz
represents a contribution to the
overall division ratio of 130300/25
= 5212.
The job to be done by the program-
mable divider is just 5332 (the re-
quired overall division ratio) -
5212 (the contribution of the
crystal oscillator) + 120 (the ac-
tual division number programmed
into the divider).

Similarly a frequency of
135.275 (LO for 1 45.975MHz) re-
quires a division ratio of
135275/25 = 5411. Therefore:
actual division ratio is 5411 - 521 2
= 199. Thus a 130.3MHz crystal

oscillator mixed into the output of
the VCO allows the entire 2m band
to be covered using a program-

VCO

RF OUTPUT
133.3 to 136275MHz

MIXER
2 to 4 79MHz

130.3MHz

ULTIPLIER

43.43MHz

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR

43.43MHz

DIVIDE BY
N COUNTER

N - 120 to 199

2Sk Hz

TO PHASE
COMPARATOR

Fig. 8 Using a crystal
oscillator/mixer system

to maintain channel
spacing frequency with

low speed divide by N
counters.

mable division ratio ranging from
120 to 199 (79 25kHz channels).

Dual Modulus Division

There is an even better way of
implementing a high speed divider,
which combines a dual modulus
prescaler with a slow speed pro-
grammable divider while retaining
the full channel spacing as the
reference frequency. The expres-
sion 'better' relates to the fact that
the system doesn't require a high
frequency crystal oscillator, and
that widely differing frequencies,
for instance the difference between
the receive local oscillator and
transmit frequencies, can be pro-
grammed directly. The only proviso
is that a) the VCO can cope with
the programmed frequencies and b)
the required division ratio is within
the range of the dual modulus
prescaler/programmable divider
combination. This last point is im-
portant because a dual modulus
synthesiser chip such as the

NJ881 2 (to be covered in detail in
the next article) will only divide
over a limited range, in this case
between 1600 and 11840 or
6720 to 16960.

The basic dual modulus division
system is shown in Fig.9. It com-
prises a dual modulus prescaler, a
small fully programmable divider
known as the A counter, and a
larger fully programmable divider
known as the N counter. The dual
modulus prescaler works in the
same way as a fixed prescaler ex-
cept that it can divide by one of two
ratios P or P + 1 where typical
values for P (depending on the
device) are 10,40,100 or 256. It is
possible to purchase devices with
other values of P but the ones
quoted tend to be the most useful.
For instance the Plessey SP8793
has a value for P of 40. It can thus
divide either by 40 or 41. I'm not
going to go too deeply into how
dual modulus prescalers combine
with special programmable
dividers, to make a fully program-
mable system which can work
directly at VCO output frequency.
It is quite a difficult topic to grasp
and complete system understan-
ding is not really necessary provid-
ed that the programming rules are
known. There are also plenty of
books on the subject (I recommend
the 'Integrated Circuits Applica-
tions Handbook' by Arthur Seid-
man, published by Wiley).
I am prepared to enlarge on the
subject if enough people write in.

Essentially, it is like dividing up
a pile of sweets equally among a
group of children. Providing that
the number of sweets is exactly
divisible by the number of children
present at the handout, then there
will be none left over at the end of

VCO

CONTROL
FLIP FLOP

0 - It  11P
CONTROL

INPUT

DUAL
MODULUS

DIVIDE BY
P/P  1

Fig. 9 Dual modulus division - the most
RF OUTPUT elegant and versatile programmable divi-

sion system for frequency sythesis.

TOTAL DIVISION RATIO - NI  A
BUT. A MUST ALWAYS BE LESS THAN N
MINIMUM DIVISION RATIO - (P -11P
AND A MUST ALWAYS BE EOUAL OR
LESS THAN P-1

DIVIDE BY
A COUNTER

:1.<7.11't

LSB

DIVIDE BY
N COUNTER

1111 II IL
SINGLE 16 -BIT PROGRAMMING WORD

 BINARY EQUIVALENT OF
TOTAL DIVISION RATIO

OUTPUT TO PHASE
C 0.P A R A TOH
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distribution. There will always be
less sweets left over than there are
children present, otherwise you
would be able to go another round.
If you knew beforehand the number
of sweets and the number of
children, then it would be possible
to deal yourself (definitely! - Ed) in
for the number of rounds it would
take to use up the surplus sweets.
Thus, if you knew that the packet
contained 103 sweets for division
amont a group of ten children, you
could go around the group of
children ten times, including
yourself in the deal for three of
them. Keep this example in mind
while reading the programming
rules for dual modulus division
systems.

Programming Method

Assuming that the A counter
and N counter of Fig.9 are straight
binary programmable dividers (they
could be BCD, but the P ratio would
have to be a power of 10) then the
bits of the N counter may simply be
regarded as a continuation of the
bits of the A counter. For example,

if the A counter had six bits and the
N counter 10 bits, then the total
divider system may be regarded as
having 16 bits or a maximum divi-
sion of 65535 in decimal notation.
The A counter contains the least
significant six bits of the complete
division ratio and the N counter
holds the most significant 10 bits
of that total division ratio.

Electronically, both the A
counter and the N counter are fed
from the P prescaler output. Initially
the prescaler divides at a rate of P
+ 1 until the A counter reaches
zero. The counter remains at zero,
but a control signal detected by the
zero state makes the prescaler
divide at the rate P until the N
counter also reaches zero. A pulse
passes to the system output (to the
phase comparator input) both
counters reset with their program-
med values and the prescaler goes
to the P + 1 state and the cycle
restarts. Remember those sweets?

Rules

1) The fundamental division
ratio P of the prescaler must always

be great enough so that the VCO
output frequency divided by P is
less than the maximum frequency
limit of the programmable
divider/control chip.
2) The maximum number program-
med into the A counter must never
be more than P - 1. Thus a P = 40
prescaler should never be more
than 39 in binary value programm-
ed into its A counter.
3) The number in the N counter
must always be more than the
number in the counter.
4) The minimum division ratio of a
dual modulus system = (P - 1) x
P.

5) The maximum division ratio is (P
x Nmax) + Amax.

Reference Divider
After some of the heavier con-

cepts which I have tried to explain
away as lightly as I can, I am pleas-
ed to say that this one is completely
straight forward. Most of the syn-
thesiser LSI building blocks have
fully programmable reference
counters so that the desired
reference frequency can be obtain-
ed with a wide choice of crystals.

NEXT
MONTH

GOING 'MOBILE'?

CONSTRUCTING MOBILE ANTENNAS FOR THE HF AND LF BANDS
Full details from veteran mobileer G3TS0

DIPLEXERS AND DUAL BAND ANTENNAS FOR 2m AND 70cm
If you operate on the bands from the car this is a must!

PLUS

MICROWAVES FROM A MUSTARD TIN
Frank Ogden, G4JST, puts a tin of Coleman's to good use

PROJECT OMEGA 100W RF AMPLIFIER

ATV
Andy Emmerson, G8PTH, looks at the current 24cm scene and reviews the latest in equipment from

Wood and Douglas
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Ga11g=
Speech P

One of the failings of the human
anatomy as far as communications
is concerned is the variation in tim-
bre of the human voice. If you listen
around the bands you will discover
a wide range of types, from the
very bassy to the ultra high. That

UThU=0
ocessor

)1

Put some punch into your transmissions -FM, AM
or SSB. Tony Bailey, G3WPO, tells how.

being said, the problem is that very
often what actually comes out of
the transmitter to be demodulated
at your receiver very often bears lit-
tle resemblance to what went into
the microphone.

How many people do you know
personally that you don't recognise
over the air? The best example is
the 'female' voice - virtually all
communications transmit equip-
ment is tailored for the lower 'male'
voice with the result that most
female operators tend to sound the
same. The audio circuits are not
matched to the different audio
characteristics when the higher fre-
quencies predominate ie in the
female voice.

It's no secret that communica-
tions equipment is generally
tailored to transmit only those fre-
quencies lying between 0.3 and
3kHz, as this is where all the useful
voice information lies. In fact,
within this frequency range, there
are smaller, narrower bands of fre-
quencies which actually convey the
critical information needed for in-
telligibility - you can remove all
the other frequencies and still be
left with a perfectly copyable
signal, albeit not sounding like the
original modulation pattern.

There are ways of actually
filtering out these 'unwanted' fre-
quency bands - those of you
familiar with audio equipment will
know of the 'graphic equaliser', a
piece of gear which allows selec-
tive boosting or cutting of say 10
different frequency bands within
the audio spectrum (the commer-
cial designs usually cover up to

1 5kHz or so for Hi-Fi applications).
Without a graphic equaliser,

there are still ways of getting over
the most common problem with a
voice, and that is a lack of modula-
tion at certain specific frequencies.

If you take a look at the human
voice on an oscilloscope, it is ob-
vious that while the majority of the
pattern is at low level, there are
many peaks of high intensity but
short duration. It's unfortunate that
all the information most valuable
for communications purposes is
contained in the low level part. Of
course, your transmitter doesn't
know this and its output power is
limited by the amplitude of the high
intensity peaks. Although your out-
put power may be 100W PEP (on
SSB) the average level is very much
lower than this - about 12.5%.
Hence the reason why the duty cy-
cle on a normal SSB transmitter is
so low.

To bring up this average level,
we need to amplify all the low level
information up to somewhere near
the level of the peaks. Of course, to
do this you have to amplify
everything at once, then reduce the
level of the already high energy
peaks back to that of the amplified
low level parts. This is done by clip-
ping the highly amplified signal to a
level which will suit the transmitter,
so that you end up with an audio
signal with a much higher average
energy content.

Nothing is that simple and the
process of clipping, being non-
linear, introduces lots of distortion
products which weren't there in
the first place. These have to be got

rid of if the audio quality isn't to suf-
fer. This is where simple pro-
cessors suffer badly and get
themselves a bad name - all the
'rubbish' present shows up as distor-
tion on the signal and this can be so
bad as to make the transmission
unreadable.

First, You Filter.. .

There is a solution - lots of
filtering in the right places to
remove these distortion products
before they get to be a problem.

The first thing you have to do is
to filter the microphone signal
before any processing is done
down to a bandwidth of 0.3

If you don't, then the com-
ponents at say 5 and 6kHz will mix
to produce 11kHz (easy to filter
off) and of course 1 kHz (impossible
to filter off). So, you have distor-
tion products before you start.

Another way to improve the
design is to introduce a special
stage of amplification before any
clipping is done so that the filters
and clipper are presented with a
reasonably constant level of audio
to deal with. This type of circuit is
known as VOGAD (Voice Operated
Gain Adjusting Device) and has the
advantage that you can speak at
varying distances from the
microphone and still maintain a

constant level of modulation. While
it is possible to design this type of
circuit using discrete semiconduc-
tors, Plessey have kindly done all
the work for us in the shape of the
SL6270 IC, with only a few exter-
nal components needed. This also
has a bandpass filter incorporated
into it so we now have two filters
ahead of the clipper, helping to
reduce the chances of unwanted
distortion products.

Incidentally, speech processing
is not only applicable to SSB - it
can be used with any voice mode of
transmission, FM and AM respon-
ding equally well to its advantages.

Having clipped our audio, we of
course have lots of distortion pro -
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Circuit diagram of speech processor

ducts outside of the normal wanted
0.3 - 3kHz range which have to be
got rid of. Another bandpass filter
is used for this and the audio which
is presented to the transmitter
audio circuit should by now be of
much higher average amplitude but
with little distortion.

How It Works

Input signals from the
microphone (low impedance) are
amplified to a constant level of
around 90mV by IC1, a Plessey
SL6270 VOGAD chip. The time
constants of the AGC used here are
substantially different to those
given by Plessey in their data
sheets - with the original values
far too much AGC action was ap-
parent on speech peaks, giving an
unpleasant effect when in use.

A bandpass filter is incor-
porated, low frequency roll -off is

set by C8 (300Hz) and high fre-
quency by C7 (3kHz). This stage is
followed by further filtering in a

bandpass active filter, IC2 (741) -
active filters are used as they are
much more efficient than lumped
tuned circuits at audio, and have
specific characteristics which are
repeatable. Minimum unwanted
products are thus fed to the
amplifier and clipper, leading to
minimum distortion in the final out-
put. IC3 acts as a variable gain
amplifier whose output is clipped
by D1 to increase the average level
of the modulation waveform. The
clipped signal is then filtered again
through IC4 to remove distortion
products outside the voice pass -
band (0.3 - 3kHz). The output level
to the transmitter is adjustable via
preset VR2. Visual indication of

clipping level is given by the LED,
driven by Q1 by the clipped audio
waveform.

A simple IC voltage regulator
feeds IC1 with +5V (limits for this
chip are +4 to +12V). Total cur-
rent consumption is around 15mA
without the LED, or 25mA with it.

Construction

The processor is built on a

small single sided PCB, and there is
nothing particularly critical about
its construction so a beginner could
tackle this project with confidence.
You will need a small bit soldering
iron (1/4" bits are absolutely no
use whatsoever for this sort of pro-
ject).
1. Start by inserting the 9 x 1mm
connection pins into the ap-
propriate holes - these are pushed
in from the underside before solder-
ing.
2. Insert and solder all the resistors
- these mount horizontally, flat
against the PCB with 10mm lead
spacing.
3. Insert all non -electrolytic
capacitors, mounting them as close
to the PCB as possible. The low
value capacitors used in the filter
circuits may be mylar or
polystyrene and should have a

tolerance of 10% or better. Mylar
capacitors are usually green or
yellow in colour - coding for ln is
102, for 100n is 104. Polystyrene
capacitors often have a red band on
one end - this is not a polarity
marking and they may be inserted
either way round.
4. Insert the electrolytic and tan-
talum capacitors, taking care that
the polarities are as marked on the
layout diagram. Normally with

these types of capacitor, the longer
lead is positive.
5. Insert the remainder of the com-
ponents, making sure that the
diode, ICs and transistor are cor-
rectly orientated (the banded end of
D1 is the cathode or non -earthy
end).
6. Double check your connections,
and that you have no solder bridges
on the PCB between tracks.

Using The Clipper

You should mount this unit in-
side a screened enclosure to pre-
vent RF from possibly affecting its
operation. The input lead from the
microphone should have a ferrite
bead threaded across the lead as a
preventative measure, and the
+ 1 2V supply should be decoupled
with the 100n ceramic capacitor
soldered between it and the case.
The clipper will fit inside a standard
diecast box, and will also allow the
fitting of a Yaesu type mic connec-
tor. A phono plug and socket can
be used for the power input con-
nections.

If you wish, the unit can be
bypassed with a double pole
changeover toggle or slide switch,
to allow 'in' and 'out' comparisons.

The connections to the 'Clipp-
ing Level' pot should be made with
screened microphone cable, and
the pot connected so that fully an-
ticlockwise represents minimum
resistance in circuit. Input and out-
put connections should also be in
screened cable. If your rig has a
PTT switch, then a 3 or 4 pole mic
connector will be needed to accept
this extra connection, which can be
run straight from the input connec-
tor to the output connector.
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Overlay diagram

Foil pattern

Setting Up

There is no alignment as such
and you should find that the pro-
cessor works straight away. To set
up the unit, adjust your transmitter
mic gain to its normal level and con-
nect the unit into circuit - use the
shortest possible interconnecting
lead between the unit and the
transmitter to avoid RF pickup.
Then, set the clipping control (VR1)
pot to about 1/4 travel from its

least resistance end. Next adjust
VR2 so that the modulation/devia-
tion level is the same as with the
unit out of circuit. Best results will
depend on signal strength. When in
QSO over short distances with
strong signals there is little point in
using the unit, (leave the pot near
minimum travel), as it adds no ad-
vantage unless your existing
modulation is 'thin'. As signal
strengths deteriorate, the clipping
level can be increased. About half

travel on the pot (about 10dB clipp-
ing) is probably sufficient for nor-
mal use, with maximum clipping
(about 22dB) only being needed
under really poor conditions.

The LED will give a guide to the
clipping level. At minimum setting
of the clipping, it will only flash on
peaks, whereas at maximum clipp-
ing it will glow nearly continuously.

Note that between zero and
1/4 travel of the clipping pot, there
is a slight (3dB) increase in the out-
put voltage level from the unit -
this is normal.

COMPONENT LISTING
Resistors
R1 47k
R2 220k
R3,12 5k6
R4,5,6,7,
13,14,15,16 27k
R8,10,11 1k
R9 100k

All resistors 5% carbon film 0.25W

VR1
VR2

Capacitors

C1
C2,3,23
C4,10

C5
C6
C7
C8

C9,15,21

C11,12,17,18
C13,19
C14,20
C16

C22

Semiconductors
Q1
IC1

IC2,3,4
IC5
D1
D2

10k log pot
4k7/5k lin preset

1 uF 16V min electro
1n cer disc
0.47uF 35V tant
bead
100n cer disc
220uF 16V electro
4n7 mylar
2.2uF 16V min
electro
10uF 16V min
electro
100n mylar
1n5 poly
1n poly or mylar
1 uF 16V min tant
bead
100uF 16V min
electro

BC239 or BC 238
SL6270 or
equivalent
741N or 741CN
78L05 or 78L08
1N4148
3mm red LED

Kits

Full kits of parts for this project
are available from WPO Com-
munications including a drilled tinn-
ed printed circuit board at £13.90
inc VAT Et post.
PCB is also available at £2.90
Plus 60p Post
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A NEWCOMER'S GUIDE TO FM
SIMPLEX AND REPEATER OPERA-
TION ON TWO METRES
By Antony Askew, G4BPC.
Published by the UK FM Group.

This is really a booklet rather than a
book. The 20 A5 pages are "aimed
primarily at the newly licensed

of the repeater by the accessing
signal. In the author's description
of the scale, the reader becomes
usefully aware of the relationship
between signal strength and signal-
to-noise ratio.

This technique of describing
operational procedures and simply
indicating the technical reasons

This month we look at some books intended for the
newcomer to radio and the newly licensed amateur -

and at a rather unusual frequency listing.
operator" or at "the dedicated HF
band enthusiast whose interest in
mobile operation may have drawn
him to 2m and FM" and thus
covers, in simple terms, the
operating techniques of 2m
simplex and repeater operation.
This may sound fairly obvious

A NEWCOMER'S
GUIDE TO FM

SIMPLEX
AND

REPEATER
OPERATION

ON

110 MIMS

Atf10141
ASKEW

Gil1/41K

stuff, but, as I shall illustrate short-
ly, the author cleverly relates
operational procedures to the
technicalities of today's 2m scene.

About five of the booklet's six-
teen sections are devoted to
repeater operation: an introductory
section, the repeater 'K' break, ac-
cessing and tonebursts, jamming,
input listening and giving signal
reports on a repeater. This latter
section puts forward a RL scale;
that is to say, signal reports based
Readability and Limiting or quieting

that underlie them is employed
generally through the booklet with
considerable success - without
patronising the reader and with a
sense of humour.

Shame about the rather small
type but an essential purchase,
along with the International VHF
FM Guide, for the newcomer to 2m
at £1.06 from the RSGB Head-
quarters at Potters Bar.

WORLD PRESS SERVICES FRE-
QUENCIES
by T P Harrington, W8OMV.
Published by Universal Electronics
USA 1983.
"In today's fast-moving world, the
knowledge of world events hours
and even days ahead of the regular
press, TV and radio holds a great
fascination for many shortwave
listeners." So begins Mr Harr-
ington's introduction to this novel
book. W8OMV has apparently
been logging the world news ser-
vices broadcasts on RTTY for some
years now and his listing certainly
appears to be a useful source for in-
formation on a very wide variety of
news services. You can thus get a
number of different perspectives(!)
on an international news story
before you see Jan Leeming
reading it on the box - and the
chance to make some interesting
comparisons after.

This is not merely a list of fre-
quencies, times and places. The
author begins the book with an ex-
planation of the format of the lists
and how they should be read, and
then goes on to give some notes
about reception, RTTY speed and
location of the news services.

The second section goes into
the equipment necessary to receive
the RTTY signals from a beginners
viewpoint - this is essentially a
consumer's guide and no construc-
tional details are given. He
discusses various antennas,
receivers, terminals, monitors,
printers, new micro -processor units
and suppliers including addresses
(the latter are mostly American, I'm
afraid). Finally, there is a short arti-
cle by a somewhat mysterious
chap called Eric Kern on "Common
Reception Problems" as applied to
RTTY ie Multipath reception etc.

The bulk of the book is made up
of the lists themselves; at first, the
two main lists appear to be
duplicates of each other.

The first listing, starting at
0000 UTC and progressing to
2359, gives a chronological listing
of world press service transmis-
sions, along with frequency and

WORLD
PRESS SERVICES

FREQUENCIES

*vs ,Ydays traosew
24friates a aly

r
TJA %ton

".."""
rioN

baud speed. You can listen to the
Voice of America from Monrovia at
4am on 15875kHz (at a shift of
425kHz, 100 bauds speed). To
hear the alternative version of the
day's events, listen to the TASS
transmissions at 5.30am on
17570 kHz (425Hz shift, 66
bauds). However, if you have a
receiver with limited frequency
coverage. or propagation is poor on
some parts of the HF spectrum, the
second listing comes into its own.
In this, the news service transmis-
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-
sions are ordered according to fre-
quency - if the propagation to the
area you desire to obtain news
from seems good on a particular
part of the spectrum, you can
quickly check the listing to see if a
news service transmission is
available from there.

The third listing gives an
alphabetical listing of the news ser-
vices extant in each country, by
country, known to the author, also
giving the frequencies used for
their transmissions in English.

At the end of the book, there is
some further detail on RTTY recep-
tion, some information on RTTY
and TOR 'codes' and a couple of
forms - one for any update that
readers can provide to the author
on the information in the book, and
the other for receiving updated
world press frequency lists from
the author.

The book goes for clarity of
presentation and is printed in very
large type - whilst this is excellent
in principle, a side effect is the book
is rather large, perhaps. It is

available from lnterproduct Ltd.,
Lynton, Stanley, Perthshire, PH1
4QQ for £5.75 plus 50p postage.

PROJECTS IN AMATEUR RADIO
AND SHORT WAVE LISTENING
by F G Rayer, G3OGR. Published by
Newnes Technical Books, Butter-
worth Co. Ltd.

This book describes a number of
simple constructional projects for
reception only. It seems, therefore,
quite suitable for someone just
starting out in radio. The projects
are graded, becoming more com-
plicated as you work through the
book.

There are nine projects in all,
plus some information on building
aerials. The projects include an 'ar-
tificial aerial' unit for 1350kHz -
22MHz, a carrier injector, or BFO,
to resolve morse and SSB on short-
wave BC receivers, a three band
TRF receiver, a 144 - 146MHz pre-
amplifier and a super -regenerative
VHF receiver. The projects are well
illustrated and clearly explained
throughout. The earlier projects re-
quire a minimum of expertise,
mainly using matrix board type
construction, with a comprehen-
sive components listing being given
at the end of each project.

The book costs £3.80 and is

one of a series of books entitled
'Newnes Constructors Projects'.
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Readers'ADS!
WANTED RTTY Program for
UK101, Telephone Derby
511459 G3 LTX QTHR.

WANTED circuit diagram and
component listing for CR100.
Tel: Huddersfield 23662.
IF you are looking for service
information for your radio or
television then I may have
what you want in my private
collection. SAE with re-
quirements and I'll try and
help. Maurice Small, 8 Cherry
Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon
0X9 4QY.

FREE tape magazine for blind
radio amateurs needs help
reading articles onto tape in
your own home. All materials
supplied. Suit housebound
amateurs. Contact G4 MRB
QTI-TNA. 79 Narrow Lane,
North Anston, Sheffield S31
7 BJ. Tel: 10909) 566301.

WANTED FRG -7700 or
R1000 later model, cash
waiting. Contact Steve Parry.
Telephone: Colwyn Bay
33989 after 6 pm or
weekends.

WANTED handbook for
W.S.19 Mk3, also connecting
plugs, leads, valves, any other
accessories, complete station
considered. Have for sale or
exchange 1155N, 1155A Ed-
dystone 840A, Codar 70A
WHV. Pete G4 LQZ QTHR.
0235 (Oxon) 34037. Even-
ings after 6 pm.

URGENTLY require alignment
circuits, or anything at all, for
TRIO JR60 (U). RX includes
FM Et 2m convertor, built-in To
Rx Et covers 0.55-30MHz,
142-148MHz. Your price paid
or to copy etc. Any costs
refunded by return. Mr Parkes,
1 Silkstone View, Platts Com-
mon, Barnsley.

WANTED details circ. diags.
etc for Sentinal dual gate
Mosfet 2m converter. Also to
buy any 2m convertor and a
3H choke suitable for KW
2000A PSU. Urgent your price
or any costs refunded by
return. Mr Parkes, 1 Silkstone
View, Platts Common, Barn-
sley.

INFORMATION please Comark
DC milli voltmeter type 120S
circuit. Ian G3 ROO Dover
(03041 821588.

WANTED frequency lists of
VHF and UHF channels called
"The listeners secret bible.
Please send details and cost to
Tom Valentine, 38 Grampian
View, Montrose, Angus. Tel:
0674 76503.

WANTED information on Icom,
ICB 1050 circuit diagram etc.
Contact Stuart Baynes
G6OUN. Tel 01-633 0943
evenings.

WANTED Eddystone EC10
Mkll must be very good condi-
tion - no mods. Telephone
John on Coventry (0203)
465328 after 5.30.

WANTED details of FM mod
for FT200. G4WJX, 4 Har-
ington Drive, Parkhall, Weston
Coyney, Stoke, Staffs ST3
5 ST.

WANTED FC107 dark grey or
FC102 high power. Ring
Stuart 0642 211685.

CREED 444 Teleprinter. Com-
plete with workshop manual,
spare reperforator and printer,
paper. Excellent condition: on-
ly £40. Contact Alex Reid
G6BOP QTHR. Tel 0962
55405 (Buyer collects).

PYE Marine rx msw sw mw lw.
Stalker 9 am fm usb lsb with
Skipmaster 4200 base mic 40
channel fm cb. 40 channel
handheld cb. SWR meter. 3
amp power pack. 18ft antenna
£200. Tel 01-607 4124 sorry
cannot separate. Buyer col-
lects.

MAINS transformer shrouded,
drop through 300-0-300V
100mA or so6.3V 4A, 5V 3A
£5. LF choke 10H 100mA,
200 Ex -Gov £2.50. Oil filled
LFC Gresham 20H 190
250mA, £3. Early valve GEC
XTAL Calibrator 100 /100 /
500 KC/5 £8. Phone Alan,
01-445 4321 (Nth London).

former. £200. Alda 103
American mobile Tx /Rx 200
watts, 80-40,20m solid state,
£200. Consider part ex-
change, want FT -480, FT7,
Hallicrafter G4AFY (05621
753358.

FT290 R Complete with
Micads, charger, carrycase,
manual, unmoded, VGC
£180. Phone Stevenage
(0438)359428.

MICROWAVE modules 2m to
10m transverter MMT 14428
VGC, £65. Phone Peter
G4WCE 061 980 5173.

YAESU FT29OR plus Nicads
charger and case only £200
complete. Phone Leigh
109421608069.

FDK 430 Expander £175,
MML 432 /50W linear/pre-amp
£80, Jaybeam 2m 14 ele long
Yagi horizontal 8 ele vertical
£20 Jaybeam MBM 48/70cm
£20. Phone Ken on Bloxwich
75057 (near Walsall) anytime.

YAESU FT -202R. Signal com-
munication corp R537 air
receiver. Harvard 410T CB.
IC251 E hardly used. No
reasonable offer refused
Telephone Chris 0525
220017 (Dunstable).

CBM 64 plus C2N cassette,
VGC, 8 months old, £175. Or
swop ham gear. Commodore
PET 2001 series 32K. vgc
£130. Or swop for ham gear.
Canvey Island 697906 (Bob).

AMSTFiADTS89 stereo tower
system. Belt driven record
deck, twin -tape deck, remote
control as new £160. Bremi
BRL200W linear, £45 ono.
Yaesu YO 100 monitor scope
needs slight attention, any of-
fers over £15. Mr N Pugh, 5
Back Lane, Nomansheath,
Malpas, Cheshire SY1 4 8 DR.

Hammertund HQ170 a receiver
with manual spare set valves.
G8 KW traps for dipole all vgc
£120. Wilson Walton -on -
Thames 243606.

Wood And Douglas 70cms
EDDYSTONE 880 /2 Rx. 3W ATV Tx £59. Akai colour
5-30MHz 30 bands, good per- video camera, 1 year old as

new £220. Power supply
£29. 70cms 48 ELE J Beam
£20. VIC-20 tapes, QRA,
checklog, morse, etc. G8 KOM
QTHR. Tel Littlewick Green
2453. Berkshire.

REDIFON base station no mike.
Power supply marshall 0-30V
1 A two Pye reporters. Offers
for any item, buyer collects.
0203 597411. 48 Sher -
bourne Crescent, Coventry
CU5 8LE.

YAESU FT207 R, NC3 charger
AC adaptor. Helical and '/4

wave whip, external mike
speaker. £159 ono. IC 740 in-
ternal PSU. 1 year old cost
£900. Sell £675 ono. All as
new. J. Mullany, 83 Cole
Valley Rd., Hall Green, Birm-
ingham, West Midlands.

FOR SALE Lafayette 1200FM
120 channel 27 MHz
transceiver AM, FM, SSB with
K40 processor mike. 3 crystal
change and retune. Would
make nice 1 Om rig conversion
as in HRT August 84, £40 ono
or swap working P.F.70. Ring
Swansea 862919.

SALE 22ELE 70cms beam
£10, HRO 9 coils PSU £50,
piles of magazines £5,
Boroughs L5000 keyboard
£10, Boroughs disc boards
£10, 500V PSU variable £20,
Car radio cassette fault £5.
G1 JXI call Allan on work
number. 01-748 3627 Ext
77.

ICOM IC R70: (0-30MHz), all
mode communications
receiver with FM board fitted,
10 months old, mint condition
and Yaesu FRT 7700 ATU,
also in mint condition, £475
the lot. Genuine reason for
sale. Ring Bob on Telford
52014.

YAESU FRT7700 antenna
tuner £32 post paid. Yaesu
FF5 low pass filter £8 cost
paid. Both complete with in-
structions. Mr. Moore, 76
High St., Ide, exeter EX2 9RW

TRIO 9R59 general coverage
receiver, very good condition
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C & S Antennas Ltd of Rochester have recently won an order to install a broadcasting antenna system in The
Vatican, Rome (!) which has its own local radio station for religious broadcasts. The antenna structure (RHS)
overlooks St Peters, also overlooked (LHS) by a TH6DXX antenna for 20/15/10m, used by Father Ed, HV3SJ, The
Vatican's resident radio amateur.

with manual £65 ono.
Telephone 01-361 1666 after
7 pm.

ACORN ATOM 12K RMA, FP,
VIA, 3 utility ROMs. Atom calc
Atom text editor/processor
and A&F, Utilikit. Also PSU all
leads manuals, books, and
large collection of games soft-
ware E135. Also Atom 12K
RAM FP needs attention £35.
Tel. (07821632600

YAESU MD1 B8 desk
microphone, slight damage,
underside of base, working
perfect. £25. NiCad changer
13A style FT290-208 etc £5.
HF linear abandoned project
4 x 1 50A, complete needs
sorting. Buyer collects £50

ono. Toni -Tuna PCB unused
with paperwork and mains
transformer £7. 56 -Sling
Road Christchurch, Tel:
Dorset 482074.

FREE dual auto base
charger/power supply NC8, if
you purchase both of my syn-
thesised handhelds for £300
or individually FT708R. Ni-
Cads charger £160. FT708R
Ni-Cads £160 vgc. NC8
charger £40. Boxed with
handbooks. G4MBZ Farn-
borough (0252) 837581
evenings.

YAESU FT79OR 70cm
Multimode, complete with
NiCads and charger as new,
bargain £230. tel: 0222
708336.

DAIWA CNW518 all in one
antenna tuner 2.5Kw, PEP

mint confition. Boxed cost
£233, will accept £130.
Adonis AM503 base com-
pressor microphone, mint
£25. Phone How Caple 205
evenings.

COLLINS: for those who never
had one, or who would like one
back KWM2 A 31265 516 F2.
last run military specification
equipment, absolutely mint,
DX engineering, processing.
Please phone for full details
and demonstration. By ap-
pointment. Dave Smith
0594 36017 Gloucester.

SOTA 100w, 2m linear
amplifier. requires 10W input,

13.8v external dc. RF switch-
ed or via PTT. £65 ono. Tel
G4 ASL, QTHR, 01-668
3386.

BBC MOD. B with wordwise
and Exmon ROMs plus data
cassette, £100 worth of soft-
ware and Joystick accept.
£350 ono, might consider ex-
change for FT29OR plus cash.
Phone John Marshalls Cross
879453 (Merseyside).

SONY ICF-2001 digital
keypad entry receiver.
150kHz-30 MHz with power
supply. Nearly new, perfect
£90. Tel: Bury St. Edmunds.
102841 704152 after
5.30pm.
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TEST GEAR oscilloscope tele-
quipment D83 with dual X/Y
plug -ins, delayed timebase,
50MHz. £600 ono. (Cost new
circa £2,500). avo TT160
transistor tester £15 ono. All
in very good working order and
complete with manuals. Tel.
Stoneyburn (05016) 231.
(Scotland).

YAESU FRG7 general
coverage communications
receiver 0-30MHz digital fre-
quency display good condition
£1 10. Address 34 North
Avenue Abingdon, Oxon
OX14 1 QW. Tel. Abingdon
10235)20760.

FOR SALE ICOM ICR70
receiver mint, only 4 months
old, boxed £450 ono. Ear
Trouble's forces sale. Mr
Draper, 60 Enderley Road,
Perry Common, Erdington, Bir-
mingham.

FOR SALE - Clearance of DX
rigs, DX200 rtealistic
150kHz-30 MHz, 5 band rig,
boxed, working order, Just
overhauled, 18 months old
£60 ono. Buyer collects. HAC
dx Mark 3 - Phones,
transformer. All bands battery
eliminator fittes, never
assembled or used. £40 ono,
buyer collects.
Mr. Bartlett, 20 Broadlands
Ave, Enfield.

HAMMARLUND HF receiver
150kHz-30 MHz, ex -marine
VHF valve transmitter -receiver
Marconi type with handbook
and spar value (QQUO3-201,
transformer mains to
250-0-250. Call Alex on
0875 20775 after 6pm.
(Gorebridge, Midlothian).

COBRA 148 GTL DX SLO LO
MID Hi split frequency, also
BV131 linear converted pro-
fessionally AM/FM 10W input
200 out. SSB input 20W in
400 out. Both above equip-
ment, good condition £160.
Dave on Lincoln 43642.

YAESU FRG 7700 general
coverage receiver with FRT
7700 ATU mint condition
£270. Buyer must collect.
Phone Wellingborough
677269 after 5.30pm.

YAESU FT77 HF rig with mat-
ching PSU, mic brand new
£475 ono. Contact E. Davis,
Bognor 10243) 862395 after
6 .00pm.

TRIO TS4305 fm board filters

mic cost new £870, im-
maculate coindition, hardly us-
ed with 8 month guarantee
£650. Reason for sale, need
cash for TS930 G4WDZ 4
Buckley Road, Eynesbury, St.
Neots, Cambs. Tel: 0480
218032.

COBRA 148GTL multimode
plus 200W Bremi linear £160,
Tandy DX100 L receiver £40,
Tandy PR053 UHFNHF 8
channel scanner receiver, re-
quires crystals £25. All items
ono. Tel St. Albans 39333.

TRIO R1000 general coverage
communication receiver, good
condition £ 1 75. Also realistic
patrolman scanning receiver
for VHF, complete with 14
crystals for 2M band. £40.
Datong DC/44/28 2M con-
verter. Brand new £35. or
£240 for the lot. Phone Martin
01-590 5490.

SELLING YAESU FRG 7700,
£295, FRT 7700, £30, also
Bearca 20/20 40 channel un-
crystalised scanner, £180 and
discone 65-520MHz RX
antenna £15. Buyer collects,
London NW10. Phone:
01-965 6677.

KENWOOD TS 520 SE vgcv
recently overhauled by Lowe
Electronics, £280 ono. Yaesu
FT480 R vgc recently
overhauled by SMC, £300
ono. Tel E Hocking G4LKV
02372 5637.

HQI Mini beam f 65 collins
separate Tx-Rx 1.5-12MHz
good QRP rig Ex RAF offers,
Datong ASP speech processor,
£68, Yaesu SP102 Extn
speaker, £35 ono. Tel:
Brighton 309127.

FOR SALE TR2300 VB2300
MB2 mounting MEX55 boom
mic, Azdem AS006 speaker,
packer, A145 47U Valor Mag-
mount. Prefer not to split,
£200 ono. TR2300 soft carry
cape and rubber helical anten-
na, £6. Denis G8MRU QTHR.
Tel: King's Lynn, 674015.

YAESU FT107 M as new, with
internal PSU and mic. Latest
model with all new bands. Ex-
change for HF mobile rig
W.H.Y. G3MX0 021 788
0518 (B'Haml.

WANTED Collins KWM 380
cash purchase, or part ex-
change Icom 751 with extras
cost £1330 August 1984,
plus cash for Collins.

Telephone Dronfield 413413.

SWOP antique Tx/Rx
T1154 /1155 with two rotary
converters 33B and 35A for
any type 2m SSB transceiver.
Bruce Z21 Al/R, PO Box
AC135, Ascot, Bulawayo,
Zimbabwe.

FOR SALE Jumbo 2 26.515 -
28 .315 good condition
AM/FM/SSB includes 40 chan-
nels UK/FM, CB £215. or part
exchange with cash for mobile
hame radio. Telephone Adam
874 2142. (London).

SWOP stereo system cost
£750 for transceiver or good
receiver. Sorry no cash. Phone
031 489 2668 Ernest
G1 KBD. Also swop modern
radio controller for aircraft,
boats etc why.

EXCHANGE Atari 400 home
computer plus PSU, Atari 410
cassette joysticks and pad-
dles. Also Atari 2600 video
games console, plus games
cartridge for any 2m
transceiver in good working
order. Contact Pete G1 KBN on
0530 39427.

UHIOEM CR2021 makers
packing mint. Offers ex-
changes or cash sale. Wanted
marine band receivers only.
Phone Bradford (0274)
724144 daytime after 4 pm
0274 676556.

CREED 444 and service
manual, immaculate condition,
Dymar gear: 4 radios, 1 on
2m, 2 chargers, 1 large, 20
various sized batteries, por-
table cassette player - want
2m mobile rig or WHY possible
cash adjustment. Pete, Telford
109521 616611.

BBC MOD B with wordwise
and Exmon ROMS data
cassette and voltmace
joystick, plus software and
books, £350 ono, might con-
sider exchange for Yaesu
FT290 R plus cash. Phone
John 0744 819453,
(Merseyside).

EXCHANGE Racal Counter
CT488, Ar 88 Receiver 3 Pye
PF 70.s UHF, 2 Nolton AM
transceivers with leather
cases, Philips 2 Beam
Osciloscope, 1 PF.1 tran, and
1 PF1 receiver UHF. For Scan-
ning Receiver to cover VHF
and UHF.
Mr Karlinski, Walshaw High
School House, Burnely.
DRUM (5) Kit wanted, ex-

change for pro debrie 16mm
sound projector 25W sound
op. plus 1.800 film, "The
Frighteners". 8 -track stereo
cassette player, and car radio.
G8BSK 290. Priory Road, St
Denys, Southampton S02
1 LS.

SWAP NATO 2000 AM/FM/
USB/CSB/CW 1 1 m
transceiver, vgc linear
amplifiers 180W PEP built in
26dB preamp, Shakespeare
big stik antenna. Swap for
FT101E or similar or sell the
lot. Phone Martin 0533
899583 evenings (Leicester).

TELEQUIPMENT
LABORATORY oscilloscope
model D53 dual trace 15MHz
delayed timebase twin plug-in
amplifiers. Plus extra differen-
tial plug-in amplifier. Little us-
ed with manual immaculate.
Will exchange for FT200
transceiver or similar. G4YKT
Guisborough, Cleveland
33241.

COMPLETE darkroom in-
cluding Envoy enlarger with
35mm colour box. Also
2''A x 3 1/4 lamphouse elec-
tronic exposure timer, stacks
of paper, dozens of extras.
Would exchange for TR9130
or FT290 R. Contact Mr
Hargreaves, 212 Gwendolen
Road, Leicester. (0533)
738377.

KW2000 recently serviced by
makers, would exchange for
Heathkit HW8. Phone (0594)
43329 after 6 pm.

REALISTIC DX200 receiver
0.4-30MHz. Good condition,
boxed with handbook £60
ono, or swap 144MHz
linear/preamp suitable
FT290R, mobile antenna, or
W.H.V. Alan G1IWQ Kings
Lynn 829075.

TELEQUIPMENT serviscope,
new tube excellent condition
£25 or exchange TU5B tuning
unit. Wanted service manual
for Marconi TF995/3 or loan
to copy £5 offered. Tel:
26170 (Aldershot).

WELZ CP-5 trapped vertical
antenna 80-10M (Now Warc)
complete with radials £70,
prefer buyer to collect or car-
riage extra possible exchange
for Heathkit HW-8 or Surplus
"Spyset" W5-128, WS -122,
A-16, B2 or similar G4TMO
Tel 0793 783461.
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IF Readers' ADS I
Buy, sell or exchange your gear through our free service to readers

CONDITIONS
1 . These advertisements are offered as a free the advertiser undertakes to indemnify the

service to readers who are not engaged in buying publisher against any legal action arising out of the
or selling the same equipment or services on a contents of the advertisement.
commercial basis. Readers who are should contact 7. The magazine reserves the right to refuse to
our advertising department who will be pleased to accept or to delete sections of advertisements
help. where this is judged necessary.

2. Advertisements will be inserted as and when 8. Advertisements are accepted in good faith;
space becomes available. however, the publisher cannot be held responsible

3. The insertion of advertisements will be on a for any untruths or misrepresentations in the
first -come, first -served basis, subject to condition advertisement, nor for the activities of advertisers
(2). As a result, it will not be possible to guarantee or respondents.
the insertion of a particular advertisement into any 9. Advertisers must fill in their names, ad -
particular issue of the magazine. dresses and (if available) telephone number in the

4. Readers should either write out their adver- space provided, and sign the form to indicate ac-
tisement in BLOCK CAPITALS or type it, underlin- ceptance of these conditions (forms returned
ing any words that are to appear in bold. without a signature will not be used).

5. The magazine cannot accept any respon- 10. All that is to be reproduced in the advertise-
sibility for printers' errors in the advertisements; ment should be entered into the space provided on
however, we will do our best to ensure that legibly the form printed in the magazine - note that a
written advertisements are reproduced correctly. photocopy is not acceptable. All advertisements
In the event of a gross error, at the Editor's discre- must give either a telephone number and/or ad-
tion, a corrected version of the advertisement will dress for respondents to contact, and this must be
be printed (at the advertiser's request) at the included in the wording of the advertisement.
earliest issue in which space is available. 1 1 . Advertisements must be 40 words or less in

6. The magazine or its publishers will not accept length (telephone numbers normally count as two
responsibility for the contents of the adver- words, exchange or exchange code plus number).
tisements, and by acceptance of these conditions,

I accept the conditions above.
Name

Sig nature
Address

Send this form to: Free Readers' Ads, Ham Radio
Today, 1 Golden Square, London WC2,

ENTER YOUR ADVERTISEMENT HERE:
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AVON

6 GOLF CLUB
LANE,

SALTFORD,
BRISTOL

Tel: 02217 2402
Open. Tues Sat 9arn

Close Mondays

577321

Radio Communications
P M A M../././.

IAN

Send your ad, to
1, Golden Square

London W1

ESSEX

=11:111111
NSA ARROW

Electronics Ltd
5 The Street, Hatfield, Peverel

Hr. Chelmsford, Essex CM8 3YL

[ICOM1Tel:

0245 381673/381626
i Trio; Kenwood, Tonna, Welz. T ET.

KD.K. Daiwa, Tono, Tasco

KENT

THAN ET ELECTRONICS
95 Mortimer St, Herne Bay

Tel: (02273) 69464

Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30pm
except Thursday 9-1pm

AMTRONICS (TONBRIDGE) G4 SYZ
THE AMATEUR RADIO SPECIALISTS IN KENT

IT'S AMATEUR RADIO
from AMTRONICS
8 Tollgate Buildings

Hadlow Road, Tonbridge, Kent
Tel: (0732) 361850

FDK, AZDEN, YAESU, JAYBEAM,
FORTOP, DATONG, etc.

SCARAB SYSTEMS
AMATEUR RADIO SOFTWARE

rilrc7iFir !STOCKISTS
39 Stafford Street. Gillingham

0634-570441

LANCASHIRE

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS U.K./HOLDINGS
Yeses°. Tot }Boom Frequency
Counters, Oran Datong F7101
Escorts Repaint 6JS6C, 213Y/A
a /CDS, RF Captor. Dootte Rfsmsd
Mum,. Warn Kit etc SAE List 15
min Junc 31 Me Free parking
46 Johnston Stteet
Illsokbum 6S2 1 CF

narsopTHURSDAYS

LONDON

DRESSLER UK LTD
191 Francis Rd, Layton, 610

Open 9-5 30pm Monday -Friday 10-5 Saturday
Authorised dealers for

Dressler, Yaesu, born, Standard. Trio/Kenwood,
Datong, SCM, Microwave Modules, Tonne
Tel: 01458 0645/566-1415 Tele= 11053609

W. MIDLANDS

9tockRXa from YAESU, JRC, ICOM
ists of microwave modules. B.N.O.S, M.E.T.,

GAMMA. DATONG, ICS TASCO.
Open Mon -Sat 9-30-5 15
176 Lower High Street

Stourbrldge (0384) 39063

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS
PIANIOV.1.2

HEWARD'S HOME
STORES LTD. (Est. 19631
822/4 Kingstanding Rd., Birmingham

844 9RT. Tel. 021-354 2083
G4RJM with 38 years in The Radio Trade

Ham Equipment urgently wanted'
Open: Mon -Sat 9-6

Technical NEW IDEA LTD SALES
enquiries 133 Flexley Road, G4SOV
G4STG Stechford, Birmingham

Stockists of Yaesu. Trio. Kenwood.
Totsuko, Tonna Antennas, Bentex.

Full servicing repairs on all makes of
amateur radio. Open Mon -Sat. 1 Oam-7 pm,
Sundays, 10am-1 pm

Tel: 021-764 3129

WARD ELECTRONICS
DIAWA HOKUSHIN
LOWE PRODUCTS tC S AMTOR/
COMMODORE  RTTY EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS RSGB BOOKS

GSLIV PCBS FOR SSTV/RTTY
FOP ri4Olr,EN7t-il,JS14,,S

Soho House (1st Floor). 362-4 Soho Road
Handsowtth, Birmingham B21 90L
Tel: 021-554 0708

R. Withers Communications
584 Hegley Road West,

Oldbury, Worley 1388 08S
Tel: 021-421 8201/2 Tel; 021-550 9324

Opening hours. Mon -Sat 9.30-5.30Pm
Late night Thursday 8pm

For all your communication requirements.

W. MIDLANDS

AUTRON ICS
142 Priory Road, Hall Green

Birmingham B28 OTB Tel: 021-474 4638
10.30am-6pm Tues-Fri. Closed Mon.

Sat 10-5. Closed lunch 2-3
Surplus equipment/components &

P.C.B assembly

NORFOLK

D.P. HOBBS (Norwich) Ltd
13 St. Benedicts Street, Norwich

Tel: 615786
Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30

Closed Thurs
Stockists of:

YAESU, FDK, ICOM, JAYBEAM
& El&ctronic Component Specialists

Eastern Communications

4 31 Cattle Market Street
NORWICH

OPEN, 9.3°-
5.30 Mon -Fri

9.30-5 Sat

(0603)667189
MAIL ORDER

\4f/
[loom]

Put your business
on the map. Phone
Jason on 01-437 0699

NOTTINGHAM

SP ELECTRONICS
48 Limby Rd

Huckhall, Nottingham
Tel: (0602) 640377

open Monday -Saturday
8.30-5.30

Use the
Emporium Guide-

Phone Jason on
01- 437 0699

for details
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SCOTLAND

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS 47
JOHN GM3OPW
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes. Fife KY7 5DF

Tel: 0592 756962
Opt, T ttes Sat 9 5

uality socondhandequipment In stock. Full range of
goodies. Jayboam- Microwave Modules- LAR.

SOMERSET

G6 HKT AVCOMM LTD
25 Northload Street,

Glastonbury
Tel: 0458-33145

Open 9.30-5.30. Closed Wed

G8 KVG

SURREY

GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS
34 Aldershot Rd., Guildford

Open Mon -Fn 8am-6.30pm
Sat Gam-5.30pm

\k/
0 TRIO

IICOMI

ASDEN
TOTSUKO

Secondhand wanted

0483-574434

Use the HRT
Classified section to:
sell/your product/service
either fill in the coupon or
phone 01 437 0699

TYNE & WEAR

Ap.d Lser7-'
Dee*

icom 
129 Chillingham Rd,

Tel: 091
Open: Tues-

RONICS \4,/

Newcastle-upon-Tyne
-276 1002
Sat 10am-6pm

WILTSHIRE

PACE ELECTRONICS
76 Victoria Road. Swindon

Tel: (0793)48807
Yaesu equipment. BBC Computers + Software for the
Spectrum. Commodore 64 8 Amtor.

Open 9-5 6 days a week
We do everything for the BBC

YORKSHIRE

4 Cross Church St. Huddersfield Tel:
Open 6 days 9-5.30 0484 20774

Closed Weds. Thurs 9am BOM
G4MH Mini Beam

4/ways a good setecoon of new & 2nd hem --eat ot stud

Amateur Radio Shop

RADIO AMATEURS AND C B PEOPLE TALK TO 
aVr-=34PIEW BRIOGATE LEM LS1 MU

41111F-='; == COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE

&its.,
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS -TELEPHONES UniFICEVIOE0 - AUDIO LEADS - STYLI

. LEEDS 452657 the PROFESSIONALS!

TRIO ICOM YAESU
LARGE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES

TELECOM
6 New Street, Barnsley

South Yorkshire
Tel (0226) 5031

Specialists in Yaesu. (corn
and So -Kamp

HAM RADIO TODAY
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT - ORDER FORM

Advertise nationally In these columns to over 100.000 readers for only
35p per word (minimum charge 15 words). Simply print your message in
the coupon and send with your cheque or postal order made payable to
Argus Socialist Publications Ltd to:
CLASSIFIED DEPT., HAM RADIO TODAY
1 Golden Square, London W1 R 3AB.
Tel: 01-437 0899
Please indicate classification required.

Name ,

Tel.No.(Day)

Address

Please place my advert in Ham Radio Today for 0 months. Please indicate number of insertions required.

Or Debit my Access/Barclaycard
(Delete as necessary)
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HAM RADIO TODAY CLASSIFIED
Lineage:
350 per word (minimum 15 words)
Semi Display: (minimum 2 cms)
£7.00 per single column centimetre
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and
conditions printed an the advertisement rate card (available on request)

CARDS, STICKERS
& BADGES

QSL CARDS. Original designs
prepared to order. SSP Printers,
P.O. Box 813 Scarborough Y013
9EL. Phone 376367.

LISTENER & OSL CARDS.
Quality printing on coloured &
white Glass Card at competi-
tive prices. S.AE for samples:
S.M. Tatham, "Woodside",
Orchard Way, Fontwell, Arun-
del, W. Sussex.

PLASTIC BUSINESS AND
MEMBERSHIP CARDS

QSL CARDS
Distinctive OSIs for all budgets. Many
designs at really competitive prices.

TRY US - send for FREE samples.
DEROQA PRINTING

Whthree Road, *wham
Norwich NMI SPN

AERIALS

AERIAL WIRES 8 ACCESSORIES
Hard drawn copper wire 140ft 14 swg
27.90 50 metres 16swg £8.90 10
metres 12swg soft enamelled copper
wire £3.50. 50 metres 1 4mm soft
enamelled copper wire £5.75. G5 RV
Type Aerials size £1 2.00. Full size
E1 3.9 5. 4mm Polypropylene Rope 50
metres £3.95. 4mm Nylon Guy Rope 50
metres E8.90. Ceramic Egg Insulators
Large 50p. Small 40p. All items
postage paid

S.M. TATHAM, 1 Orchard Way
Fontwell, Arundel, West Sussex

COMPONENTS

R. F. Translators. Specialist Comp -
mints for TransmIstters. Unelco Capa-
citors. Sparague Mica Trimmers (500V1
Sole Agent for solid state Microwave
R. F. Translators supplied to full speci-
fication . Full 2N range supplied Special
SD range 1W-100 WATT output 1 to 100
MHz. Preamplifiers for 2 meters and
70cms Power Amplifierswith and without
switching. Aligned and ready for use. Due
to exchange fluctuations we cannot price.
Send S AE for full lists.
Phone: Selsey
(02431 823803. Modular Electronics. 1
Coniston Close, Felpham, Bognor
Regis. Sussex.

Don't leave it to chance -
boost your business by
advertising in HRT classified
phone 01-437 0699 for
details.

ALARMS

BURGLAR ALARM EQUIP-
MENT. Please visit our 2,000
sq ft showrooms or write or
phone for your free catalogue.
C.W.AS. Ltd, 100 Rooley
Avenue, Bradford BD6 1 DB.
Telephone 0274 731 532.

MORSE SOFTWARE

MORSE READING
PROGS.

Work on clean signals without hardware
interlace

ZX81 I K UNEXPANDED MEMORY
Translated code with word and line
spaces for easy reading. Automatic scroll
action. £7 Incl.

SPECTRUM 18/48K
Scroll action with 10 -page scrolling
memory. instantly accessible page by
page. ES Incl. All types variable speeds.
Feed signal directed into EAR socket

PInehurst Data Studios
69 PI nehuret Park, Wrist Moon
Wlm borne, Dorset BH22 OBP

MORSE TUTOR
£4.00 on cassette. £5.50 on microdrive for
Sinclaire Spectrum. 4 to 19 words per
minute. van ab le spacing, van able groups
of randopm letters, numbers, or mixed:
Random sentences. own message. single
characters aria variable pitch. Feedback
on screen, printer, or speech (Curran
Microepeech 48K only) and repeat facility
16K and 48K versions on one Gallants
48K only on microdrive.

WO SOFTWARE
Hilltop, Illt. Mary, Jersey, C. Islands

Telephone (0534) 51392

COURSES

COURSES  RADIO AMATEURS
EXAMINATION City & Guilds.
Pass this important examination
and obtain your licence, with any
RRC Home Study Course. For
details of this and other courses
(GCE, professional examination,
etc.) write or phone - THE RAPID
RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JN2,
Tuition House, London SW19 4DS.
Tel: 01-947 7272 (9am-5pm) or
use our 24 hr Recordacall Service:
01-946 1102 quoting Dept. JN2.

NOW AVAILABLE: 'Questions
& Answers' the self test manual
for R.AE. Sutdents. £275 pp.
Peter Bubb Tuition), 58 Green -
acres, Bath BA1 4NR. SAE for
details.

WANTED

NEW It USED Amateur Radio
equipment supplied, bought and
exchanged. S.A.E. for list or call:
Calbreso Ltd, 258 Fratton Road.
Portsmouth. Tel: (0705) 735003

01-437 0669
EXT 332
Send your requirements to:
Jason Inskip
ASP Ltd.,
1 Golden Square,
London W1

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

Special prices on surplus equipment
Racal RAI7 Receivers High grade commurucatIons receivers 5001(1430MHz in 30
etfectrve bands. From E175. Eddystone receiver 730/4 500KHz-30MHz in 5 bands E145.
All in excellent condition. Carr £15.
TANYORP11880 9 Bands Portable ...tommunications Receiver £125.00. High
Westminster W15 '-ow bond A.M. £30 pap £2.50. 27 foot telescopic mask with guys,
insulator. etc. £25 collected. High impedance headphones with boom mike new E7.50.
Avo valve testers £35 p5pE4. New 28 range digital multi:rosters e40.25
PCR Receivers LW/MW/SW Untested less PSU £20 pop £5. l2' Whip aerials £4 p5p
E1 50. Creed teleprinters E25. Various single and double beam oscilloscopoes, signal
generators, va.ve testers, output meters etc always in stock.
Surplus circuits Book containing circuits and notes on many surplus receivers, transceivers

E7.50 Send 50p for illustrated catalogue includes El voucher. Over 500 sets in
- Avos amateur rigs WANTED for cash.

New shop open at 218 St Albans Road.
Come and see the bargains

WEIRMEAD LIMITED, 17.9. SI Albans Road. w.tro,d Hens

Telephone Watford 49450 Access/Visa cards welcome.

FOR SALE

AMATEUR EQUIPMENT,
bought, sold, exchanged Tel
040 24 57722: or send SAE for
current list G3RCQ Elec-
tronics, 132 Albany Road,
Hornchurch, Essex.

EX MORSE RECEIVER/SENDER
With our Machine Code program your 1K
2X81 or 16K Spectrum can decode Morse
Code signets directly from your radio -
no extra hardware needed. Computer
can track speeds of 5-35 WPM. and dis-
plays decoded Morse on screen as text.
Price. E15.20.
For 48K Spectrum: As above, but with
variable speed morse sender, includes
"Type Ahead" buffer. This program
allows full transceive operation. Price:
E7.110. Both Spectrum versions include a
comprehensive MOrtl. tutor.

P. Andrson, Wetlands, Piton
Sheldon Ms/let, Somerset

TWO METER SSB transceivers
from £119. Full range including
Icorn, Trio, Yaesu, Asden etc.
Credit facilities Guildford CB.
0483 574434.

SHOPS

S.E.C.
One Stop

Electronics
announce the opening of: -
their new shop for the
sale and servicing of all
radio communication
equipment.

Components & Kits
V.H.S. Equipment
Rigs and Beams

Decent selection of most
popular I.C.'s, compo-
nents, transistors, etc.
126A Maidstone Road

Rochester, Kent
Tel: (0634) 400179

R & S RADIO (G4 OWY)
Tel. Weymouth (0305)786930

Amateur radio Equipment
bought sold and exchanged

list sent on request.

RTTY

RTTY - CW - AMTOR
Now on the Dragon

Complete set of
Programs & Hardware

to convert your DRAGON 32/64 into
a complete communications
terminal.

Morse transcelve
Program (Cassette)
Interface (Module) £17.50

RTTY
Program (Cassette)
Terminal unit of

modules £39.00

AMTOR
Program (Cassette) £39.00
Clock/Switch

Module £18.00

Programs also available in Cartridge.
Hardware available in kit or fully
boxed form.

For full details send 2x16p stamps

£10.75

£12.00

to,-
PNP Communications (HT)

82 Laws* Avenue, Newhaven
East Sussex BN9 9SB

Tel: (0273) 514465
Prices Include postage but not VAT

HEATHERLITE MOBILE MICS
Made to help you drive safely

Resonably priced to suit your rig head/
neck band. elect ret mfc. control box, vari-
able gain, scanning buttons. plug fitted -
superb quality Priced from £20.50 inc

FULLY GUARANTEED
Ring for details -

Heather 088AV (0401) 50921
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MMS1
THE MORSE TALKER

This unique product is a self-contained
speaking morse tutor and, as well as a
random morse generator. the MMS 1

Incorporates a microprocessor speech syn-
thesis system which provides talk back of the
random morse. This product is a truly cost
effective means of obtaining a full Class 'A'
amateur licence, without having to rely on a
third party for instruction.

FEATURES-
* Wide speed range: 2-20 wpm
* Segmented alphabet choice for novices.
* Variable group length -1, 5, 50

characters. Truly random and accurate.
* Internal loudspeaker. 12v DC operation
Available from stock

£115 inc VAT (p+p L'3)

COWAVE 1117],,LES

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
MMS2

ADVANCED MORSE
TRAINER

This advanced Morse Trainer is based on the
MMS1, and includes all the same facilities
with the addition that the pupil may key his
own morse into the unit so that he can perfect
his sending ability. As this is a more advanced
product, the speed range is 6 -32 wpm.
Available from stock

£169 Inc VAT (p+p f3)

MMD050/500
500MHz DIGITAL FREQUENCY COUNTER

FEATURES-
* 0.45-500MHz coverage
* 100Hz resolution on 50MHz range
* 1 KHz resolution on 500MHz range
* 12 Volt DC operation
* Portable - Compact
* Reverse polarity protectedAvailable from stock

£75 inc VAT p + p £1.25)

M MA144V
2M RF SWITCHED

PREAMPLIFIER

This RF switched low -noise receive pream-
plifier utilises the proven 3SK88 MOSFET in
a noise matched design. Providing a power
gain of 15dB and having a noise figure of
1 3d8, this unit will accept a through power
of 100 watts.
Available from Stock

£3490 inc VAT (p+ p £1.251

MMC144/28
2M RECEIVE
CONVERTER

This low -noise converter when used it
conjunction with a 28-30MHz receiver wil
provide reception of the 2 metre amateur
band All that is required is a 12 volt supply
and a suitable antenna.
Available from stock

£2990 inc VAT (p+ p -25)

MML432/31-1
70CM 30 WATT LINEAR

AMP WITH RECEIVE
PREAMPLIFIER

fah tilit4iussieeett

FEATURES-
* RF Vox * Low -noise preamp
* 1 or 3 watts input Iswitchablel
* Suitable tor SSB & FM
* 30 watts output
Suitable for use with rigs such as -
F 7790R, FT708R, IC4E, C78, TR3500
Available from stock

£13995incVATIp # p£350)

MML144/30-LS
2M 30 WATT LINEAR
AMP WITH RECEIVE

PREAMPLIFIER

FEATURES-
* RF Vox * Low -noise preamp
* 1 or 3 watts input iswitchablei
* Suitable for SSB and FM
* 30 watts output

table for use with rigs such as-
- '290R, FT208R, IC2E. C58. TR2500 etc

.,-ulable from stock

f75 Inc VAT (p + p f3)

MTV435
435MHz 20WATT ATV TRANSMITTER

This high performance ATV transmitter consists of a
dual channel exciter, video modulator and a two Stage
20 watt linear amplifier. It is for monochrome.

and colour transmissions, has two switch selectable
video inputs, and includes a test wave form generator.
Full transmit receive switching is incorporated and aerial
changeover is achieved by a PIN diode switch, which

- allows connection of the 435MHz aerial to a suitable
receive converter, such as the MMC435 600 which is

Available from stock available at E29.90 inc. VAT, p&p E1.25.

£159.95 inc VAT (pEtp £3)

MM2001
RTTY TO TV

CONVERTER
010.010001010100111.01.1.0,

*Tr/ 10 le 1X110101110

I .11
_onverter contains a terminal unit and a

microprocessor controlled TV interface and
requires only an audio input from a receiver to
enable a live display of "off -air" RTTY and
ASCII on a domestic UHF TV set, or video
monitor.
* RTTY 50, 75. 100 baud
* ASCII- 100. 300. 600, 1200 baud
* Switchable input filter
* Parallel printer output icentron csl
* UHF and Video outputs
* 16 -line, 64 character display
* 12v DC operation

£189 inc. VAT Ip&p £3)

MM4001 KB
RTTY

TRANSCEIVER
This package, when connected to a trans-
ceiver and a domestic UHF TV set provides a
data communication capability at a cost of
half of any similar system, for both RTTY and
ASCII.
FEATURES -
* RTTY 45.5. 50, 75, 100 baud
* ASCII - 110. 300. 600. 1200 baud.
* Four message stores
* Stored test functions I RY, OBF, etc
* Auto CO call
* Full size Owerty keyboard
* Parallel printer output Icentronicsi
* UHF and Video outputs
* 16 line, 64 character display
* 12v DC operation

£299 inc. VAT (p&p £4.50)

OUR ENTIRE RANGE OF PRODUCTS WILL BE EXHIBITED AND ON SALE AT MOST OF THE 1984 MOBILE RALLIES BY OUR OWN
SALES TEAM, COME AND TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

ALL MICROWAVE MODULES PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS (INCLUDING PA TRANSISTORS)

BARCLAYCARD

WELCOME

MICROWAVE MODULES
BROOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 7AN, ENGLAND

Telephone: 051-523 4011 Telex: 628608 MICRO G

CALLERS ARE WELCOME, PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST

HOURS:
MONDAY -FRIDAY

9-12.30, 1-5.00
E F:t E



ARROW
ELECTRONICS

LIMITED
5 The Street, Hatfield Peverel, Essex

Tel: Chelmsford (0245) 381626/381673
Telex: 995801 (Ref A5)

Serving the amateur experimentor for over 19 years we are certainly one of the largest specialist amateur
radio dealers in the south-east with all major lines on permanent demonstration.

HF. TRANSCEIVERS
FT96OR
FT102
FT77
FT757GX
T S9305
TS430S
TS830S
TS530SP
IC751
IC745

£1329
£719
£479
£719

£1195
£779
£758
£669

£1099
£839

VHF TRANSCEIVERS
FT726R
FT29OR
TS780
FT23OR
TR9130
TW40004
TM2014
IC271E
IC271H
IC290D
IC27E
C 5800
C 8900
HC1400

£775
£279

850
£269
£458

488
£279
£649
£789
£499
£299
£379
£219
£179

UHF TRANSCEIVERS _A2035
_A2050

70CM 726 £259 LA2065
FT79OR £259
FT73OR £239
TM401 A £310
IC471E £735
IC471H £879
ID490E £549
IC45E £345
IC120 £455
C 7900 £239

IC745

HANDHELDS

FT209R
FT203R
FT203R FNB3
FT208R
FT708R
TR2500
TR3500
LS2OXE
Cl10E
21C2E
IC4E
ICO2E

£239
£175
£155
£209
£189
£246
£265
£139
£139
£179
£229
£239

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

20% Deposit 6 Monthly Pay-
ments OR 50% Deposit and 12
monthly Payments Available on

many regular priced items

R70

£172
£149
£207
£143

MIIIIE=M11111
TL922 £950
FL2100Z £539
IC2KL £1349
-PSU
Henry Radio Big Linears to Order

R2000

VHF/UHF
LPM1443 100
LPM10 100
LPM25 160
11443 '07
Full Bnos Range Stocked
LPM432-1 50 TBA
_PM432-10 50 £155
v1R150 £169
IMEOW £149
'H6OW £175

Full Tono Range Stocked
£53
£90

87

RECEIVERS

FRG7700
FRG7700M
New YaeSu Soon
R2000
R500
R71E
R70

£385
£455

£435
£272
£549
£565

RTTY/CODE READERS

THETA550
CWR610
CWR685E
CWR675EP
THET A5000
IAMTORi
T9100E
AMTOR)

12 Amber
12 Green
Monitors

£299
£175
£739
POA
£775

£699

WELZ
SP200
SP300
SP400
SP1OX
SP15M
SP45M
SP250
SP350
AC 38M
CA35A
CA23N
AT 1 5A
CT15N
CT150
CT300
CH2OA
CH2ON

£82
£115

£82
£29
£41
f60
£58
£70
£74
£13
£13

£9
£17
£42
£58
£21
£37

ROTATORS
FU2000
KR250
KR4OORC
KR6OORC
KR200ORC
EMR400
DR750OR
DR7500X
DR750OR
DR7600X
KR500

£50
£55

£121
£173
£339

£89
£139
£129
£192
£169
£129

ARROW PRICE PROMISE

Arrow will meet or beat any
genuinely advertised price sub-

ject only to stock availability

We buy big - phone us for price.

R71E

MONTHS SPECIAL
OFFERS

FRG7700 Yaesu sfamous Gener-
al Coverage Receiver £299 -
Oast few to clear)

£95 iC271E Latest Model 2M Multi -
£99 mode Base Stations £599

AERIAL TUNERS

PC102
FC757AT
AT230
AT250
AT930
AT100
AT500
CNW519
CNW419
CL 680

£185
£245
£143
£277
£150
£285
£399
£233
£148

£81

FT79OR 70CM Multirnode £259
- with FREE Nicads & Charger

TM201A The Beautiful 2M FM
Mini from Trio Kenwood £245

R2000 trio Kenwood 5 marvel-
ous micro-proceSSOr receiver
£415

from stock.

TER ANTENNA

SPECIAL OFFER

HB238P
HB33M
HB338P
HB34D
HI3433DX
HB443DX
HB464DX
MLA4
MV22C
MV3BH
MV4BHR
MV5BH

£149
£199
£199
£239
£229
£309
£469

£79
£30
£40
£83
£79

Send SAE for details new T E -
range

TONNA AERIALS

New 2 x 5 El Cross 2M £28

4 El 2 metre £14.95
9 El 2 metre £17.71
13 El portable 2 M £31.05
16 El portable 2 M £29.00
17 Ei 2 metre £37 66
9 El cross 2 metre E32 43
9-19 El Oscar 04.27
9 El portable 2 M £20 00
19 El 70cm £20 70
21 El 70cm £29 67
Ate Ant 21 El £29 67
19 El cross 70cm £34 27
5 El 6 metre £34 30
23 El 1296 MHz £25 90
23 El 1250 MHz. £25 90
4 x 23 El frame 1250 £139.99
4 x 23 El frame 1296 £139.99
2M 2 way power split £35.94
23cm 2 way power split £26.45
24cm 2 way power split £26.45
70cm 2 way power split £30.05
2m 4 way power split £37.37
23cm 4 way power split 26.45
24cm 4 way power split £28.28
70cm 4 way power split £35.79
3 7 metre mast £18.59
5 7 metre mast £21.85
7 7 metre mast £33.29

MORSE KEYS

SWEDISH
Keys
BK100
HK708
HK802
MK701
MK703
BY1
I Bencherl
Vibroplex to Order

£55
£25
£14
£79
£28
£29
£36

POWER SUPPLIES
P8300
P835
PS15
PS25
FP757

FT102 still available, accessories FP757HD
PS430

£166
£149
£119

£89
£125
£179
£119

AUTHORISED

YAESU

NEWS & VIEWS

How much does the Yaesu Au-
thorised Dealer scheme mean to
you Yaesu mean to tell you that
the Dealer has a proper french-
sed dealership with spare parts &
technical backup available to him

of course support from the
oealer network with up to date
Stocks & a lull range of acces-
sories for your Yaesu equipment
Your Authorised Yaesu dealer
should know the latest technical
letallS on your equipment Did
vou know that most Yaesu
models now have technical
supplements available to Inc

'one of the coucitnes
APurrrocwhas

as
purchasers

largest Amateur Radio Retailers
are proud to be a Yaesu Dealer -
Our Major Line That said we are
here to serve not to politicize
even if you did buy a transceiver
outside the dealership Arrow will
service it & give you the same
good advice
We are substantial stockists of
TRIO KENVVOOD equipment
with full stocks of all major sets &
accessories and have taken steps
to see that our service & spares
nackup is as good as any dealer
What a pity the excellent ICOM
products are often priced above
.he market We are saving you
some money this month on the
2M Base Station. (Backup on
ICOM is very good indeed but we
wish they would produce the
excellent comprehensive tech-
nical manuals a bit sooner

And now some NEWS

The new FT209R Handy from
Yaesu has been around for a
month or so by the time you read
this We took the first one home
On 20th June (Yes that s how long
we wait for the adverts to appear)
and had excellent reports through
our local GB3OR repeater which
is only 3 miles from the shop at
Hatfield Peverel
Soon we expect to have the 70CM
version FT709R and the compan-
on to the FT203R for 70cm Yes
,ou guessed FT703R
The new Yaesu receiver
FRG8800 may be available by
the time you read this Send SAE
for details. We hope by the time
you read this to have stock of the
NEW FT20/700 F M 2M & 70CM
Mobile station. Send us an SAE
for details and a quote.
NEW from Trio. Kenwood the
TR711E replacement for the
TS780 2M & 70CM base station -
we ordered a pile as soon as we
beard of it so we should have
stocks just as soon as it s
oreoleoaresed Send SAE for details &

CHOICE, SERVICE & KEEN PRICES AT 3 LOCATIONS NATIONWIDE

GLASGOW BRANCH
Arrow Electronics (Scotland)
51 Hyndland Street.
Partick,
Glasgow.
Scotland.
Tel: 041 339 6445
Bill McJimpsey GM6NHJ
Now G4? Well done Bill

WELSH BRANCH
Arrow Electronics (Wales)
14 Carreg-y-Gad
Llanfair-P-G
Anglesey
Tel: 0248 714657
John Lewis GW8UZL

MAIL ORDERS & HEAD OFFICE
Arrow Electronics Ltd.
5 The Street.
Hatfield Peverel,
Chelmsford,
Essex CM8 3YL.

Tel: (0245) 381626/381673
Peter G3LST. Bob G6AKL.
Adam G6MON

Most major creditcards accep-
ted plus Lombard / Tricity
"Creditcharge" cards. Our own
club card available. Please ask
for details. Instant credit, short
or long term finance, interest
free scheme see above.

11::=1
VISA


